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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
_Washington, DC
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-271 through 273 (Final)
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES
FROM INDIA, TAIWAN, AND TURKEY
Determinations
on·the basis of the record

11

developed in investigation No. 731-TA-271

(Final) "the Commission determines, ?:,_/ pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is
·materially injured, or threatened with material i-qjury, by reason of imports
from India of standard pipes and tubes, ll which have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at less than fair value
(LTFV)i

Chairwoman Paula Stern and Commissioners Alfred E. Eckes and

Seeley G. Lodwick determine that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of the subject imports.

Conunissioner David B.

Rohr determines that a domestic industry is threatened with material injury by
reason of the subject imports.

Commissioner Rohr further determines, pursuant

to section 735(b)(4)(B) of the Act (19

u.s.c.

§ 1673d(b)(4)(B)), that he would

not have found material injury but for any suspension of liquidation of
entries of the subject merchandise.

ll The record is defined in se_c. 207 .2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
?:,_/ Vice Chairman Susan W. Liebeler and Commissioner Anne E. Brunsdale make
negative determinations.
ll For purposes of these investigations, the term "standard pipes and tubes"
covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in items
610.3231, 610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3252, 610.3254,
610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA).

2

The Commission also determines, on the basis of the record developed in
investigation No. 731-TA-272 (Final), !I
Tariff Act of 1930 (19

u.s.c.

purs~ant

to section 735(b) of the

§ 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United

States is not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the
establishment of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded,
by reason of imports from Taiwan of line pipes and tubes,

~/

which have been

found by the Department of Commerce to be sold.in the United States at LTFV.
The Commission also·determines, on the basis of the record developed in
investigation No. 731-TA-273 (Final), l/ pursuant to section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United
States is materially injured, or threatened with material injury,' by reason of
imports from Turkey of standard pipes and tubes.• which have been found by the
Department of Commerce to be sold in

~he

United States at LTFV.

Chairwoman

Paula Stern and Commissioners Alfred E. Eckes and Seeley G. Lodwick determine
that an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of the
subject imports.

Commissioner David B. Rohr determines that a domestic

industry is threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports.
Commissioner Rohr further determines, pursuant to section 735(b)(4)(B) of the

1/ Cornmissioners Alfred E. Eckes and David B. Rohr dissent, finding threat
of material injury. They would not have found material injury but for any
suspension of liquidation of entries of the subject merchandise.
'!:._/ For purposes of these investigations, the term "line pipes and tubes"
covers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, with
walls not thinner than 0.065 inch, 0.375 inch or more but not over 16 inches
in outside diameter, conforming to API specifications for line pipe, pr.~vided
for in items 610.3208 and 610.3209 of the TSUSA.
31 Vice Chairman Susan W. Liebeler and Commissioner Anne E. Brunsdale make
negative determinations.

3

Act (19

u.s.c.

§ 1673d(b)(4)(B)), that he would not have found material injury

but for any suspension of liquidation of entries of the subject merchandise.
The Corranission finally determines, on the basis of the record developed
in investigation No. 731-TA-273

(Final~,

l/ pursuant to section 735(b) of the

Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United
States is not materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the
establishment of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded,
by reason of imports from Turkey of line pipes and tubes, which have been
found by the Department of Corranerce to be sold in the United States at LTFV.
Background
The Corranission instituted these investigations following preliminary
determinations by the Department of Corranerce that imports of certain welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes from India, Taiwan, and Turkey were being sold at
LTFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19

u.s.c.

§ 1673).

Notice

of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a public hearing
to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice
in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of
January 24, 1986 (51 FR 3272).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on

March 13, 1986, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted
to appear in person or by counsel.

ll Commissioners Alfred E. Eckes and David B. Rohr dissent, finding threat
of material injury. They would not have found material injury but for any
suspension of liquidation of entries of the subject merchandise.
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VIEWS OF CHAIRWOMAN PAULA STERN AND COMMISSIONERS
ALFRED E. ECKES, SEELEY·a.·LoDWICK,~AND DAVID ROHR
We determine that an· industry. i~ the United States is materially injured
.;

by reason of imports of welded carbon steel standard pipes and tubes (standard
pipe)

f~om

India and Turkey which the Department of Commerce (Commerce) has

found. to be sold at less than fair value (LTFV).

lf ?/

Chairwoman Stern and Commissioner.Lodwick also determine that an industry
i~

the United States is not materially injured, or threatened with material

injury, and· that the establishment of an industry in the United States is not
materially retarded, by reason of imports of welded carbon steel line pipes
and ·tubes (line· pipe) from Taiwan and Turkey which Commerce has determined to
be sold at LTFV.

Comnii ssioners Eckes and Rohr determine that an industry in

the United Stat'es is threatened with material injury by reason of the LTFV
line pipe imports from Taiwan ,and Turkey and further determine, pursuant to
section

735(b)(~)(B)

of the

T~riff

Act of

19~_0,

19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(B),

that they would not have found material injury but for any suspension of.
liquidation of
~ntries of th~ ~u6ject
me;chandise.
.
.
-~

j/

1/

·-----·------

1/ Commissioner Rohr determines t;hat an· industn in the- United States is
th.;-.eatened with material injury by· reason· of the LTFV standard pipe imports
from India and Turkey ~rid further deter~ines, pursuant to sectioo 735(b)(4){B0
of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19·u.s.c. § 1673d(b)(4)(8),, that he would not have
found material injury but f.or any suspension of 'liquidation of entries of the"·
subject merchandise·. ~.~e his additional views, iDfra.
.
2/ Material retardation of 'the establishment.,i;>f an .industry in the United
st-;tes is not an issue in any of 'these investigations and is not discussed
further.
~/ ~.ee their dissenting views,· infra.
11 In the event that Commerce makes a.final affinnative determination under
19 U.S.C. § 1673d(a){2), then the Commission must determine wheth~r the
material injury is by reason· of the ~1assive imports" described in 19 U.S.C.
§ 1673d(a){3). · 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A). This is· commonly called the
"critical circumstances" determination. In the case of line pipe impor.ts from
Taiwan, Commerce has made an affirmative critical circumstances
determination. 50 Fed. Reg. 8865 (1986). However,· in the present
investigations, as a majority of the Commission have determined that there is
no material injury or threat of material injury by reason of the imports from
Taiwan, we need not address the question of critical circumstances.

- 6 -

Like products and domestic industries ~/
Two imported products are at issue in these investigations:

(i) circular

welded carbon steel [standard] pipe and tube with an outside diameter of 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches (standard pipe); §/ •nd (ii) cir~ular
welded carbon steel [line] pipe and tube with an outside diameter of 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches (line pipe) .

.Z/

We have investigated these products on many prior occasions . .!!_/

We found

the 1 ike product for imported standard pipe to be domestically produced
standard pipe of not more than 16 inches outside diameter and the domestic
industry to consist of the producers of standard pipe.
that the like product

fo~

imported line pipe is

21

We also determined

domestic~llj

produced line

pipe of not more than 16 inches outside diameter and that the domestic

·'2.1 The term "industry" is defined in section 771 ( 4 )(A) ·df the Tari ff Act of
1930 as ''[t]he domestic producers as a whole of the like product, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of that product." 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(4)(A). The term "like product," in turn, is defined in section Tll(lO)
as ''[a] product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the'article subject to an investigatiori
II

19 U.S.C.

§ 1677(10).

§j 50 Fed. Reg. 32244 (1985) (India); 50 Fed. Reg. 32246 (1985) ('lurkey).
7/ 50 Fed. Reg. 32245 (1985) (Taiwan); 50 Fed. Reg. 32246 (1985) (Turkey).
Ll..:_• the Commission concluded the following investigations since the
first of 1985: Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pi~es and Tubes from Turkey and
Thailand, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-·253 and 731-TA--252 (Final), USITC Pub. 1810 (Feb.
1986) (-"Turkey and Thailand");· Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes
from the People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore, Invs.
Nos. 731-TA-292-294 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1796 (Dec. 19~5) ("People's
Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore"); Certair.1 Welded Carbon
Steel Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugos1avia, Invs. Nos.
701-TA-251-·253 and 731-TA-271-274 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1742 (Aug. 1985)
("India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia"); Certain Welded C~rbon Steel Pipes
and Tubes from Thailand and Venezuela, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-·2'42 and
731-TA-252-253 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1680 (Apr. J.985) ("Thailand and
Venezuela''); Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan and
Venezuela,· Invs. Nos. 731-TA-211-21.2 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1639 (Feb.
1985).
'}_/ Thai land and Venezuela, ~-upra, at 6-·9.

ii
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industry C<?nsists of. the

produc~rs

of.. line pipe. !_Q/

We have adhered to these

definitions. in al 1 subsequent investigations. ]._!/
In the present

inyestigations~

no parties questioned the appropriateness

of these definitions and no information was revealed. that warrants·.·
reconsideration o:f these issues .

.!.~/

Accordingly, we adhere to our prior

definitions of the like products and the domestic industries in these
investigaqons.

Condition of the domestic standard pipe industry .!)_/
In its analysis of material injury, the Commission considers, among other
..

'

.

.

.

..

'

factors, domestic consumption, production, capacity, capacity utilization,
sales, market share, employment, wages, and financial indicators . ..!1/
these

~nvestigations,

In

the Commission ccihsidered thQ information available for

the period January 1982--December 1985 .

..!~/

We have studied the domestic standard pip'=~ industry in prior
investigations . ..!§/

Our data in those investigations showed that the domestic

standard pipe industry demonstrated reasonable performance through 1981 but
suffered serious setbacks in 1982 in terms of almost all significant economic
101 I~.

!!/

~gg, most recently, Turkey and Thailand, ~-~J>.r~.
Transc.ript of the Commission hearing (Tr.) at 54, 88, and 110 .
.!]./ Some of the information in these investigations regarding the condition
of the domestic industries and regarding the impact ·of imports on thos.e . .
industries is confide~tial and, therefore, can be discussed only in general
terms.
14/ 19:U.S.C, § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
!§/ Fo.r the domestic standard pipe industry, the data in these investigations
include data for the period October-December 1985, data that were hot
available to the Commission in our most recent investigation of the domestic
standard pipe industry. Turkey and Thailand:- supra .
.!.§/ People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore, ~upra_; Turkey
and Thailand, ~~·
l~I

0
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indicators.

Production, shipments,

cap~city

utilization, employment, and

financial indicators all decreased precipitously. !ll

Therefore, the data for

the first year of our current investigation, 1982, reflect very low
performance levels.

~/

In the current investigations, apparent domestic consumption of standard
pipe increased from 1982 to 1984 by 45 percent, and then decreaseq marginally
from 1984 to 1985. 19/

Domestic producers' production, shipments, capacity,

and capacity utilization also increased throughout the period of
investigation.

However, the rates of increase for these indicators during the

period 1982 to 1984 were substantially below the increase in apparent domestic
consumption during the

~ame

period.

Capacity utilization reached only 55

percent in 1985. 20/
The number of production and related workers decreased throughout the
period under investigation and their hours worked declined during the period
1982-84, although they

~ncreased

slightly in i985.

Labor productivity

increased throughout the period of investigation, although unit labor costs,
which had declined from 1982-·94, increased in 1985. 21/
As would be

expecte~

relatively low levels of

from a capital-intensive industry operating at
~apacity

the industry has not been strong.

utilization, the financial performance of
The domestic industry reported net

operating losses in 1992, 1993, and 1984. 22/

The industry showed a small net

17/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final), USITC Pub. 1519 at
6-8 (1984).
.
1~/ See Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan,
Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra, at 9.
~/Report of the Commission (Report) at Table I-3.
~01 Id. at Table I-4.
~/ !q. at Table I-6.
22/ Id. at Table I-7.

- 9 -

operating income during 1985, amounting to only 1.1 percent of net sales.
Four ff rms, the highest number in any year subject to the investigation,··
showed net operating losses during 1985.

I~/ l~/

25/

Accordingly, we conclude that the domestic standard pipe industry is
experiencing mat;erial injury. 26/ l:_ll 28/
Cumulation with respect to standard pipe imports 29/
The current investigations involve standard pipe imports from India and
Turkey.

Petitioners urge the .Commission to conduct a cumulative analysis of

those imports with each other ana with imports from Thailand,
Philippines, and the People's Republic of China.

fII !..<!·

Singapor~,

the

~0/

g._y As we noted in our recent investigations of standard pipe, "there ·is a
substantial difference in the financial performance of the various domestic
producers, and in general the nonintegrated producers outperformed the
integrated firms." Turkey and Thailand, ~upra, at 9. As in that case, the
Commission has taken this fact into account in its analysis while noting that
it is required, by statute, to assess the condition of the industry as a whole.
?:..?../ During the period of the investigations, several firms (~, Bethlehem
Steel Corp., LTV Steel Corp., and Merchants Metal, Inc.) have closed standard.
pipe mills. Turkey and Thailand, supra, at 8.
!:_§/ Chairwoman Stern does not believe it necessary or desirable to make· a
determination on the question of material injury separate from the
cons ideratfon of causality. She joins her colleagues by cone lud ing that the
domestic industry is experiencing economic problems.
· 27/ Commissioner Eckes believes that the Commission is to make a finding
regarding the question of material injury in each investigation. See American
Spring Wire Corp. v. United States, 590 F. Supp. 1273, 1276 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1984), aff'd_EE no~., Armco, Inc. v. United States, 760 F.2d 249 (Fed. Cir.
1985).
?:_~/ Commissioner Rohr concludes that this industry is vulnerable to·a threat
of material injury.
·f_'l/ Commissioner Rohr does not join in this section of this opinion in .light
of his conclusions on threat.
!Q/ Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 3--5.. In that brief, petitioners also
asked us to cumulate imports from Yugoslavia. The.request, however, predates
their withdrawal of the petition as to Yugoslavia. Cumulation of imports as
to which the petition has been withdrawn is inappropriate becausa the ·imports
covered by the withdrawn petition are not "subject to investigation."
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i'

Section 612(a)(2)(A) of the.Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 amends title VII

of the Tariff Act of 1930 by the enactment of a new subsection pertaining to
cumulation:
(4) CUMULATION-For purposes of clauses (i) (ii), the
Commission shall cumulatively assess the volume and effect
of imports from t~o or more countries of like products
subject to investigation if such products compete with each
other and with the like products of the domestic industry
in the United States market. l.!/
The legislative history makes clear that the subject imports must be marketed
within a reasonably coincidel'.lt period of time. 32/

Therefore, the Commi'ss ion

111yst "cumulatively assess the'. volume and effect of imports" when three
criteria are met:

(1) the subject imports must compete with both other

imports and the domestic like product;

11/ (2) they must be marketed within a

reasonably coincident time perioa; and (3) they must be subject to
investigation. 1~/
In prior investigations, we have treated standard pipe as a fungible
commodity. 35/

In the preliminary investigation regarding imports from India,

the Indian party in opposition to the petition argued that Indian standard
pipe should not be cumulated with·other standard pipe on ·the ground that India
predominantly exports galvanized pipe while other countries export so-called

-------------·------···
-···----··---··-·!!/ Pub. L. 98-·573, § 612(a)(2)(A)(iv), to be codified at 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(7)(C)(iv).
!~/ H.R. Rep. No. 1156 (Conf. Rep.), 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. 173 (1984) .
. 33/ The statute al-lows for cumulation only of like products. American· Grape
Growers Alliance for Fair Trade v. United States, 615 F. Supp. 615 (Ct, Int'l
Trade 1985).
34/ In making a cumulation determination, the Commission has considered a
variety of factors, including: (1) the fungibility of the imports; (2) the
presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic markets; (3) the
existence of common or similar channels of distribution of imports; and
(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the market. People's
Republic of China.,. -the Philippines, and Singapore, supra, at 10 n. 29; India,
Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra, at 12 n.28 and cases cited therein.
35/ ~. People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore, supra;
India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia, supra.

-

black pipe. 36/

11 -

The arg1,1ment has been renewed in this final investigatfon · .'

and, in particular, the Indian party asserts that Indian imports (more than 90
percent of which are galvanized) should not be·cumulated with imports from
Singapore (less than 2 percent· of which are galvanized).· _37/ :
Galvanizati9n .is a process of coating an article with zinc· to inhibit
corrosion.

Coating black pipe with.zinc,, although not an

converts black pipe into galvanized pipe. 38/

inexpen~ive

step,

According to petitioners, a

significant quantity of imported black. pipe is-galvanized in the United
States._

~2.1

We conclude that a cumulative analysis of black and galvanized pipe is
appropriate. 40/

The· only difference between black and galvanized pipe is the

fact of galvanization itself and, as petitioners -argue,· if price. conditions
make it advantageous, imported black pipe may be galvanized and sold in
competition with imported

~alv~~ized

..

pipe and in competition with domestically

produced galvanized pipe.
The imports compete in the same geographic areas. 1.!/

No party has

argued that the imports compete for different customers or that they utilize
different channels of distribution.

ugo-s

As we found in the preiiminary

lac

iwan:-T:U rk ;y:ar,-c;·-- v
fav i a.---sup@~--. at-i3-~-. -we·..:c.:untt:ifa·i·(~cf b i<--and galvanized pipe imports in the preliminary investigation, but staled th~t
we would explore the matter in the event of a final investigation. Id .
.El Indian Posthearing Brief at 4·-5.
;!_~/ Tr. at 5~.>-56 .
i~TT:ncffa~7a

J_g.
iQ/ We have cumulated b_lack and

}_21

galvanizt~d pipe imports in all prior standard
pipe investigations, but the specific question was not raised in any of those
investigations, except in the preliminary investigation here.
~J/ Report at I~-21; People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and
Singapore, ~upra, at Table I.,-·10. Even though imports from different sources
are concentrated in different areas, this dispersion i~ not sufficient to·
negate competition between the various imports. Compare People's Republic of
China, the· Philippines, and Singapore, supra.
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inv~stigation,

some service centers/distributors are unaware of the origin of

the pipe they. purchase.

~Jj

There is no question that the standard pipe

imports have been pre$ent simultaneously in the market.
Accordingly, we cumulatively assessed the volume and effect of the
standard pipe imports from India and Turkey with each other and with imports
from the People's

Repu~lic

of China, the Philippines, and Singapore.

We also cumulatively assessed the volume and effect of the standard pipe
imports from India and Turkey

w~ th

imports of standard pipe from Thai land.

An

antidumping order on Thai standard pipe was issued effective January 27,
1986.

These imports were subject to investigation as recently as

Jan~ary

1986

and import data for Thailand are available to us covering the same time period
as the·data available for the imports subject to the current investigations.

Material injury by reason. of the standard pipe imports 43/
In determining

wheth~r

a domestic industry is

ma~erially

injured by

reason of the unfair imports, Congress has directed us to consider, among
other factors, the volume of imports of the merchandise under investigation,
the effect of such imports on domestic prices, and the impact of such imports
on the relevant domestic industry. 44/
The cumulated LTFV imports of standard pipe from Thailand, Turkey, India,
the People's

Republi~

of China, the Philippines, and Singapore have increased

rapidly over the course of this investigation.
countries subject to cumulation during 1982. 45/

There were no imports from the
From a negligible percentage

42/ People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore, supra, at 11.
43/ Commissioner Rohr does not join in this section of the opinion. Se~ his
additional views regarding threat of material injury, infra.
44/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(c).
1_§/ Report at Table I-·1.
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of apparent domestic consumption in i9B3, the imports rose'sighificantly'in
1984 and· then increased dramatically in 1985. 46/ 47 /'
During these investigations, we gathered quarterly

~rice

data for five

sped fie standard pipe· products from the domestic industry and from importers
of Indian and Turkish pipe.

The quarterly price data for domestically

produced standard pipe products show considerable variation for all five
products in both the service centers/distributors and end-users markets.

In

general, U.S. producers' prices rose from· 1993 to 1984 and then declined in
1985.

For the service centers/distributors· market,· price levels for

October-December 1985 are all substantially below price levels for the
comparable period of 1984 and they are at approximately the same levels as the
comparable period of 1983. 48/

In the end users market, price trends were

similar, rising from 1983 to 1984 and then declining from 1984 to 1985.
When domestic producers' prices are compared to the prices of standard
pipe imports from India in the service centers/distributors market, the data
show that for all five products, Indian standard pipe undersold domestic
standard pipe in all instances for which we have data.

~9/

· In only one

instance was the margin of underselling less than 11 percent, and the other
margins were all significantly higher than that. 50/
~§./

Id.

1?./ The absolute volum€:' of the cumulated imports also increased throughout

the period of investigation. However, given the vulnerable condition of the
domestic industry and the decline in apparent domestic consumption from .1984
to 1985, relative import penetration is a much more revealing figure than
absolute import volume.
48/ Report at Table I-12.
49/ _Id. at Table I-·13. As significant quantities of Indian pipe did not
enter the U.S. market until 1985, price data for three 'products cover ·only
1985. For two products, however, we have data permitting comparisons of 1984
prices.
~QI J.;~.
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In the case of Turkish imports, the pattern is much the same.

There are

ma.rgins of underselling .for each product for each quarter for which
comparisons are possible. f.>1/

In the service centers/distributors rparket, the

margin of underselling was never less tt.an 15 perce.nt, and it ranged
considerably higher. 2ll
o~e

In the end users market,

we·

have comparable data for

quarter for each of three products and in each instance

are

th~re

s igni fican.t margins of underse,11 ing.
We also obtained

wei~hted ~ver~ge

purchase prices for several of the

standard pipes from Tl,Jrkey and India .. !HI

When these data are compared to the

weigh:ted average purchase price for U.S. producers' s.tandard pipe,
underselling is

pres~nt

in each

instan~e.

underselling less than 13 percent.

In no instance is the

of

mar~in

?._~_/

These price comparisons are significant because .the Commission has
rec,ived information that price is the most important purchase consideration
for a substantial portion of the domestic purchasers.

2~/

In this

price-sensitive market, the increase in the volume of imports, accompanied by
consistent and

signific~nt

underselling, was coincident with.the declines in

domestic producers' prices, indicating price depression resulting

.fro~

the

imports.
Finally,

we

note that the President's program of voluntary restraints has

limited imports of standar·d pipe from many of the largest traditional
suppliers .in 1985, thus .improving conditions for the recovery of the domestic
industry.

However, as noted above, the domestic industry lowered prices

..-·--Here again, the data generally cover 1985, with a few
price comparisons possible for 1984 .
.52/ Id.
53/ !_q. at Table I-16.
54/ Id.
55/ Id. at I-·24-1-26.

§11 Id. at

'tabl~ I-1~.

~··~
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during 1985 and.continued to operate .at a· loss, in significant:part because

~f

the impact of the c~~ulat~d LTFV imports.
We conclude that ~he imports are cumulatively a source of material injury
to the domestic' industry. ?..~./ f>..Z/

-..~6
·----·---------·------------·---···---------·-------··-·-··-··-···-·-·-·-··-·····----···-··---·-----·-----·------··-·--·---·-··---/ Commissioner Lodwick notes that in the most recent prior investigations
regarding standard pipe. Turkey and Thai land. ~l:l.PJ:~. he found threat of
material injury by. reason of the subject imports from Turkey and by reason of
the subject imports from Thail~nd. Although each investigation must be
evaluated on its own merits and on the basis of the information of record in
that investigation, for the purpose of ensuring that there is no confusion
between his findings in Turkey and Thailand, _sue_ra. and the present
investigations, he notes.the following.
The sources. of the cumulated standard pipe are relat,ively new <~ntrants
into the U.S. market. Import penetration has risen rapidly during the most
recent periods and over 40 percent of the 1985 imports from India, Thailand,
~nd Turkey entered during the fourth quarter of the year.
It is not always easy to draw a bright line to distinguish when
potentially injurious imports reach a level (when all statutory factors are
considered) that causes act.ual material injury. In Thailand and Turkey,
~!:Lera, the Commission knew. about incn~c:s:i.ng import volunws, but had no
information on the condition of the domestic industry or.price competition
during the last.qu~rt~r of 1985. In Commissioner Lodwick's view, the
information did not warrant a finding of present material injury, but the
threat of injury was r~al arid imminent.
In the present investigations, he believes that the information mandates
a finding of material injury. As noted, the cumulative volume of LTFV imports
rose sharply during the fourth quarter of 1985. Thus, even though the
investigat"i.on regardin~~ standard pipe from Yugoslavia was tE:'rminat{'d and
several Indian producers were found not to be dumping, .the import penetration
ratio rose. Additional pricing information shows that the imports
consistently undersold domestic producer~' prices at a time when domestic
producers' prices were at'best stabilizing at levels below the prior year
figures. Finally, additional data confirm that UH~se new crntrants are
replacing volunta·ry restraint agreemfrnts (VRAs) limited imports and causing
material injury.to the domestic industry.
?..?./ Chai rwornan Stern notes she has considered the weighted ave rag{' dumping
margins in het analysis of. the impact of imports of standard pipe frum India
and Turkey. For standard pipe from India, Commerce excluded Gujarat Steel
Tubes Ltd. and Zenith Steel Pipes & Industries Ltd. because it found no sales
at LTFV from those producers. For the other Indian producers subject to
investigation, the weighted average margin of dumping is 7.08 percent. For
standard pipe from Turkey, the margins of dumping were 23.12 percent for
Mannesmann-Su~nerbank Boru Endustrisi and Erkboru Profil Sanayi ve Ticaret AS,
1.26 percent for Borusan Holding AS, and 14.74 percent for all others.· I~
this price-competitive industry. these margins of dumping·--including the
relatively. smaller ones for the Indian product-····aid the collective price
competitiveness of the LTFV imports.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS O~ COMMISSIONER ROHR REGARDING THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
BY REASON OF !MPORTS OF STANDARD PIPE FROM INDIA AND TURKEY
In determining whether a domestic industry is threatened with material
injury by reason of the subject imports, the Commission is directed to
consider a variety of factors, including foreign productive capacity or
existing unused capacity, rapid increases in domestic market penetration, the
probability that imports will enter at prices that will have a suppressing or
depressing effect on domestic prices, increases in inventories, and the
potential for product shifting.

11

A finding of threat "shall be made on the

basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent.

Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere

conjecture or supposition."

~/

Turkish capacity to produce LTFV line pipe increased substantially from
January-September 1984 to the corresponding period of 1985.

11

Imports of

standard pipe from Turkey were nonexistent in 1982 and minimal in 1983.
However, they increased from 2,578 tons in 1984 to 36,277 tons in 1985.

~/

terms of import penetration, the Turkish imports represented 0.1 percent of
apparent domestic consumption in 1984 and 1.5 percent in 1985.

~/

There are

substantial amounts of unutilized Turkish standard pipe productive capacity,
not merely as a result of the increases in productive capacity.
LTFV imports of standard pipe from India first entered the market in
1983.

11

Indian imports increased sharply in both 1984 and 1985.
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i).
§ 1677(7)(F)(ii).
Report at Table 3.
Id. at Table I-9.
Id. at Table I-1.
Id. at Table 1.

?:/ 19 U.S.C.

11
ii
~/
~/

~/

These

In
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figures are reflected in the rapidly increasing import
Indian imports. Z/

p~netration

of.the LTFV

Figures regarding the capacity and capacity utilization of

the Indian producers at issue likewise reveal substantial productive capacity
to produce and sell LTFV imports in the United States. !!/
The pricing data in these investigatiohs, discussed in

det~il

by my

colleagues Chairwoman Stern and Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick, supra,
indicate that Turkish imports wi 11 conti"nue to enter the United States at
prices that will have a depressing or su~pressing effect on domestic prices.
There is nothing on the record of these investigations to :suggest· that-the
consistent levels of underselling from both countries will not continue in the
future.

Certainly, nothing in the record suggests that the dumping practices

wi 11 cease if not properly offset by an antidumping order.
Other factors support the conclusion

of~

threat of material injury.

In

light of the VRAs that have been entered into with other pipe and tube
exporters,· there is an incentive.for the producers of Turkish and Indian pipe
and for their importers to increase imports from these sources.' '}_/

This

conclusion.is buttressed by the fact that for both India and Turkey, exports
to the United States have rapidly become a substantial portion of their total
exports. 10/
shifting.

Finally, the record reveals some potential for product

Throughout the current series of pipe and tube cases, we have

Z/ !_q. at Table I-·1. Because only some of the Indian producers and
exporters were found to be selling at LTFV, the exatt LTFV export volume and
its penetration into the United States cannot be set out numerically.
'E_/ Id. at Table 1. Here again, the speci fie figures are confidential.
2/ Se~ Turkey and Thai. land, supra, at 17.
10/ Report at Tables 1 and 3.
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lear~ed

that several different pipe and tube products, particularly standard

and line pipe, may be produced in a single mill. !!/
Accordingly, I determine that there is a threat of

~aterial

injury by

reason of the LTFV imports from India arid Turkey.
I also determine that I would not have found material injury but for the
suspension of liquidation·of entries of the merchandise that went into effect

as the result of Commerce's preliminary affirmative determination in these
investigations. 12/

The provision requires the Commission to look at the

eondition of the industry and the effect of imports during the period between
the date of Commerce's preliminary and the date of this decision to determine
if the suspension of liquidation had the effect of preventing the threat of
injury which now exists from maturing into actual injury. !1/
There is limited information available for the period relevant to the
,;but for" determination.

The data which are available, particularly monthly

import figures for the fourth quarter of 1985 and antedotal information about
recent shipments of standard pipe from India and Turkey, do not persuade me
that the threat which I have determined to exist would have become actual
injury in the period since the suspension of liquidation but for that
suspension .
.!_!/ See Turkey and Thailand, supra, at 28.

12/ This determination is required by 19 U.S.C. § 1673d{b)(4)(B). The
finding must be made whenever there is a final affirmative threat
determination but no final affirmative present material injury determination.
_!11 Turkey and Thailand, supra, at 29.
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VIEWS OF CHAIRWOMAN PAULA STERN AND COMMISSIONERS
ALFRED E. ECKES I SEELEY G. LODWICK I·., AND • DAVID' ROHR

Condition of the dome's tic 1 ine pipe industry _!/
·As in· the case of stahdard pfpe', the' domestic 1 ine pfpe industry last
experienc(?d what w·~ could cha·racterize -~~ a "gobd ·ye.ar" i.n 1.981..

'!j Our most

recent prior investigat~on ·of line pipe 'showed :lmprovem~nts from 1982-84 in
some economic 'indicators, but declines f<»r those 'indi'cators in 1985. ]./

In

the present investigations, these trends were reaffirmed.
Apparent domestic consumption of line pipe declined from 1982 to 1983,
rose substantially in 1984, and then declined in 1985 to a level only about.

4 percent greater than that of 1982. ~/

Domestic production and d~mestic

producers' shipments fol lowed similar trends. §./

1985 were slightly below their shipments in 1982.

U.S. producers' shipments in
Capacity utilization rose

from 27 percent in 1982 to 30 percent _in 1983 and _to 34 perqent in

198~

before

falling back to 26' pe~cent -~~ 1985. §/
: '

~

The number of production and _h.~J.ated workers employ~d i'ri this ~ndustr·y,
the wages paid to them, and the fr total c'omp~nsa'tion all decrea'sed from' 1982
to 1983, increased substantially in 1984, and then decreased in 1985. Z/
labor costs, however, decreased throughoot the period under investigation.

Unit

!/

_!/ As in the case of standard pipe, some of the data reqard in•J these

investigations are confidential and, therefore, can only be discussed in
general terms.
?:./ §.~e Taiwan and Venezu la, ~upra.
·~/ f.:..9...:.• People's Republic of China, the Phi 1 ippines, and Singapore, -~~..era,
at 21.
y Report at Table II--3.
2_/ Jd. at Tables II·--3-IJ ..-4.
~/ :[Q,. at Table II--4.
In part, the d(:~creased capacity utilization in 1985.
is a reflection of an increase in dome$tic productive capacity between 1984
and 1985.
'!./ Id. at Table II-6.
!!_/ Id.
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The financial information availablP. in these investigations shows an
industry experiencing difficulty.
increa~ed

Net sales decreased from 1982 to 1983,

in 1984, and then decreased again in 1985.

The industry experienced

net operating losses each year of the investigation, although the net
operating losses were smaller in 1985 than in any other year.
industry's financial performance has improved somewhat.
remai~s

21 The

However, it sti 11

unprofitable.

')../ Id. at Table II-7. · As has been the case in various steel investigations,
there are significant financial performance differences between the integrated
and the nonintegrated steE!l firms. In this industry, the nonil'ltegrated firms
showed gross profits and net operating income for each year of .the
investigation. Although we take this fact into account, the statute directs
us to consider the condition of the industry as a whole.
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VIEWS OF.CHAIRWOMAN PAULA STERN AND.COMMISSIONER·SEELEY G. LODWICK
Cumulation with respect to line pipe imports

;

:

The present investigations involve LTFV line pipe imports from Taiwan ·.and
Turkey.

11

~umulatively

In these line pipe investigations, the -0nly question is whether to
assess the volume and effect of·imports from Taiwan and Turkey.

Petitioner.s, of course, urge us to do so. ·The Taiwanese· parties are opposed,
arguing that because Taiwanese pipe entered during different periods from
Turkish pipe, it does not compete with Turkish pipe.

~/

While it is true that

ther-e -were no Turkish imports -prior -to 1985, .when there -were Taiwanese imports
on the

ma~ket,

both Taiwanese and Turkish imports were present in the United

States during 1985. II

For the period July--Oecember 1985, imports from both

Taiwan and Turkey showed remarkably similar patterns.
do not support the Taiwanese argument.

~/

Therefore, .the data

~/

The Taiwanese also oppose a cumulative analysis on the ground that
Taiwanes'e line pipe is imported predominantly into the West Coast and Turkish
.,.
line pipe is imported predominantly into Houston. §/- In these cases, almost
all LTFV imports of Turkish line pipe entered through the port of Houston. l_/
However., in 1985, approximately half of the Taiwanese line pipe imports

11 See Views of Chairwoman Paula Stern, and Commissioners Alfred E. Eckes,
Seeley G. Lodwick, and David Rohr concerning standard pipe from India and
. Turkey, supra, for a description of cumulation.
?J Taiwanese. Prehearing Brief at 8-·9.
11 Report at Table II-9.
y Id. ·at Table Il--10.
5/ As the data do not support the Taiwanese argument, it appears th~t the
Taiwanese parties are arguing that it is improper to cumulatively asses·s the
volume and effect of new entrants into the market with more established import
sources. We reject such an argument. The competition criterion established
by the statute does ~ot require that the subject imports be present ·
simultaneously in the U.S. marketplace at all relevant times.
~/ Taiwanese Prehearing Brief at 9.
ZI Report at II-13.
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entered through the.Gulf Coast and South East, and app~oMimately one quarter
of all Taiwanese imports entered through the port of Houston.

~_/

In our· view,

the Turkish and the Taiwahese imports are not sufficiently isolated from each
o.t.h~r

to defeat cumulation. 2,/

.Accordingly, we have cumulatively assessed the volume· and effect of the
LTFV Turkish and Taiwanese imports. _10/

No material injury by reason of the line pipe imports
The volume of LTFV imports of line pipe, viewed both in absolute and
r~lative

terms, remains a small part

Qf

-~pparent

domestic. consumption. !1_/

Although those imports did increase in both absolute and relative terms from
1984 to 1985, this increase is less than 10 percent of the magnitude of the
decline in other imports . .HI

·-----·
_t!/ Id. at II-14.

--·---..· - - - - -

2_/ gompare. People's Republic of China, the Philippines, and Singapore,

at 15--17.
10/ We note that Commerce has made a fin~l negative determination regarding
Borusan, one of the Turkish prod~cers and exporters of line pipe, which
excludes imports of Borusan's line pipe from the scope of our investigation.
Ne¥ertheless, imports of Borusan's line pipe are subject to a final
countervailing duty order.
Chairwom@:n Stern has determined not to cumulate the Borusan line pipe
imports with the imports subject to investigation. She notes that she has
determirn.~d not to foll.ow the ruling of the United States Court of.·
Interriat,ional Trade in Bingham &·Taylor Div., Virginia Industries, Inc. v.
United States, 627 F. Supp. 793 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1986), pending resolution of
an appeal in the case. Chairwoman Stern notes that even if she had cumulated
the Borusan imports with the imports subje~t to investigation here, it would
not have changed her determination.
Commissioner Lodwick has cumulated the Borusan imports from the
countervailing d~tY investigation with the imports ~ubject to th~ current
invesfigations.
·
·
!1/ Report at Tables I-1 and I-.. 9. Because of the negative finding regarding
Borusan and the need to preserve. confidentiality, the exact absolute and
relative import figures cannot be disclosed here.·
_12/ !9. at Table II-9.

~~ra,
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It does not appear that domestic producers' production or shipments has
suffered as a result of the imports.

Notwithstanding the

incr~ased i~ports

of

LTFV 1 ine pip.e. the ratio of domestic producers' shipments to apparent
domestic consumption increased from 53 percent in 1984 to 57 percent in
1985.

l_~/

Domest_ic capacity utilization did no.t suffer as a result of these

LTFV imports.

Even had there been no LTFV imports in 1985, domestic capacity

utilization for that year would change less than 1 percent. 11/

Thus, the

volume of imports have had no discernible impact on the operating levels of
the domestic industry.
Domestic product prices

.

.

.

did.~eclfne

in 1985 and the limited information

available suggests unders~iiing by the subject imports.

However, financial

data show thaf co~ts declined substantially more than prices, with the result
that gross margins for the domestic inJustry improved nearly 10 percentage
points. 15/
industry

In fact, from gross

post~~d

los~es

of almost

gross profits in 1985 . ..!. §/

over three fourths from 1984 to 1985. !Z/

.

.

$1~

million in 1984, the

Net operating losses decreased by
These substantially improved

~

.

financial.data simply do not reflect any significant impact from the LTFV
imports at issue here.
This

concl~sion

is confirmed by other price-related factors.

Commission has rec·eived no

alh~gations

First, the

of sales lost to imports from faiwan

---·---------·----------·-·-·----------·--------·---........-------...... ..... -....·-·-·-..-·-..·--·
l.~I Id. at Table II-3.
_,

!1/ In fact, almost half of the decline in domestic capacity utilization from
1984 to 1985 is directly explained by the increased productive c~pacity
brought on line by the domestic industry that year. ;!~g.. at Table II--4.
Increased domestic productive capacity, of course, is the si~n of an industry
that is optimistic about its future. Further, the increase in domestic
capacity in 1985 was roughly 20 times the magnitude of the increase in the
subject imports.
l.~I .J..Q. at Tables II·-7-II-8 .
.!.~/ Id. at Table ll-7.

11/ .Jd.
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and only one allegation regarding sales lost to imports from Turkey.

1~/

Although the petitioners have asserted that the nature of this marketplace
does not permit the specification of the source bf imports to which sales or
revenues are lost, this assertion is not supported by the record.

In the

parallel investigations regarding standard pipe in which the Commission
conducted numerous conver:sations with purchasers, the overwhelming

respons~

of

the purchasers evidenced very specific knowledge of the source of the standard
pipe they purchased. 19/

Given the pervasive similarities between the

standard and line pipe industries and markets, we see no reason why purchasers
and producers of line pipe·should be significantly less aware of the origin of
their purchases.
For the foregoing reasons, particularly the very small market presence of
the LTFV .imports and the lack of any discernible price impact on the domestic
industry, we conclude that there is no material injury by reason·of the
subject imports.

No threat of material injury by reason of the LTFV line pipe imports 20/
Market penetration by the subject LTFV imports, as noted above, has been
quite small throughout the period of this investigation.
penetration is not likely to increase significantly.

That

mark~t

The Taiwanese line pipe

producers have commitments for substantial portions of their production. 21/
Assuming that the Taiwanese producers honor their commitments to the China
_!!/ Id. at II-19.
19/ Id. at I-24·-·I-26.
20/ The legal criteria for conducting a threat of material injury analysis

are discussed, supra. See Views of Commissioner Rohr regarding threat of
material injury by reason of LTFV imports.
21/ Tr. at 71; Taiwanese Prehearing Brief at 24-25 and attachments 2 and 3.
The exact numbers regarding these commitments are confidential.
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Petroleum Corporation--..···and it would be speculation for us to presume that they
would not--we find that there will ·be insufficient Taiwanese productive
capacity available to generate volumes of additional exports to the United
States that would cause material injury in the foreseeable. future. . There is
no real likelihood that the Taiwanese producers will shift production from
standard to line pipe.

Such a shift.has not been evidenced, even though·there

has been an antidumping order on Taiwanese standard pipe up to 4.5 inches
outside diameter effective May 7, 1984. 22/
In the
Ho~ever,

~ase

of Turkish LTFV imports, there is some available capacity.

capacity utjlization rates for th• producers of LTFV Turkish pipe are

significantly higher than the rates of the producers in the United States, and
the capacity utilization rates for the Turkish producers have increased
significantly from January-·September 1984 to January--.September 1985: 23/
Product shifting, according to the information available to us, is relatively
slow and is limited in the case of the. Turkish producers. 24/
Finally, we have found no indication that the prices of the LTFV imports
from Turkey have had a significant impc;lct or the U.S. producers.

Even if we

assume .that the same price trends, including the same relative underselling,
continue into the future, there is no likelihood that those prices will have a
discernible impact on the domestic producers in the future.

~~/Se~

Report at Table I-1.
Id. at Table 3.
24/ Id. at a-6.

~1/
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Accordingly, we conclude that there is no threat of material injury by
reason of the subject imports. ?5/ ?6/
~-~/ Cammi ss ioner Lodwick notes that information obtained in the current
investigation involving LTFV imports from Turkey diminish~s the significance
of three factors which were the primary bases for his affirmative
determination in the earlier case involving subsidized ~~ports from Turkey.
The three factors were an accumulation of stocks in the United States,
available .capacity in Turkey, and the ability to shift from standard to line
pipe production in Turkey.
In the earlier investigation the latest inventory data (as of Sept. 30,
1985) showed domestic stocks up 15-20 percent from prior year levels despite
significantly lower apparent demand.· Additional information in the current
investigations shows that by year-end 1985 domestic stocks were well below
l~ve~s from year-.. end 1984.
The current L.TFV investigation involving Turkey excludes some Turkish
capacity. Based on reported cap~city information, ability to shift between
standard and line pipe production, and recNlt standard· pipl~ production, the
available capacity to produce.line pipe subject tb this investigati6n is of a
magnitude substantially less that in the earlier investigation. Further, a
very significant percentage of line pipe exports to' the U~ited States are
excluded from the current investigation.
Finally, the potential magnitude for product shifting from standard to
line pipe is similarly substantially reduced in the current investigation.
As a result, he finds no real and imminent threat of injur~ from LTFV
imports from Turkey.
?-. §../ Chairwoman Stern notes that -Commerce has made final affirmative
determinations regarding imports from Taiwan and Turkey. For Taiwan, the
·!Al_eighted average margin is 27 .·98 percent. For Turh~y, Borusan was excluded
because of .£!~ !!!.i.!J..imJ~ margins. Mannesrnan and Erkboru were found to have 40. 23
perceqt margins ·and the margin for all others is 14.81 percent. Although
these margins are relatively large, other factors explained above preclude the
subject imports from having been a cause of actual or potential material
injury to the U.S. industry.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ECKES AND COMMISSIONER ROHR
ON LINE PIPES AND TUBES FROM TAIWAN AND TURKEY
·,
·~·

·:.

We determine that the domestic industry producing welded
carbon steel line pipes and tubes (line pipe) is threatened.·
with material injury by reason of imports from Taiwan and also
from Turkey that are being sold at less

th~n

fair value.

Our

analysis, following_ statutory guidelines, reveals: that the
domestic industry is very vulnerable to injury from unfair
imports after several years of unsatisfactory performance; and
that the key economic factors clearly establish that the unfair
imports from each country pose a threat of material injury to
the domestic industry.
A Commission majority determined in these investigations
and in a recent

coun~ervailing

duty case on line pipe from

Turkey that the domestic industry producing line pipe is
"experiencing difficulty."
opinion supra show that

The data discussed in the majority

~lthough

the domestic industry's market

share and profitability trended upward in 1985 compared to
1984, the industry operated at low levels of capacity
utilization and experienced financial losses throughout the
entire investigative period.
several adverse factors affected the performance of the
line pipe industry during the period of investigation.

First,

until the President's program of voluntary restaints went into
effect, the industry faced rapidly increasing volumes of
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low-priced imports from a variety of sources.

Second, the

slump in oil prices resulted in decreasing demand for line
pipe.

These conditions weakened the domestic industry.

Although improving in some areas of performance, the industry
will not be able to compete with substantial volumes of dumped
imports from new suppliers without sustaining injury.

Imports from Taiwan
In assessing threat of material injury, the Commission
examines, among other factors, trends in the volume and market
penetration of the subject imports; factors that might cause
imports to increase to injurious levels, such as increases in
foreign capacity or product shifting; and the probability that
imports will enter the United States at prices that will have a
suppressing or depressing effect on domestic product prices.
The volume of imports from Taiwan fluctuated during the
period of investigation, but remained relatively low compared
to the import levels of other suppliers.

However, in 1985 t.he

volume more than doubled over the 1984 total.

Market

penetration jumped from 0.4 percent in 1984 to 1.3 percent in
1985, over twice the penetration level of any other year during
the investigation period.
The record shows that until January 1986, Taiwan had a
substantial percentage of unused capacity to produce line
pipe.

Then capacity utilization rose, presumably as a result
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of a contract with the China Petroleum corporation.
Commission does not have a copy of that contract).

(The
The line

pipe producers in Taiwan assert that they have dedicated their .
production from January - June 1986 to fulfilling that
contract, b.ut they make no statements as to dedication of their
production after June.
\. ';:

Taiwan also has a very large capacity to produce
pipe.

standa~d

There is conside.rable difference of opinion as to the

time and expense required to product switch from standard pipe
to line pipe production.
API certification.
years for licensing.

The principal obstacle is obtaining

One firm in Taiwan reportedly needed two
However, hearing testimony indicated that

·the usual time is much shorter and the process is not very
··· e)cpehsive.
Lirie pipe from Taiwan undersold domestic pipe by
substantial margins in almost all price comparisons in this
investigation.

There is no reason to assume that this pattern

would not continue absent antidumping duties.
With alternative export markets decreasing and VRA's
restricting the competition from traditional suppliers to the
United States, Taiwan producers and domestic importers have the
incentive· and the capability to direct increasing volumes of
line pipe to this country.

Selling at less than fair value,

these imports·are likely to depress or suppress domestic prices
and cause material injury to a domestic industry struggling to
recover after several disasterous years.
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TUrkey
In February 1986 a Commission majority in Inv. No.
·701-TA-253 (Final) found that subsidized imports of line pipe
from Turkey threatened material injury to the domestic
industry.

The only major change that has occurred in the data

considered for the current investigation is a reduction in the
vo1ume· of Turkish imports.

Th'is reduction occurs because

although all Turkish imports were found to be subsidized, only
a portion of the imports were found to be sold at less than
fair value.
In assessing threat; however, the focus is on import
trends, rather than :absolute volume, and the probability that
imports will increase in the future to injurious levels.

We

see no reason to change our earlier opinion that imports from
Turkey threaten injury to the domestic line pipe industry.
Turkish imports did not enter the U.S. market until the
second half of 1985.

B~

the end of that year, 7,lli tons had

been imported, although a smaller quantity was found to be sold
at less than fair value.
As we noted in the countervailing duty investigation,
Turkey's capacity to·produce line pipe is substantial and could
expand to meet changes in demand.

Turkish producers are

certified for line pipe production and have shown in the past
that they will switch production between line and standard
pipe.

With a duty on standard pipe, there is a real threat of

product shifting.
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The pricing data available indicate that Turkish line pipe
undersold domestic pipe by margins ranging from 6 percent to
more than 20 percent.

Although this data is limited because of

the recent entry of Turkish imports, the underselling does
point to the probability that future Turkish pipe imports will
enter the United States at prices that will depress or suppress
domestic prices.

The average unit import value reported for

Turkish line pipe is lower than the

aver~ge

unit value for

imports from any other major supplier except Brazil.
The shrinking market for line pipe in the Middle East and
the opportunity presented by VRA restrictions on traditional
foreign suppliers to the U.S. market will encourage Turkish
producers with their large productive capacity to export to the
United States.

Increasing volumes of LTFV imports from this

new market entrant undoubtedly would cause material injury to
the domestic industry.

VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN LIEBELER
AND COMMISSIONER BRUNSDALE

Based on the record in these investigations, we determine
that no domestic. industry in the United States is materially
injured, or threatened with material injury by reason of less
than fair value (dumped) imports of welded carbon steel standard
and line pipes and tubes from India, Taiwan, and Turkey that have
been the subject of affirmative antidumping determinations by the
.
1
Department of Commerce.

In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a final
investigation, the Commission must determine that the dumped
imports cause or threaten to cause material injury to the
domestic industry" producing the like product.

First, the

Commission must determine whether the domestic industry producing
the like product is injured or is threatened with material
injury.

Second, the Commission must determine whether any injury

or threat thereof is by reason of the dumped

1

Material retardation of the establishment of an industry in
the United States is not an·issue in these investigations and
will not be discussed.
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imports.

Only if the Commission

~nswers

both questions in the

affirmative will it make an a,ffirmative determination in the
investigation.

I.

Like Product and Domestic Industry

Two imported products are the subjects of the petitions in
these

inve~tigations:

(1) circular welded carbon steel standard

pipes and tubes, 0.375 inch or more but not.over 16.0·inches in
outside diameter, and (2) circular welded carbon steel line
pipes and tubes, 0. ~75 inch or more but not over ·16·. 0 inches in
outside diameter.
pipes

a~d

The Commission has considered such steel·

tubes, both standard and line, in previous
2

investigations.

~he

majority in

t~is

case.has

~pparently

followed its prior practice of finding two lil<;e _prod~cts ~nd
two domestic industries comprised of the domestic producers of
3
standard pipe and line pipe.
In a recent case involving
these products, however, Commissioner Brunsdale·noted some

2

See those cases referred to in Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes from India, Taiwan, Turkey, and Yugoslavia,
Invs. Nos. 701-TA-251-253 (Preliminary) and 731-TA-271-274
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1742, n. 6 at 7.
3

Id. at 8. Unfortunately we have not seen the majority
opinion in these investigations. Because one commissioner
refuses to exchange draft opinions, recent commission practice
has been not to exchange opinions prior to their release.
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evidence

sugge~ting

that. separate c9ns.ideri;iti.on of.. the
.

·.· . .

producers of each like product
.

. .

.

~

.

'

..

~as

I

.

4

inappropriat.e.

.

.

~

We believe that the evidence now establishes the need to
.

I

apply a product-].ine analysis, p.ursuant
to .19 . U.S.C.
sec.
..
5
1677(4)(D), when assessing the effect

~f

imports.

We

believe that the available data do not permit the separate
identification of prodyc,tion in
or the producers' profits ..
existence of

te~ms

of the produc.tion process

This conclusion
rests on the
·..·

signif~.cant l~nks

.between the two products in

terms 'of domestic industry production characteristics.

These

supply-side links are so strong that ;it is not meaningful.to·
separately
.
. consider.the.effect
.
.
. -. of
. .
each like product.

impo~ts
.

on the production o:f

Instea4,
the
effect.of
imports
~hould be
.. . .
. .
'
.. .
.
..
~

~

assessed by examining the narrowest group or range .of

4

Certain Welded 'Carbon Ste~l ·Pipes and Tubes from Turkey
and Thailand, Invs. No,s. 701-TA:-253. (Final) a!ld 731-.TA-252
(Final), USITC ·Pub. No. 1986 at ·49 (Addftional Views of
Commissioner Brunsdale). Vice Chairman Liebeler stated that
those additional view·s des-er~'ed c.areful ·consideratio~. Id. at
36. She now joins in Commissioner Brunsdale's ~nqlysis.
5

Even if we did.not join therriaJority in its like product
and domestic industry definitions and, instead, found one like
product and one domestic industry, it would not affect our
determination in these cases. Since we have adopted a product
line analysis, the aggregate data for the two industries are
the same as the data for the single industry producing line and
standard pipes and tubes. Fu~thermore, eve~ if we did not
apply a product line analysi.~ ~hd; instead,· evaluated. the
effect of imports on two distinct industries, our determination
in these investigations would be the same.
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products that includes the like product and for which the
necessary information can be provided.

When there is a high degree of commonality of inputs in the
production of two products, it may be impossible for domestic
firms to segregate those inputs in such a manner that they are
able to analyze the performance of each product separately.
This occurs,

for·ex~ple,

produced using

th~

when two products are (or can be)

same equipment and the same labor so that
•

the relevant information for such important variables as
production capacity and profits cannot be obtained separately
for each product. In such cases, the two pr9ducts are very
close

substitute~

in supply and an analysis of the effect of

imports. should properly encompass the production processes for
both products.

More general;l.·y, when the domestic supply-side
substitutability between two products is very strong -- when
the domestic industry can easily switch from the production of
one product to a second -- then the appropriate analysis of the
effect of imports on the domestic industry should focus on the
6

product line consisting of both products.

To do otherwise;

6

Compare with the statement by Professor F. M. Scherer.
,
(Footnote continued to page 37 )
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i.e., to evaluate the effect of imports on the production of
each product separately could lead to incorrect conclusions
7

about material injury and causation.

This approach is consistent with the petitioners' view that
8
the standard ·and line pipe industry is inseparable.
Moreover, testimony from the petitioner now confirms our
earlier supposition that standard and line pipe can be made on
9
the same equipment and using the same labor.
It does not

(Footnote continued from page 36 )
".Substitution on the production side must also be considered
"[in the ideal definition of a market or an industry]. Groups
of firms producing completely noncompeting products may
nevertheless be potential competitors if they employ
essentially similar skills and machinery; and if there are no
barriers preventing each group from entering the other's ·
product lines should the. profit lure beckon." Industrial
Market Structure and Economic Performance, 53 (1970).
7

See the example with respect to widget product in Pipes and
Tubes from Turkey and Thailand, supra, at 51-53.
8 .
Tr. at· 63.

9
Tr. at 40. Evidence of strong supply-side flexibility
between the two products is also bolstered by petitioners'
arguments in a previous· LTFV case involving these same
products. Those arguments cast doubt on reported data in the
present investigations that-purport to distinguish financial
and capacity information for the two products. In Certain
We~ded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Thailand and
Venezuela, supra, petitioners maintained that firms that
produce both standard and line pipes and tubes are unable to
provide separate data for the two products and that they "view·
the producers of
(Footnote continued to page 38)
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...

matter, for example, whether the line pipe being produced is
seamless, electric, or continuous weld.

"[A]n electric weld

mill can make both standard and line pipe.

A continuous weld
10
mill can do the same, and so can a seamless mill."
Petitioner's witness also stated that there was no·difficulty
in shifting from either line to standard or standard to line,
11
Moreover, the
and agreed the shifting took "no time."

(Footnote continued from page 37 )
standard and line pipe as a single industry." Certain Welded
Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Venezuela and Thailand, I~vs.
Nos. 701-TA-242 (Preliminary) and 731-TA-252 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 1680 at 9 note 14 (April 1985). Since that· time,
these firms have apparently devised a procedure to ailocate
such variables as capacity and profits between the two
products. Howeyer, we question what; meaning the Commission can
give to these new data. Since, as has been discussed above,
the same machinery can be used to make both standard and line
pipes, the new data are not appropriate in assessing the
performance of the firms producing each of the two products.
10
Tr. at 41.
11

Tr. at 41. In previous investigations regarding similar
products, there was a question whether the fact that line pipes
are produced to more exacting specifications than are standard
pipes and require additional testing precluded a finding of
strong supply-side flexibility. Venezuela and Thailand,
supra. It was noted, however, that some producers already
produce both types of pipes. Thus the supply-side flexibility
between standard and line pipes appeared to be very strong.
There was no testimony in this case suggesting otherwise.
Petitioner'~ witness stated that obtaining certification did
not involve a long period of time. Tr. at 61. Setting up to
make the different product was not costly, Tr. at 61, although
end finishing and testing.for line pipes was a "great deal more
involved." Tr. at 62. . The important proof, however, is that
significant firms ·in. the industry produce both products.
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Staff Report, at II-1, indicates that while some doll!estic fir.ms
specialize in standard or line pipes and tubes, other firms
produce both.

The conclusion that follows from the above discussion is
that the effect of imports cannot be assessed in terms of two
distinct industries, but must be assessed in terms of the line
of production encompassing both like products.

II.

Condition of the Domestic Industries

We have recently considered the condition of domestic.
producers of standard and line pipes and tubes
and, while. some
.
~-

'

additional information has been obtained in· this case, our
basic

assess~ent

has not changed.

In Certain Welded Carbon

Steel Pipes and Tubes from Turkey and Thailand, supra, at
36-39, we found that the available data did not per:mit us to
determine whether there was material injury.

However, the

analysis in the instant investigation differs from that of the
earlier case for two reasons.

First, as explained above, we

are using product line analysis to examine the condition of the
standard and line pipes and tubes industries.

Second, the

analysis focuses on the record for 1985 because, according to
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..

counsel for the petitioners, the alleged material injury
suffered by domestic producers as a result of the subject
12
dumped imports basically occurred in 1985 .

. In our evaluation, we consider, among other factors,
production, capacity, capacity utilization, profits, and
13
investment.
However, the mere presentation of statistics
indicating recent trends in these and other variables is seldom
adequate for purposes of analyzing the condition of domestic
producers.

This is especially true here.

In particular, the

fact that ·an industry has an apparently low rate of capacity
utilization or

th~t

it has sustained negative operating income

does not necessarily·warrant the inference that it is injured,
let alone that it is materially injured. We are required by
14
the statute to "evaiuate" such factors.
To do this, we
will subsequently coµsider a major structural change that is
occurring in the domestic industries that produce standard and
line pipes and tubes.

12
Tr. at 36

13
19 U.S.C. Sec. 1677(7)(c){iii)
14

Id. In addition, we are to evaluate "all relevant economic
factors which have a bearing on the state of the industry . .
.", not just those the statute enumerates. Id.
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A.

Aggregate Data for the Industries

We note, first,

th~t

domestic production, shipments, and

capacity have all increased between 1982 and. 1985.

Domestic

production was up by 15 percent, shipments by 10 percent, and

1.5
capacity by 8 percent.

Capacity utilization also increased

over this period, moving from 36 percent in·l982 to 41 percent
16
Moreover, the financial data suggest that the ·
in 1985.
fortunes of domestic firms improved considerably between 1983
17
and 1985.

While operating

i~come

was negative in every year betwe·en

1982 and 1985, the losses declined steadily after 1983, moving
from $58 million that year to $1.9 million in 1985.
Furthermore, gross profits turned from negative to a positive
$20.9 million in 1984 and increased further to $50.2 million in
1985.

Therefore, the financial conditions of the industries

brightened significantly in 1984, and

~specially

in 1985, the

year when the alleged injury by reason of the dumped imports
was, according to

15
Report at.D-4

16
Id.

17
Report at D-8
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i

..•

18
petitioner's counsel, supposed to have occurred.

B.

Structural Change in the Domestic Industries

Quite apart from the effect of import competition on the
domestic industri·es, ·there appear to be significant structural
changes occurring in the domestic market.

These changes

suggest that the industries may not be suffering material
injury.
of firms:

The overall industry consists of two different types
(1) a few large, integrated producers that

manufacture basic steel, semifinished steel products, and a
variety. of finished steel products including standard and line

18
Tr. at 36. In our recent opinion on these industries,
Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Turkey and
Thailand, supra, at 38-39, we expressed reservations about
certain financial data. In particular, we were concerned about
the gross profit data reported for the integrated producers.
However, in the present inves'tigation, staff has acquired new
and important information about the accounting, practice~ of one
of these firms. We have' learned tliat the transfer price used
by LTV (for the raw material it produces in its basic. steel and
semifinishing operations and subsequently transfers to its pipe
and tube mills) * * *· Report at a-15. To the extent that
other integrated producers adopt the same policy, the' concerns
we expressed in our earlier decision have been resolved. For
us to evaluate properly the financial condition of an industry
where the products under investigation are made using raw
materials produced by firms in the same industry, it is_ of
central importance that we acquire information about transfer
pricing policies. We are grateful to Staff for obtaining this
information in the present case.
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pipes and tubes and (2) many smaller nonintegrated firms that
specialize in making finished pipe and tube products, including
standard and line pipes and tubes.

As Table 1 ·indicates, while overall industry sales changed
little between 1982 and 1985, the performances of the
integrated and nonintegrated firms were sharply different.
Sales by integrated producers declined by 25 percent while
sales by nonintegrated producers increased by 28

perc~_nt.

contrasting performance is also reflected in recent
capacity.

TI:tis

chang~s

in

Integrated firms such as Bethlehem and LTV have
19

scaled back or closed down their pipe and tube operations,
while the nonintegrated firms haye expanded theirs.

Overall,

industry capacity increased between 1982 and 1985, expan.ding by
20
10 percent in 1985 alone.

19
Report at I-5 and II-2.
20
Report at D-4
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TABLE 1
1983

1982

1984

1985

(--------millions of dollars--------)
Net Sales
Nonintegrated
Integrated
TOTAL
Gross Profit
Nonintegrated
Integrated
TOTAL
Operating Income
Nonintegrated
·integrated
TOTAL

*

*

*

632.0

*

*
574.8

*

*

(5.8)

*

*

*

*

(56.5)

*

*

699.1

*

(5.3)

*· *

*

*

*

641.3

*

*

*

*

(33.4)

(58.0)

*
50.2

20.9

*

*

*
(1.

9)

(-------percent of net sales--------)
Gross Profit
Nonintegrated
Integrated
TOTAL
Operating Income
Nonintegrated
Integrated
TOTAL
Source:

15.6

*

(0.9)

18.1

*

6.0

*

(8.9)

*

*

(0.9)

17.7

*

7.9

*

Report at D-8.
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* *
*(10.1)

* (3.0)
* *
8.4

* (4.8)
* *

17.2

*(7. 8)
7.7

*(0.3)

The financial condition of the two groups of firms is also

a study in contrasts.

Nonintegated firms were

pro~itable

throughout the 1982-85 period .. As a percentage of ne.t sales'·
for example, their gross

prof~ ts. ~anged ~etween

15 .· 6 and 18 ..~

perc.ent and their operating income ranged between ~. 0. ~nd

?'. 7.

percent . . But the financial situation of integrated producers
was just the reverse.

They not only sustained negative

operating income, but also
negative
gross profits...
.
.
~-

As a

percentage of net sales; their negative operating income ranged
from 13.7 to 23.7 percent and their negative gross

profi~~

varied between 8.1 percent and 27.5 percent.
'.,

The changing fortunes of nonintegrated and

...

fntegr~ted

producers in the market reveals the comparative efficiency of
the former group of firms, a conclusion also supported by
.
21
petitioners.
In determining whether there.. is material
injury in a title VII case, it is not sufficient to demonstrate
only that one group or class of firms is injured.:

';l'he statute

states the Commission is to determine whether "an industry in

21

Tr. at 48-49.
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22
Thus·,

the United States is . . . materially injured."

while it seems clear in the current case that integrated firms
are impaired, this ·is 'not enough to support a finding of
material injury to the'lndustry as a whole.

'When inefficient

producers are being supplanted by more efficient firms, it is
necessary to consider the combined operations of both types of
producers ..

As

the information in Table 1 indicates, it is not

clear that the industry as a whole is materially injured.

In conclusion, we are unable to determine whether domestic
producers are materially injured in this case.

However,

assuming material injury, we proceed to consider the issue of
causation.

III.

Cumulation

· The statute requires the Commission to assess cumulatively
"the volume and effects of imp·orts from two or more countries
of like products subject to investigation if such imports
compete with each other and with like products of the domestic
23
industry in the United States market."

22
19 U.S.C. sec. 1673(2)(A), emphasis supplied.
23
19 _U.S.C. sec. 1677 (C)(iv) (1980, 1985 Supp.).
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The Commission's investigations in these cases cover
standard pipes from India and Turkey and line pipes from Taiwan
and Turkey.
standard pipe

Petitioners urge the Commission to cumulate
imp~r~s

from Thailand, Singapore, the

Philippines, and the People's Republic of China (PRC) with the
imports from India and Turkey.

For line pipe, petitioners urge

cumulation of imports from Taiwan and Turkey.

As to standard pipes and tubes, there are pending
antidumping investigations for the Philippines, Singapore, and
the PRC, in addition to the instant investigations involving .
India and Turkey.

It is appropriate to cumulate standard pipes

and tubes imports from these five countries since the evidence
shows that these imports compete with each other and the
domestic product.

It is not

imports from Thailand.

appropria~e,

however, to cumulate

The antidumping duty order on standard

pipe from Thailand was issued January 27, 1986.

The language

of the 1984 Act refers to "imports from two or more count.ri~s
24
of like products subject to investigation .... "
Thus, the
plain meaning of the statute precludes cumulation -- Thai

24
19 U.S.C. 1677(7)(C)(iv) (1980 & 1985 Supp.) (emphasis
added).
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imports are no longer subject to investigation.

Moreover, it

would be contrary to the injury requirement in title VII to·
cumulate products from countries subject to a final
countervailing duty or antidumping order with imports from
countries that are currently under investigation.

The purpose

of the investigation undertaken by the Commission is to
determine whether the dumped or subsidized imports from the
countries under investigation are causing or threatening to
cause material injury to the domestic injury.

Because of the

countervailing duty order, the imports from Thailand are
equivalent to fairly traded goods.

Thus, it makes no sense to

cumulate imports subject to a final order with those from
25
countries under investigation.
Consequently, we shall
cumulate imports of standard pipes and tubes from the
Philippines, Singapore, the PRC, India, and Turkey.

The ratio

of Indian imports to apparent consumption is confidential.
That ratio is in the same low range as the import ratios from
the other countries being cumulated.

It is sufficient to say

that the·

25
The cumulation of imports from countries that are not
currently under investigation would require the statute to read
"products that were or are subject to investigation." The
present tense is not the same as the past tense. Such a
reading can only lead to arbitrary results as one struggled to
invent a standard for when investigations were too remote in
time. Any attempt at setting a standard would find no guidance
in the legislative history.
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cumulated~

ratio' fo·r standard pipe·s and tubes imports is very

low and well below 5 percent.

As to line pipe, the present investigations involve imports
from Taiwan and Turkey.

The evidence convinces us that the·

imports from these countries compete with each other and· with ,
the domestic product;
cumulat~

Consequently, it i,s appropriate to

imports of line pipes and tubes from these two

countries. •-The import penetration-ratio for Turkey is
conf identiaL . The ·ratio . for Taiwan is 1. 3 percen:t.

Again·, it ·

is sufficient· to state that the cumulated import penetration
ratio for line· pipe·s and tubes is very low.·

IV.

A.

Material Injury by Reason of Imports or Threat Thereof

Lost Sales

Some Commi:Ssioners prefer to use lost sales_as a_proxy for
causation analysis.

We do not do so because the analytical'

framework on which the proxy is based is obscure.

We note

first that lost sales are not mentioned in title VII.
Moreover; the presence or absenc·e of specific lost sales is.,
rarely ·determinative or persuasive· on the question of a·causal
..
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~

link between dumped imp?rts and material injury to the domestic
;• 26
industry.
In these investigations, confirmed lost sales.
account for only a miniscule portion of total imports or excess
27
Aggregate.trade, production, arid ·
domestic capacity.
.
28
capacity data are f~r more useful.

B.

Undersellin~.

Title VII requires the Coipmission to "consider whether
there has been pri.ce undercutting. by ·the -imported merchandise·· ·
as compared with the price of like products of the United
.
29
Instead, .. however,
the Commission majority
States . . . "
.
usually looks at "underselling" as a proxy for "price
under~utting"

by foreign suppliers.

26
See Views of Chairwoman Stern, Vice Chairman Liebeler, and
Commissioner Brunsdale, Heavy-Walled.Rectangular Welded Carbon
Steel Pipes and Tubes from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-254, USITC
Pub. 1808 at .12 n. 28 (1986).
..
27
Report at I-24-26 and ·II-19.
28
See Memorandum from Director., Office . of Economics, EC:J-010
(January 7, 1986) at 1-5. In addition, the Commission's
sampling me.thod is biased and do~s not indicate whether sales
lost td importers have been replaced by sales to customers
formerly buying from importers (i.e., whether customers have
simply exchanged suppliers).
29
U.S.C. 1677(7)(C)(ii)(I) (1980).

so

We do not generally consider the "underselling margins" set
forth in Commission reports to be particularly persuasive
evidence of·price undercutting or probative on the issue of
causation.

And we do not find the data on underselling

gathered by the· Commission in this case to be useful.

In

brief, when·there are price differences we expect that they are
usually explained by differences in the items compared.

Rarely

will all of the characteristics of the imported product exactly
match those of the domestic product.
to be

identical(~.

Even when products appear

a bushel of wheat), a correct price

comparison would have to take into account factors other than
the exchange of ownership of the product.

Inventory costs,

reliability of the producing. firm, timely delivery,
transportation costs, and othfur service elements all go into
the buyer"s decision on what price it will pay.

Merely

comparing transaction prices and making a seat-of-the-pants
judgment that the products are "homogeneous" is not a useful
exercise.

In this investigation there is some evidence that while the
physical characteristics of the products are very similar, they
are not identical (i.e., homogeneous).

Indeed, in this case,

important factors distinguishing domestic and imported products
are the relatively large differences in availability and prompt
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delivery.

The average lead time between receipt and shipment

of an order from U.S. producers is seven days for line pipe and
eight days for standard pipe.

In contrast, the average time

reported for imports of both standard and line pipe from the
30
subject countries is seven months.
Thus, the observed
price differences among firms are not helpful in analyzing
31
causation in this investigation.

C.

Causation Analysis'

In determining whether there is material injury to the
domestic industry "by reason of" the imports subject to the
investigation, the Commission must consider, among other
factors, the volume of imports, the effect of the durilped

30
See Memorandum from the Director of the Office of
Economics, EC-J-173, at 3. More generally, imported steel
products have been found to be priced below domestic steel
products because of such unfavorable service characteristics as
long. lead times and insecurity of supply. See Jondrow, Chase,
& Gamble, "The Price Differential between Domestic and Imported
Steel," 55 ~· Bus. 383, 383-99 (1982).
31
See also Memorandum from Director, Office of Economics,
EC-J-010 (January 7, 1986), at 8-22. Vice Chairman Liebeler's
views are more fully set forth in Certain Table Wine from the
Federal Republic of Germany, France, and Italy, Invs. No.
701-TA-258-60 and 731-TA-283-85 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1771
at 34-36 (1985) (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Liebeler).
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imports on prices for the like product in the United States,
~

.

and the impact of such imports on· the relevant domestic
32
..
In these investigations we find that there is no
industry.
material injury by reason of the imports.

This conclusion

rests principally on the finding that cumulated import
penetration has remained very low over the entire period of
investigation.

Moreover, although imports

ha~e

increased over

this period, the condition of the industries has improved,
providing evidence that the requisite causal link between the
33
inju~y and imports is not present.

32
19 U.S.C. sec. 1677(7)(C)

(~982).

33
Vice Chairman Liebeler finds five factors to be
particularly helpful on the issue of causation. An affirmative
vote is-more likely when the following conditions are present:
(1) a large and increasing market share; (2) .a high margin of
dumping or subsidization; (3) homogeneous products; (4)
declining domestic prices; and,(5) barriers to entry (or
foreign supply elasticity). See Certain Red Raspberries from
Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final), USITC Pub. 1680 at 11-19
(1985). In addition to the concurring views she expresses in
the text, she notes that as to (1), although market share is
increasing, it remains at a very low level. As to (2), dumping
margins are generally in a low to moderate range. As to ~3),
standard and line pipes both must meet product specification
requirements and thus each like product has nearly identical
physical characteristics. Howe~er, other factors substantially
reduce substitutability, such as the relatively large
differences in availabil:i,ty- and prompt delivery. As_ to (4),
domestic product price. trends are very mixed, although on the
whole line pipe prices were healthier than standard pipe
prices. As to (5), there are relatively high barriers to entry
in the form of voluntary restraint agreements, although the
(Footnote continued to page 54 )
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In the line pipe industry, import penetration.for Taiwan
increased erratically from 0.6 percent of consumption to 1.3·
percent in 19a5.

Imports from Turkey in 1985 are on the same
34

order of magnitude as those from Taiwan in 1985.
Cumulating these two countries produces a very small import
penetration.

As for standard pipe, a similar scenario exists.

Cumulated

imports again are very small and increased most during
. 35
1984-85.

Such small import penetrations have, at most, a de minimus
effect on the condition of the domestic line and standard pipe
industries.

Generally speaking, a small market penetration

ratio for a product implies that the imports will have little
effect on the equ!librium price of the product.

A small market

penetration for ~ product can have a disproportionate effect· on
price onJ.y if. both·. the domestic demand for the product is

(Footnote continued from page 53 )
variety. of countries.producing the products suggests that,
absent VRAs, entry barriers are low.
34

The exact figure is confidential.

Report at Table II-1.

35
The figures are again confidential.
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Report at Table 1-1.

highly insensitive to price changes and the domestic supply of
.

' .

36

the product is highly insensitive to price changes.
Because the products in these cases are intermediate products
on the demand side, qemand may be fairly insensitive to changes
in price.

However, there is no evidence to indicate that .

domestic supply is inelastic.

Furthermore, during the period when the

c~ulated

imports

increased, the.condition of the industries has improved
markedly.

Production, shipments,. capacity, capacity·

utilization and net sales are all up.

.11).e ,ratio of operating·

income to net sales has. improved dramatically .for the combined
37

standard and line financial data ...

Although this negative

correlation does not:prove.that imports have not. caused
material injury, strong evidence would be required to establish
a causal link.

No such evidence is present.

Rather, we are

left with small import penetration ratios and a negative

36

Elasticity of demand is a measure of responsiveness of
quantity demanded to .Price changes. Mathematically it is'
expressed as the percentage change in quantity demanded divided
by the percentage change in price. Inelastic demand.IJleans that
the quantity demanded changes by a smaller percentage than does
price. The elasticity of supply measures the responsiveness of
supply to price changes in the same manner. P. Samuelson & w.
Nordhaus, Economics, 380-84 (12th ed. 1985).
37

See Table 1 supra.
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correlation with the improving condition of the domestic
industries.

As to threat of material injury, we considered whether
capacity utilization in the cumulated countries is such that
the domestic industry might eventually be harmed by large
increases in import volume.

The low base of penetration

achieved by those countries makes it improbable that there
could be any real threat of material injury or imminent actual
injury.

Moreover, decisions to invest necessarily are based on

the domestic

producet;~'

estimates of future demand and supply

conditions. In view of the above, along with the fact that
domestic firms expanded industry capacity by 10 percent in
1985, we find no support for the argument that there is a
threat of material irijµry.

V. Conclusion

On

the basis of the records in Investigations Nos.

731-TA-271-273 (Final), we determine that an industry in the
United States is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury, and that the ·establishment of an industry is
not being materially retarded, by reason of imports of standard
pipes and tubes from India, line pipes and tubes from Taiwan,

56

and standard and line pipes and tubes from Turkey, which are
being sold in the United States at less than fair value.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
As a result of preliminary determinations by . the U.S. Department of
Commerce that imports of certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from
India, Taiwan, and Turkey ·are being sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV), !I the U.S. International Trade Comrnission instituted investigations under the Tariff Act of 1930 to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury, or
whether the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially
retarded, by reason of the following imports:
Standard pipes and tubes ll from India
(Final));

(investigati~n

No. 731-TA-271

Line pipes and tubes l/ from Taiwan (investigation No. 731-TA-272
(Final)); and
Standard and line pipes and tubes from Turkey (investigation No.
731-TA-273 (Final)).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a
public hearing to be held in connection with the investigations was given by
posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice
in the Federal Register of January 24, 1986. !I The hearing was held in the
Comrnission' s hearing room on March .13, 1986. ii The briefing and vote were
held on April 21, 1986.
!I The Commission received notice of Comrner:ce' s preliminary decision concerning pipes and tubes from Taiwan on Dec. 30, 1985; the notice of Commerce's
preliminary determination concerning India was publisheq in the Federal
Register of Dec. 31, 1985; and the notice concerning pipes and tubes from
Turkey was published in the Federal Register of Jan. 3, 1986. Commer.ce subsequently made affirmative final determinations in these investigations.
Copies of these final determinations are presented in app. A. .
ll For: purposes of these investigations, the term "standard pipes anq tubes"
refers to welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, 0.375
inch or more but not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in items
610.3231,
610.3234,
610.3241,
610.3242,
610.3243,
610.3252,
610.3254,
610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
Annotated (TSUSA) (items 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3241, 610.3244, and 610.3247
prior: to Apr. 1, 1984).
ll io·or purposes of these investigations, the term "line pipes and tubes"
refers to welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, with
walls not thinner than 0.065 inch, 0.375 inch or more but not over 16 inches
in outside. diameter, conforming to American Petroleum Institute (API) specifications for line pipe, provided for in TSUSA items 610.3208 and 610.3209.
!I A copy of the Commission's notice is presented in app. B.
21 A list of witnesses appearing at the Commission's hearing is presented in
app. C.
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Background
These investigations result from petitions filed with the Commission and
the Department of Conunerce by counsel for the Committee on Pipe and Tube
Imports (CPTI) !/ on July 16, 1985. 'P
In response to the petitions, the
Commission conducted preliminary antidumping investigations and, on the basis
of information developed during the course of those investigations, determined
that there was a reasonable indication that industries in the United States
were materially injured ~/ by reason of imports of the subject merchandise
(50 F.R. 37068, Sept. 11, 1985).
On July 16, 1985, the CPTI also filed an antidumping petition concerning
imports of standard pipes and tubes from Yugoslavia.
In January 1986, the
Governments of the United States and Yugoslavia signed a voluntary restraint
agreement (VRA) concerning the exportation of this product' to the United
States.
As a consequence, on March 27, 1986, counsel for the petitioners
withdrew the petition. On April 4, 1986, the Commission terminated this investigation.

Discussion of Report Format
This report is organized into two major parts on the basis of product
groups.
Part I deals with standard pipes and tubes and part II deals with
line pipes and tubes.
Discussions of Commerce's LTFV determinations, the
foreign producers of these products in India, Taiwan, and Turkey, the
President• s program for voluntary reductions of steel exports to the United
States, financial information concerning U.S. producers• operations on welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes, and exchange rates of the Indian, Taiwan, and
Turkish currencies are presented in this introductory portion of the report.
Appendix D presents information concerning U.S. producers' combined operations
on standard and line pipes and tubes.

!I The 25 member producers of the CPTI are Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. ;
American Tube Co. , Inc. ; Bernard Epps & Co. ; Bock Industries of Elkhart,
Indiana; Bull Moose Tube Co. ; Central ·Steel Tube Co. ; Century Tube Corp. ;
Copperweld
Tubing
Group;
Hughes
Steel & Tube;
Kaiser Steel Corp. ;
Laclede Steel Co. ; Maruichi American Corp. ; Maverick Tube Corp. ; Merchant
Metals, Inc.; Phoenix Steel Corp.; Pittsburgh Tube Co.; Quanex Corp.; Sawhill
Division of Cyclops Corp.; Sharon Tube Co.; Southwestern Pipe, Inc.; Tex-Tube
Division of Cyclops Corp.; UNR-Leavitt; Welded Tube Co. of America; Western
Tube & Conduit; and Wheatland Tube Corp.
ZI The CPTI is divided into subcommittees, including one for standard pipes
and tubes and one for line pipes and tubes. The 12 members of the standard
pipe subcommittee are Allied Tube & Conduit Corp.; American Tube Co.; Bull
Moose Tube Co. ; Century Tube Corp. ; LaClede Steel Co. ; Maruichi American
Corp.; Pittsburgh-International Division of Pittsburgh Tube Co.; Sawhill
Division of Cyclops Corp.; Sharon Tube Co.; Southwestern Pipe, Inc.; Western
Tube & Conduit; and Wheatland Tube Corp. The four members of the line pipe
subcommittee are Laclede Steel Co., Sawhill Division of Cyclops Corp.,
Tex-Tube Division of Cyclops Corp., and Wheatland Tube Corp.
11 Chairwoman Stern determined that the domestic industries were materially
injured or threatened with material injury.
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Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
Standard pipes and tubes from India
In its final determination concerning standard pipes and tubes from
India, Conunerce found that the foreign market value of such merchandise manufactured by Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd. (TISCO) exceeded the U.S. price by an
average of 7 .08 percent.
Its margins ranged from 0.81 to 57 .96 percent.
Conunerce excluded two firms, Gujarat Steel Tubes Ltd. and Zenith Steel Pipes &
Industries Ltd., from its affirmative final determination because it found no
sales at LTF'V.
The margin for all other manufacturers, producers, and exporters is 7. 08 percent.
Conunerce calculated the margins by comparing the
purchase prices in the United States with the home market prices in India
during February 1, 1985, to July 31, 1985. Conunerce also made a determination
that critical circumstances do not exist.
Line pipes and tubes from Taiwan
Conunerce issued a final determination that the foreign market value of
·une pipes and tubes from Taiwan exceeded the U.S. price by 2 7. 98 percent.
Conunerce calculated this margin by using what it considered to be the best information available. The producers in Taiwan did not respond to the questionnaires Conunerce sent to them in connection with its investigation." According
to counsel, they did not participate in Conunerce' s investigation becfiuse of
the enormous expense and time involved. !I Thus, Conunerce made its LTFV calculations by comparing the average unit values of line pipes and tubes from
Taiwan, as compiled f~om official import statistics, with the foreign market
values presented in the petition. Conunerce made such price comparisons from
imports that entered during February 1, 1985, to July 31, 1985. Conunerce also
made a final finding that critical circumstances exist with respect to imports
from Taiwan.
Standard and line pipes and tubes from Turkey
Conunerce's final LTFV margins for imports of pipes and tubes from Turkey
were as follows (in percent):

Firm
Borusan Holding AS------------------:
Mannesmann-Sumerbank Boru
Endustrisi----------------------:
Erkboru P~of il Sanayi ve
Ticaret AS-----------~----------:
All other manufacturers,
producers, or exporters---------:

!/ De minimis.
!I

Transcript of the hearing, p. 79.

Standard

Line
1.26

!I 0.46

23.12

40.23

23.12

-40.23

14.74

-14.81
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Since the margin for line pipes and tubes manufactured by Borusan was
de minimis. Conunerce excluded this firm's exports from its LTFV determination. Conunerce calculated these margins by comparing the U.S. price with the
foreign market value based on home-market prices or on the constructed value
of the merchandise in Turkey. Conunerce made a further finding that critical
circumstances do not .exist with respect to imports of standard and line pipes
and tubes from Turkey.
Foreign Producers
India
There are four producers of standard pipes and tubes in India that export
these products to the United States--Gujarat Steel Tubes Ltd., Jindal Pipes,
Ltd. , TISCO. and Zenith Steel Pipes & Industries Ltd.
Conunerce determined
that two of these firms, Gujarat and Zenith. had not been selling standard
pipes and tubes in the United States at LTFV; this section of the report will
present information concerning the other two producers in India.
Jindal and TISCO have the capacity to produce * * * tons of standard
pipes and tubes a year and utilized * * * (table 1). TISCO. * * *• utilized
* * * of its capacity in that year. According to counsel for the Engineering
Export Promotion Council of India, the producers in India are unable to expand
their production of standard pipes and tubes because of shortages of raw materials and electricity. !I
Table 1.--Standard pipes and tubes: Jindal's and TISCO's capacity.
production, and exports, by firms. fiscal years 1982-85

*

*

·*

*

*

*

TISCO accounted for * * * of the LTFV exports of standard pipes and tubes
to the United States during 1982-85. Total LTFV exports increased from * * *
in 1982. to * * * tons in 1983, * * * tons in 1984, and * * * tons in 1985.
TISCO's exports to the United States accounted for * * * percent of its standard pipe and tube production in 1985.
Taiwan
There are two firms licensed to produce API line pipes and tubes in
Taiwan--Kao Hsing Chang Iron & Steel · Corp. (KHC) and Far East Machinery
Company, Ltd. (FEKCO). KHC received its license to produce API line pipe in
* * * and FEMCO received its license in * * *. These firms have a combined
capacity to produce * * * tons of line pipes and tubes (table 2). Their production of the products * * * from * * * tons in 1982 to * * * tons in 1985.
With the increase in production, utilization of productive capacity increased
from * * *. percent in 1982 to * * * percent in 1985. In 1985, the United
States was * * * export market. Exports of line pipes and tubes to the United

!I Prehearing brief, p. 4.
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Table 2.--Line pipes and tubes: Taiwan's capacity, production, domestic
shipments, and exports, by firms, .1982_-85, ~nd January-June .1986 ~-

*

*

*

*

*

*

These exports
States were * * * tons in 1982 and * * * tons in 1983.
increased to * * * tons and * * * tons· in 1984 and 1985, respectively: The
United States accounted for * * * percent of Taiwan's total shipments (both
domestic and foreign) in 1985.
Both l<HC and FEKCO have***· These firms project that·*** their production of line pipes and tubes will be * * * January-June 1986. ***to the
United States during this period.
Line pipes and tubes are produ2ed in facilities in Taiwan that are used
to produce standard pipes and tubes as well. Standard pipes and tubes under
4. 5 inches in outside diameter are presently covered by an . antidumping order
that was issued on May 7, 1984. The petitioners allege that producers in
Taiwan will shift production of standard pipe to production of line pipe.
Turkey
There are four principal producers of standard and line pipes and tubes
in Turkey. Borusan Holding AS, * * *, is very export oriented, selling predominantly to the Kiddle East. Mannesmann-Sumerbank Boru Endustrisi !I * * *•
* * * Erkboru Profil Sanayi ve Ticaret AS, and Umran Spiral Welded Pipe, Inc.
Umran is not known to have exported any of the subject products to the United
States and is believed to produce primarily large diameter pipes. ~/ In late
1983, Umran purchased a pipe and tube facility from Bethlehem Steel Corp.
located at Sparrows Point, MD. The plant, which had the capacity to produce
200, 000 tons of pipes and tubes a year, is currently being dismantled and
shipped to Turkey. The firm expects to begin production of standard and line
pipes and tubes in 1988 at the earliest. The company stated that the· pipes
and tubes eventually produced by this mill will be targeted for export to the
Soviet Union. '}_/ Erkboru began to produce American Society for Testing &
Materials (ASTM)-grade pipes when it opened a new mill in January 1985. A
fifth Turkish producer, Yucel Boru ve Profil Endustrisi, .exported about * * *
tons of standard pipes and tubes to the United States in 1984 and * * * in
1985.
Counsel for Borusan, Hannesmann, and Erkboru provided the Commission with
each firm's capacity, . production, and record of exports . during January 1982September 1985 (table 3). These three firms accounted for all of the -pipes
!I This company is 5 7. 14 percent owned by the Hannesmann Group of West
Germany and 42.86 percent owned by interests in Turkey. The Mannesmann Group
produces steel, through joint ventures or subsidiaries, in West Germany,
Turkey, Brazil, and the Netherlands (Coudert Brothers' submission-of Jan. 16,
_ 1986, investigation No. 701-TA-253 (Final), pp. 2 and 3).
~I Metal Bulletin Monthly, July 1983, p. 99.
11 Affidavit submitted with the postconference statement of counsel on behalf of the Government of Turkey.
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Table 3.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: Turkey's capacity, production, and.
exports, by firms, 1982-84, January-September 1984, and January-September 1985

*

*

*

*

*

*

and tubes exported to the United States from Turkey in 1985. The com- bined
annual capacity of Borusan and Mannesmann for both standard and line pipes and
tubes is * * * tons. The capacity of Erkboru to produce standard pipes and
tubes was * * * tons in 1985 and is projected to be * * * tons in 1986;
however, * * *
The producers in Turkey are able to shift between the production of standard pipes and tubes and line pipes and tubes. Borusan reported its capacity
to produce standard and line pipes and tubes to be * * * tons, of which * * *
to * * * tons can be used to produce either standard or line pipes and tubes
and the remaining * * * tons can be used to produce standard pipes and tubes
only. Kannesmann reported that, although its entire capacity of * * * tons
could be used to produce either standard or line pipes and tubes and any unused capacity could be considered available to produce either standard or line
pipes and tubes, its ability to shift from production of standard pipes and
tubes to production of line pipes and tubes (or vice versa) is only * * * tons
per month.
Production of standard pipes and tubes by Borusan, Mannesmann, and
Erkboru * * * from * * * tons in 1982 to * * * tons in 1983, * * * to * * *
tons in 1984. Production then * * * to * * * tons during January-September
1985, compared with * * * tons in January-September 1984. Production of line
pipes and tubes by Mannesmann, * * *• * * * from * * * tons in 1982 to * * *
tons in 1984, and then * * * to * * * tons in January-September 1985, compared
with * * * tons in January-September 1984. The capacity utilization rate for
the production of beth tine and standard pipes and tubes * * * from * * * percent in 1982 to * * * percent in 1984 and * * * percent during JanuarySeptember 1985.
At the January-September 1985 rate of utilization, * * *,
these three Turkish producers would have approximately * * * tons of unutilized capacity.
The firms reported exporting * * * tons of standard pipes and tubes to
the United States in 1982. These exports * * * in 1983 to * * * tons, then
* * * to * * * tons in 1984. During January-September 1985, exports to the
United States from these firms rose to * * * tons.
Mannesmann reported no exports of line pipes and tubes to the United
States in 1982, 1983, and 1984.
It reported shipping * * * tons of line
pipe to the United States during January-September 1985.
The President's Program on Voluntary Restraints
of Exports to the United States
In September 1984, the President outlined a nine--point program designed
to assist the U.S. steel industry in a number of areas, including trade. Under this program, the U.S. Government would negotiate surge-control arrangements (and self-initiate proceedings under the trade laws,. i f necessary) ·with
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understandings, or suspension agreements, with couritries "whose exports ·to the
United States have increased significantly in recent years due to an unfair
surge in imports." Unfair surges were described in the President's decision
as dumping, subsidization, or diversion from other importing countries that
have restricted access to their markets. The countries that have signed VRAs,
which include the steel pipes and tubes under· investigation, as of April 1,
~986, are as follows:
Australia
Austria
Brazil
Czechoslovakia
.East Germany
Finland
Hungary
Japan

Mexico
Poland
.Portugal
Romania
South Africa
Republic of Korea
Spain
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

After agreements were negotiated with Brazil, Mexico, Spain, Venezuela, and
Yugoslavia unfair·trade petitions concerning standard and line pipes and tubes
from these countries were withdrawri by· the petitioners prior to the completion
of the investigations. In addition, the antidumping and countervailing duty
orders concerning imports of subject products from Korea were revoked after
the Korean Government signed an arrangement. It is expected that the countervailing duty order concerning line and standard pipes and tubes from
Yugoslavia will also be revoked shortly.
Petitioners and respondents assert that_ one reason countries that did not
.export to the United States previously are able to do so now is a void in the
marketplace previously filled by imports from countries that have signed VRAs
with the United States. !/ Petitioners also point out that the impetus for
increased imports from Turkey and other new entrants in the U.S. market comes
from U.S. importers that are -turning to these suppliers in an attempt to retain their share of the market·. 5:/
The European Community Pipe and Tube Agreement
On January 11, 1985, the Office of the United States Trade Representative
announced an agreement with the European Conununity (EC) on imports of steel
pipes and tubes.
The agreement, effective from January 1, 1985, through
December 31, 1986, will reduce the EC share of the U.S. pipe and tube market
from the 14.6 percent share held during January-October 1984 to 7.6 percent in
1985 and 1986. This agreement followed an embargo on pipe and tube imports
from the EC from November 29, 1984, through December 31, 1984.

..'

-

11 See petitioners' prehearing brief, pp. 2-6, in investigations ·Nos.
701-TA-253 and 731-TA-252 (Final); and transcript of public hearing for investigations 701-TA-253 and 731-TA-252 (Final), pp. 64 and 70.
ZI Transcript for investigations 701-TA-253 and 731-TA-252 (Final), pp. 167
See also transcript for the above investigations, pp. 143 · and
and 168.
158-160. This was verified in the case of * * * in * * *
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Financial Experience of the·u.s. Producers of the Subject Products
Operations on welded carbon steel pipes and tubes
Fifteen U.S. producers supplied usable income-and-loss data on their
operations on all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes that are produced in
their establishments within which standard and line pipes and tubes are produced. Thirteen of these firms produce standard pipes and tubes and six produce line pipes and tubes; four firms produce both standard and line pipes and
tubes.
Aggregate net sales of the 15 reporting firms declined 28.3 percent from
$1. 7 billion in 1982 to $1.2 billion in 1983, then rose by 28. 7 percent to
$1.6 billion in 1984 (table 4). Net sales were $1.4 billion in 1985, based on
12 months of data for 12 firms and 9 months of data for 3 firms. An operating
income of $198. 3 million in 1982, or 11. 5 percent of sales, was followed by
operating losses of $148. 7 million, or 12.0 percent of sales, in 1983 and
$29.3 million, or 1.8 percent: of sales, in 1984. An operating loss of $35.8
million, or 2.6 percent of sales, was sustained in 1985.
Table 4.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations on
all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes produced in their establishments
within which standard and line pipes and tubes are produced, accounting·
years 1982-85 !I
Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Net sales-------1,000 dollars--: 1,723,086
1,234,892
1,589,486
1,377,835
Cost of goods sold-------do----:-=-l~,4~2~5~·~4~2~5;.......:.-=l~,=2~77'--"-',8~6~7--=--=1~,~50~7~,l~O~l=-o-=1~,=2~9~7L,9~2~2=Gross profit-------------do----:
297,661
(42,975):
82,385
79,913
General, selling, and administrative expenses--do----:~~~99~,3_9_7~~~1~0_5_,_7~4~5~:~~1~11~,7~3~1'"--___~1~1~5_,~7~6~00perating income or
(148, 720):
198,264
(29,346):
(35 ,847)
(loss)-----------------do----:
Depreciation and amorti42,465
43,806
41,949
zation expense---------do----:
49. 917
As a share of net sales:
Cost of goods sold---percent--:
82.7
103.5
94.8
94.1
(3.5):
17 .3
5.8
Gross profit-----------do----:
5.2
General, selling, and
administrative·
5.8
8.6
7.0
8.4
expenses--------------do---·-:
Operating income or
(12.0):
(1.8):
(2.6)
11.5
(loss)---------------do----:
Number of firms reporting
operating losses--~----------:
2
4 :
3
4
!I 12 firms provided information for accounting years 1982-85. 3 firms provided infqrmation for accounting years 1982-84 and for the 9 month period
ended Sept. 30, 1985. * * *
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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The integrated finns, i.e., those finns producing raw steel from iron ore
and scrap and then producing the intennediate· skelp and -sheets from which' the
pipes and tubes are produced; generally experienced operating losses during
the periods · covered by this report, as shown in table 5. The nonintegriited
finns reported aggregate operating incomes of $*- * * in 1982, $* * * in 1983,
$* * * in 1984, and $* * ~ in 1985. The operating income margins. for the nonintegrated finns increased. from 4.9 percent in 1982 to 5.2. percent in 1983 and
1984. The operating income margin declined to 4,9 percent in 1985.
* * *.
It reported financial infonnation on the establishments within
As shown in the following
which it produced standard pipes and tubes * * *
tabulation, * * *:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Cost allocation
Most of the st8ndard and line pipe and tube producers manufacture various
types of pipes and tubes using the same labor and machinery. The majority of
the finns do· not maintain separate income-and-loss data for each specification
of pipe and tube. The cost accounting systems utilized in the accumiJlation of
cost data are unique to each company. Depending on the cost accounting system
employed, some costs are directly- charged t? a product line, whereas other
costs are allocated by the company. The basis used for allocating each of the
costs and expenses to· each product varies from producer to producer. However,
if each producer is consistent ft"om·year to year in its use of its respective
allocation base (and there is no evidence to the contrary), the data presented
in this report should reflect the p~ofit-and-loss trend on each product line.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Operations of LTV and U.S. Steel
The 1985 10-K financial . report fot" LTV stated that the company's steel
operations generated $4. 6 billion in sales in 1985. These operations sustained an operating loss of $230 million, or 5. O percent of sales for the
year. These losses exclude a $380 million writeoff in connection with the indefinite idling of its Aliquippa, PA plant, a facility used to pt"oduce a wide
range of steel products, including sheets, plates, bars, structurals, as well
as those pipes and tubes under investigation. The report did not present
income-and-loss data by product line. However, the report did ·indicate that
LTV's flat rolled ·steel operations were not the primary cause of their
losses. Moreover, according to the. report, LTV' s bar and tubular. operations
were weaker than the rest of their steel operations.
The average· selling
price of all of LTV' s steel products, according to the report, declined by 10
percent during 1985, costing the company $250 million in revenues. The report
further stated that its losses decreased during the second half of 1985.
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Table 5.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations on
all welded carbon steel pipes and tubes produced in their establishments
within which standard and line pipes and tubes are produced, by nonintegrated producers and integrated producers, accounting years 1982-85
Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Nonintegrated firms-----:

***---------------------:
***--------------·-------:

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***------------------~--: ~~~~~~---~~~~~~..:,,_~~~~~---~~~~~~

1,723,086

1,234,892

1,589,486

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

297,661

***
***
***
***

198,264

(42,975):

***
***
***
***

(148,720):

1,377,835

82,385

***
***
***
***

(29,346):

.

Percent of net sales
Gross profit or (loss):
Non integrated firms-----:

13.1

14.3

13.5

13.3

***---------------------:
***---------------------:
***---------------------:

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Weighted average-·-----:
Operating income
or (loss):
Honintegrated firms-----:

17 .3

(3.5):

4.9

5.2

5.2

4.9

***---------------------:
***---------------------:
***---------------------:

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Weighted average------:

11.5

(12 .0):

5.2

(1.8):

5.8

(2.6)

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
As stated in the 1985 annual report for U.S. Steel in 1985, the company's
steel operations generated $6.2 billion in sales and achieved an operating income of $70 million, or 1.1 percent of sales. The annual report did not provide information for specific steel product lines.
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Both LTV and U.S. Steel, in their public financial reports, provided information concerning their product mix for steel operations, as presented in
the following tabulation (in percent):
_•:.

Product line

U.S. Steel

LTV

Sheet, strip, and plate----:
Bar and rod-------------·--:
Pipes and tubes-----------:

77
18
5

82
7
10

Other---------------------:~~~~~~~~~~~o~.;_.~~~~~~~~~~~~-1~

Total-----------------:

100

100

According to information developed by the Commission, l/ for the year
ending June 30, 1985, the U.S. carbon and alloy steel producers sustained
losses of 6 .1 percent on ~heir plate operations, 0. 6 percent on their sheet
and strip operations, and 5.5 percent on their bar operations. In comparison,
they sustained a loss of 6.2 percent on their line pipe operations (including
both welded and seamless ·pt".oduct whether or not it is greater than or less
than 16 inches in outside diameter) and 17. 7 percent losses on their operations on all pipe and tube products.
Investment in productive facilities and capital expenditures
The aggregate investment by * * * U.S. producers of standard and line
pipes and tubes o~ their operations on all welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes, valued at cost, increased from $142.6 million at yearend 1982 to $168.1
million at yearend 1984 and rose further to $187.1 million, as of December 31,
1985. The book .value of such assets followed a similar trend from· yearend
1982 to yearend 1985. Capital expenditures for * * * U.S. producers increased
from $9.2 million in 1982 to $18.0 million in 1983, then fell to $10.5 million
in 1984. Capital expenditures increased sharply from the 1984 level to $23.9
million in 1985. Reported investment in productive facilities and capi(al expenditures are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
Investment in productive facilities l/ Capital
Original cost
Book value
expenditures
1982--------1983--------1984--------1985---------

142,580
158,112
168,145
187,132

64,858
74,181
74 '793_
87,225

9,150
17,997
10,490
23,878

l/ As of yearend 1982, 1983, 1984, and 1985.

l/- Annual Survey Concerning Competitive Conditions in the Steel Industry . . . , USITC Publication 1729, August 1985, p. 10.
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Capital and investment
The Conunission requested that each U.S. producer describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of the subject products from India,
Taiwan, and Turkey on their firm's growth, investment, and ability to raise
capital. Three firms issued statements: * * * and * * * addressed the effect
of imports of pipes and tubes in general, from all sources; and * * * (statement not included) described the effect of imports of a product not subject to
these investigations. The replies of * * * are as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Exchange Rates
Indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates of the Indian rupee, the
New Taiwan dollar, and Turkish lira relative to the U.S. dollar are shown in
table 6.
The exchange rate indexes are based on rates expressed in U.S.
dollars per foreign currency unit. .The real exchange rate is determined by
adjusting the nominal exchange rate for differences in the rates of inflation
in India, Taiwan, and Turkey relative to the inflation· rate in the United
States.
The percentage change in the international purchasing power of each currency from the reference period January-Karch 1983 provides an indication of
the maximum amount that a foreign producer or its agent can re~uce its dollar
prices of foreign products in the U.S. market without reducing its profits,
assuming it has no dollar-denominated co.sts or contracts. A foreign producer,
however, may choose to increase its profits by not reducing its dollar prices
or by reducing its dollar prices by less than the depreciation would allow.
Within specific industries, such as the carbon steel pipe and tube industry,
the proportion of · foreign producers' costs attributable to imports of raw
materials and energy.from the United States or from countries whose currencies
are linked to the dollar would vary by specific product and producer.
In nominal terms, the Indian rupee depreciated by 18 percent relative to
the U.S. dollar from January-Karch 1983 to October-December 1985.
In real
terms, the rupee fell by less than 3 percent between January-Karch 1983 and
October-December 1985 relative to the U.S. dollar.
In nominal terms, the new Taiwan dollar held relatively steady vis-a-vis
the U.S. dollar between January-March 1983 and October-December 1985. In real
terms, the value of the new Taiwan dollar depreciated by 5 percent relative to
the U.S. dollar over the same period due to the similar levels of inflation in
the United States and Taiwan.
In nominal terms, the value of the Turkish
relative to the U.S. dollar, falling by 65 percent
October-December 1985. In real terms, the value of
the U.S. dollar also declined, by some 11 percent
and October-December 1985.

lira depreciated steadily
from January-March 1983 to
the lira vis-a-vis that of
between January-Karch 1983
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Table 6.--Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents 11 of the Indian rupee, the New Taiwan
dollar, and the Turkish lira in U.S. dollars, real-exchange-rate equivalents, and
producer price indicators in the United States, India, Taiwan, and Turkey, ll indexed
by quarters, 1983-85
(Januarl-Karch 1983=100)

Period

U.S.
Producer
Price
Index

1983:
January-Karch-------:
April-June----------:
July-September------:
October-December----:
1984:

100.0
100.3
101.3
101.8

100.0
104.2
108.1
109.2

100.0
98.8
97.4
95.5

100.0
102.7
104.0
102.4

100.0
100.8
101.0
101.2

100.0
99.7
99.4
99.3

100.0
100.2
99.2
98.7

102.9
April-June----------: 103.6
July-September------: 103.3
October-December----: 103.0
1985:
January-March-------: 102.9
April-June----------: 103.0
July-September------: 102.2
October-December----: 102.9

110.6
112.6
117 .8
116. 7

92.1
90.1
85.4
81.3

99.0
97.9
97.3
92.1

101.5
101.1
101.4
100.9

99.4
100.4
101.8
101.5

98.1
98.0
100.0
99.3

116 .6
120.9
i23.7
122.5.

77 .o

79.1
82.1
81.8

87 .3
92.9
99.3
97.4

99.9
99.1
98.5
98.2

101.6
100.3
99.0
99.3

98.6
96.5
95.3
94.7

January~Karch-------:

Ittdia
Producer
Price
Index

Taiwan

Nominal-:
RealProNominal-:
Realexchange-: exchange-: ducer :exchange-: exchangerate
Price
rate
rate
rate
index 3/
Index
index
index 3/
index
----US$ per NTD-----US~ per rupee---

..

Turkey
NominalRealexchange-exchange-·
rate
rate
index 3/
index
---------------US$ per lira-------------

Producer
Price
Index
1983:
January-March-------:
April-June---·-------:
July-September------:
October-December-----:
1984:
January-March-------:
April-June------------:
July-September------:
Oct?ber-December----:
1985:
January-March-------:
April-June----------:
July-September------:
October-December----:

100.0
. 107 .0
114.7
126.l

100.0
91.5
82.6
74.5

100.0
97.7
93.6
92.3

144.1
165.6
191.9

62.6
55.8
50.1
46.1

87.8
89.2
86.0
85.8

215.0
232.5
240.5
264.2

41.3
37.4
36.0
34.7

86.2
84.5
84.7
89.2

177 .2

1/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.
ll Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are based on
average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of International Financial Statistics.
~I The real value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted for the difference
between inflation rates as measured by the Producer Price Index in the United States and
the respective foreign country.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, February
1986, and Central Bank of China, Financial Statistics, October 1985.
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PART I. STANDARD PIPES AND TUBES
Introduction
This part of the report presents information relating specifically to the
antidumping investigations concerning imports of standard pipes and tubes from
India and Turkey.
The Products
Description and uses .
For the most pljl.rt, the terms "pipes," "tubes," and "tubular products" can
be used interchangeably. In some industry publications, however, a distinction is made between pipes and tubes. According to these publications, pipes
are produced in large quantities in a few standard sizes, whereas tubes are..
made to each customer's specifications regarding dimension, finish, chemicaicomposition, and mechanical properties. Pipes are normally used as conduits
for liquids or gases, whereas tubes are generally used for load-bearing or
mechanical purposes. Nevertheless, there is apparently no clear line of demarcation in many cases between pipes and tubes.
Steel pipes and tubes can be divided into two general categories according to. the method of manufacture--welded or seamless. Each category can be
further subdivided by grades of steel: carbon, heat-resisting, stainless, or
other alloy. This method of distinguishing between steel pipe and tube product lines is one of several methods used by the industry. Pipes and tubes
typically come in circular, square, or rec.tangular cross sections.
The American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) distinguishes among the
various types of pipes and tubes according to six end uses: standard pipe,
line pipe, structural pipe and tubing, mechanical tubing, pressure tubing, and
oil country tubular goods. !I
Steel pipes and tubes are generally produced according to standards and
specifications published by a number of organizations, including the American'·
Society for Testing & Materials, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,.
and the American Petroleum Institute. Comparable organizations in Japan, West
Germany, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., and other countries have also de-·
veloped standard specifications for steel pipes and tubes.
The imported pipe and tube products that are the subject of these investigations are circular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes over 0.375 inch but
not over· 16 inches in outside diameter that are known in the industry as standard pipes and tubes.
Standard pipes and tubes are intended for the lowpressure conveyance of water, steam, natural gas, air, and other liquids and
gases in plumbing and heating systems, air-conditioning units, automatic
sprinkler systems, and other related uses. They may also be used for light
load.,-bearing or mechanical applications, such as for fence tubing.
These
_!/ For a full description of these items, see Certain Welded Carbon Steer
Pipes ' and Tubes from the Republic of Korea: D.etermination of the Commission
.:;:i""n'--.;::;I=n:..;.v-=e'-=s-=t-=i""go.;:a;..:t;..:i;.;;:o:..;.n=---=N;.;;:o:...:.--'-'7-=0:.=1=---=T'-"A=---=l=-'6:...:8=---'(>-=F:...:i::.::n..;.:a:;:,;l~)'----'---''----'-' , US ITC Publication 13 45 ,
February 1983.
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steel pipes and tubes may carry fluids at elevated temperatures and pressures
but may not be subjected to the application of external heat. They are most
conunonly produced to ASTM specifications A-120, A-53, and A-135.

Manufacturing processes
Standard pipes and tubes are made by forming flat-rolled steel into a
tubular configuration and welding it along the joint axis. There are various
ways to weld pipes and tubes; the most popular are the electric resistance
weld (ERW), the continuous weld (butt weld) (CW), the submerged-arc weld, and
the spiral weld. The submerged-arc weld and spiral weld are normally used to
produce pipes and tubes of relatively large diameter. The standard pipes and
tubes in these investigations are generally welded by either the ERW or CW
process.
Both ERW and CW pipes and tubes are manufactured from skelp, a
flat-rolled, intermediate product that is typically an untrinuned band of hotor
cold-rolled sheet.
Inunediately after welding, the product may be reduced in
diameter by rolling or stretch reducing or may be further formed into squares,
rectangles, or other shapes by using forming rolls.
In the ERW process, skelp is cold-formed by tapered rolls into a cylinder.
The weld is formed when the joining edges are heated to approximately
2, 600° F.
Pressure exerted by rolls squeezes the heated edges together to
form the weld. ERW mills produce both pipe in standard sizes and tubular products between 0.375 and 24 inches in outside diameter.
In the CW process, skelp is heated to approximately 2 ,600° F and hotformed into a cylinder.
The heat, in combination with the pressure of the
rolls, forms the weld.
Continuous-weld mills generally produce the higher
volume, standardized pipe products from 0.375 through 4.5 inches in outside
diameter.
The advantage of the CW process lies in its ability to produce pipe at
speeds up to 1, 200 feet per minute compared with the ERW- process maximum of
approximately 110 feet per minute.
Thus, economies associated with highvolume production may make CW pipe cheaper to produce than ERW pipe of the
same grade and specification.
The CW process is especially suited for the
manufacture of standardized, high-volume, small-diameter pipe products, such
as ASTK A-120.
The ERW process has· gained increased popularity with U.S. producers in
recent years because it requires significantly less energy per pipe produced,
since only the joining edges of the product are heated, creating a weld of
comparatively high integri.ty within the product specification. Also, it can·
be used to produce pipes in sizes up to 24 inches in outside diameter,
compared with the 4.5-inch maximum outside diameter usually attainable in the
CW process .
. Requirements concerning chemical and mechanical properties for ASTK standard pipes differ for various specifications and grades. There are two grades
of ASTM A-53 and A-135 standard pipes and one grade. of ASTK A-120 standard
pipe.
Standard pipes are inspected and tested at various stages in
the production process to ensure strict conformity to ASTM specifications.
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U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of the standard pipes and tubes covered by these investigations
are classified and reported for tariff and statistical purposes under TSUSA
items 610. 3231, 610. 3234, 610. 3241, 610. 3242, 610. 3243, 610. 3252, 610. 3254,
610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925, !I which cover welded pipes and tubes (and
.blanks therefor ZI) of iron (except cast iron) or of nonalloy (carbon) steel,
of circular cross section, having an outside diameter 0.375 inch or more but
not more than 16 inches.
The current column 1 rate of duty 11 for standard pipes and tubes classified· under Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) item 610. 32 is 1. 9
percent ad valorem. This rate of duty was modified as a result of the Tokyo
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) from the 0.3-cent-per-pound
rate in effect prior to January 1, 1982; there are no further duty modifications scheduled.
The current column 1 rate of duty for standard pipes and
tubes classified under TSUS item 610.49 is 8.4 percent ad valorem and is
scheduled to be reduced to 8.0 percent in 1987 as a result of the Tokyo Round
of the MTN. Imports from India and Turkey are dutiable under the column 1
rates.
In addition to these import duties, final determinations of sales at LTFV
have been made with respect to imports from India and Turkey. Antidumping
duties are currently in effect with respect to imports of standard pipes and
tubes from 'Taiwan and Thailand. Countervailing duties are currently in effect
with respect to imports from Thailand, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. On March 27,
1986, the petitioners withdrew the antidumping petition concerning LTFV imports from Yugoslavia and also requested that the countervailing duty order be
revoked. The antidumping investigation was terminated on April 4, 1986. It
is expected that the countervailing duty order will be revoked shortly. Until
recently, countervailing duty and dumping orders were in effect with respect
to imports from Korea. On October 29, 1985, subsequent to Korea's signing a
VRA, Conunerce published a notice in.the Federal Register, effective October 1,
1984, revoking these orders. The dumping margins from current investigations,
outstanding dumping and countervailing duty orders issued since January 1984,
and terminated Cother than negative) title VII cases since January 1984 a~e
presented in table I-1.

.:·.

!I Prior to Apr. 1, 1984, subject products were classified under TSUSA items
610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3241, 610.3244, and 610.3247.
ZI Blanks are semif inished pipe or tube hollows that are purchased by producers and further processed.
applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. However,
imports of standard pipes and tubes are eligible for duty-free entry, if t~e
products of designated beneficiary countries under the Caribbean Basin
Economic Recovery Act or the United States-Israel Free Trade Area Agreement.
The current col. 2 rates of duty, applicable to imports from the Communist
countries enumerated in general headnote 3(d), are 5.S·percent ad valorem for
imports under TSUS i tern 610. 32 and 25 percent ad valorem for imports under
TSUS item 610.49.
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Table I-1.--Standard pipes and tubes: Title VII investigations since January 1984, most recent dumping and
subsidy margins, and import-to-consUJDption ratios, by sources, 1982-85
Ratio of imports to apparent
u.s. consumetion

:

Weightedaverage
margin

Item

Date of bond
or order y

1982

1983

1985

1984

-PercentAntidumping investigations/orders:
Pending antidumping investigations:
India (instant investigation)----------:
Turkey (instant investigation)------------:
. The People's Republic of China-----------:
The Philippines--------------------:
Singapore--------------------------~:

Outstanding antidumping order:
Taiwan (to 4.5" OD)---------------------:
Thailand--------------------------------:
Recently revoked antidumping order:
:
Korea (to 4.5" OD)!._/-----------------:
Recently terminated antidumping
investigations:
Brazil (to 4.5" OD) 8/-----------~-----:
Spain (to 4.5" OD) 97-------------------:
Venezuela 10/------=-----------------:
Yugoslaviall/----------------------:
Countervailing duty investigations/orders:
Outstanding countervailing orders:
Thailand---------------------------·-----:

2/ 7 .08
-4/

5/
5/

0.9

May 7, 1984
Jan. 27, 1986

1.79
17.80

Aug. 14, 1985
Jan. 10, 1986

Recently terminated countervailing duty
investigations:
Mexico 13/---------------...,-----------------: 0.67-23.65
Spain (tO 4.5" OD) 9/-----------------:
1.14
Venezuela 14/-------=-------------------:
Recently revoked countervailing duty order:
74.50
Yugoslavia 15/----------------------------:

Jan. 31, 1985
Oct. 10, 1984

31, 1984
31, 1984
3, 1985
31, 1985

Oct. 16, 1985

***

:
:

-

}./

-

..

***

-

:

y

-

:

***

.1

4.4

3.9

Hay 7, 1984
Dec.
Dec.
June
Dec.

El

-

°il

3.23
40.75
26.19
33.26

Turkey-----------~------------------------:

-

SI

I/

9.7
2_/ 15.67

***

Dec. 31, 1985
Jan. 3, 1986
5/

:

-

:
:

y

1.5
.1
.3

.3

.8
i.4

}./

13.3

16.0

14.5

14.2

.7

1.4
.5
.6

5.8
2.3
1.8
.5

1.5
.6
.9
.5

:

}._/

.2
.2

-- ::
1.3

-:

1.1

-

.2

4.6
.5
.6

.2

-

}._/

:

:

y
.1

1.4
1.5

3.9
2.3
1.8

1.8
.6
.9

.5

.5

1/ Date posting of bond required or date order issued.

21 This is the margin for TISCO which'accounted for virtually all of the LTFV imports from India.
J/ Less than 0.05 percent.
4/ Commerce determined final margins as follows: Borusan (l.26 percent ad valorem), Hannesmann and J;;rkboru (23.12
percent ad valorem), and all other companies (14.74 percent ad valorem).
11 The Commission has issued a preliminary affirmative determination. To date, there is no determination of sales
at less than fair value by Commerce nor a requirement for the posting of bond.
6/ Commerce determined final margins ss follows: Saha Thai (15.69 percent ad valorem), Thai Steel (15.60) percent,
and all other companies (15.67 percent).
7/ Order revoked effective Oct. 1, 1984, the effective date of the import restraint agreement reached with Korea.
The ratios of imports to apparent consumption are overstated to the extent that import data include exports by Union
Steel Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Dougjin Steel Co., Ltd., which were excluded from Commerce's affirmative
determination.
8/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Har. 20, 1985, following withdrawal of petition, prior to a final
determination by Commerce.
9/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Feb. 4, 1985, following withdrawal of petition, prior to a final
determination by Commerce.
10/ Terminated by Commerce prior to making its final ueteua.iu<1L.iuu, effect.Lv~ 1icL. 23, 1985, following witbd.-awal uf
petition.
11/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Apr. 4, 1986, prior to a final determination by the Commission, following
withdrawal of petition •.
12/ In its final determination, Commerce found the subsidy to be 18.81 percent but the bonding or cash deposit rate
was adjusted to 17.80 percent to take into account changes occurring after the review period.
]:]_/ Terminated by Commerce, effective Apr. 2, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
14/ Terminated by Commerce prior to making its preliminary determination, effective Nov. 13, 1985, following
wIThdrawal of petition.
·
15/ Petition withdrawn on Har. 27, 198_6. The order is expected to be revoked shortly •

.

.

-~-

Source: Margins and date of bond or order obtained from U.S. Department of Commerce; ratio of imports to apparent
con:sWDption, compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce and data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note~-Data

in this table are current through Apr. 9, 1986.
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U.S. Producers

.....

Standard pipe and tube producers may be divided into two types: large,
fully integrated producers, that make raw steel and produce a variety of steel
products, and smaller, nonintegrated · or partially integrated producers that
concentrate on fewer product lines·. The integrated producers, which include
LTV Steel Corp. (LTV) and United States Steel Cotj>. (U.S. Steel), concentrate
production in the high-volume standardized pipe products. The nonintegrated
producers manufacture the low-volume, more specialized tubular products as
well as the high-volume products.
In 1985, there were 23 known U.S. producers of standard pipes and tubes.
One other producer, Bethlehem Steel Corp., an integrated steel producer, permanently closed its standard pipe and tube mill located at Sparrows Point, MD,
effective April 30, 1983. Umran, a Turkish producer, bought Bethlehem's plant
and is in the process of setting it up in Turkey. A nonintegrated producer,
Merchants Metals, Inc., ceased producing standard pipes and tubes in JanuaryMarch 1984.
In December 1984, LTV Steel announced the closing of its t~o
standard pipe mills at Aliquippa, PA, and in October 1985, it announced the
closing of a standard pipe mill at Youngstown, OH. In early 1985, Central
Steel Tube of Iowa filed for bankruptcy. U.S. production of standard ·pipes
and tubes is concentrated in the East, where the integrated producers are located. The U.S producers of standard pipes and tubes and their shares of 1985
domestic shipments are shown in table I-2.
U.S. Importers
According to the net import file compiled by the U.S. customs Service, in
1985 eight firms imported standard pipes and tubes from India, and eight firms
imported the product from Turkey. During the course of these investigations,
the Conunission received questionnaire responses from firms thgt accounted for
90 percent of the LTFV imports from India, and 40 percent of the imports from
Turkey ..
The u. s. Market
Channels of distribution
According to AISI data, 69 percent of standard pipes and tubes shipped by
U.S. manufacturers in 19B4 and 1985 were sold to service centers/ distributors. Service centers/distributors are middlemen that buy large quantities of
pipes and tubes, usually from both domestic producers and importers, warehouse
the products, and sell smaller quantities to end users. The service centers/distributors may also have some simple finishing equipment to cut pipe to
lengths or to thread and couple it. Kost direct shipments to end users were
made
to
the· oil
and gas
and electrical
equipment
industries
in
1984.
·-'··
,...
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Table I-2.--Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. producers, !/ their shares
of domestic shipments, and plant locations, by firms, 1985
Firm
CPTI member firms:
Allied Tube & Conduit-----------:
American Tube Co----------------:
Bernard Epps & Co---------------:
Bull Moose Tube Co--------------:

Share of
1985 domestic
shipments
Percent

***
***
***
***

Plant locations

Century Tube Corp---------------:
Cyclops Corp., Sawhill
Tubular Division--------------:
Laclede Steel Co----------------:
Haruichi American Corp----------:
· Pittsburgh Tube Co--------------:
Sharon Tube Co------------------:
Western Tube & Conduit----------:
Wheatland Tube Corp-------------:
Non-CPTI firms:
American Cast Iron Pipe Co------:
Berger Industries, Inc----------:
Harris Tube---------------------:
J.M. Tull Industries, Inc-------:

***

Harvey, IL.
Phoenix, AZ.
Los Angeles, CA.
Gerald, MO.
Chicago Heights, IL.
Trenton, GA.
Pine Bluff, AR.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Sharon, PA.
Alton, IL.
Santa Fe Springs, CA.
Fairbury, IL.
Sharon, PA.
Long Beach, CA.
Wheatland, PA.

***
***
***
***

Lock Joint Tube Co., Inc--------:
LTV Steel Corp------------------:

***
***

United States Steel Corp--------:

***

United Tube Corp----------------:

***

Birmingham, AL.
Edison, NJ.
Los Angeles, CA.
Gardena, CA.
Norcross, GA.
South Bend, IN.
Youngstown, OH.
Aliquippa, PA.
Counce, TN.
Fairless Hills, PA.
Lorain, OH.
Geneva, UT.
McKeesport, PA.
Medina, OH.

!I In addition, there are 3 other known producers which together accounted
for an estimated 1 percent of U.S. producers' total domestic shipments.
i1 Firm did not respond to the Commission's questionnaire.
Source:. Share of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

in

Apparent U.S. consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of standard pipes and tubes increased annually
from 1. 7 million tons in 1982 to 2. 5 million tons in 1984, or by 45 percent
(table I-3).
Consumption of standard pipes decreased by 1 percent in 1985
compared with consumption in 1984.
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Table I-3.--Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' domestic shipments,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-85
Ratio to
U.S.
Apparent
producers'
consumption
of-Imports
consumpdomestic
:Producers':
I
t
tion
.
t s: mpor s
: s h 1pmen
shipments
------Percent---------- --------1, 000 tons-----------

Year

1982-----------------:
1983------------~----:

1984-----------------:
1985-----------------:

858
920
923
999

844
1,182
1,544
1,434

1,702
2,102
2,467
2,433

50
56
63
59

50
44
37
41

Source: U.S. producers' shipments, compiled from questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission; imports. compiled from official statistics·~of
the U.S. Department of Conunerce.
Consideration of Alleged Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States !I
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
U.S. production of standard pipes and tubes increased steadily from
825,000 tons in 1982 to 1.0 million tons in 1984, representing an increase of
22 percent (table I-4). The capacity of reporting U.S. producers to produce
standard pipes and tubes remained essentially constant l;lt about 1. 8 million
tons per year during 1982-85. Utilization of capacity by standard pipe and
tube producers increased steadily from 44 percent in 1982 to 55 percent in
1985.
Table I-4.--Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity,
and capacity utilization, 1982-85
Item
Production----------- - ----1, 000 tons--:
Capacity---- --------------------do----:
Capacity utilization !/-----percent--:

1982
825
1,758
44

1983
908
1,731
51

1984
933
1. 770
53

1985
1,003
1,824
55

!I Capacity utilization rates were calculated using data from firms that
provided information on both production and capacity.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

!I Information in this section of the report was compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the Commission in connection with the
instarit investigations * * *
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U.S. producers' domestic shipments
U.S. producers' domestic shipments of standard pipes and tubes rose from
858,000 tons in 1982 to 999,000 tons in 1985, or by 16 percent (table I-5).
Table I-5.--Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, 1982-85
Item
Quantity---------------1,000 tons--:
Value---------------1,000 dollars--:
Unit value !/-------------per ton--:

1982

1983

1984

858
490,680
$605

920
503,049
$564

923
555,222
$602

1985
999
584,602
$585

!I Unit values were calculated using data from firms that provided informati on on both the quantity and value of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
U.S. exports
Exports of standard pipes and tubes accounted for less than 1 percent of
total shipments during 1982-85, as shown in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. producers' inventories
U.S. producers' yearend inventories of standard pipes and tubes dropped
steadily from 153,000 tons in 1982 to 129,000 tons in 1985, or by 16 percent.
As a share of annual shipments, these inventories decreased from 18 percent in
1982 to 13 percent in 1985, as shown in the following tabulation:

Inventories
(1,000 tons)
As of Dec. 31-1982---------------1983---------------1984- --------------~
1985----------------

153
132
131
129

Ratio of inventories
to shipments !I
(percent)
18
14
14
13

!I Ratios were calculated using data from firms that provided information on
both inventories and shipments.
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Employment and wages
The number of ~orkers employed in the production of standard pipes and
tubes decreased from 3,142 in 1982 to 2,874 in 1985, representing a decrease
of 9 percent (table I-6). Hours worked by such workers decreased by 4 percent
during the period. With the decrease in employment and the 22-percent increase in production, labor productivity, as measured by tons produced per
hour, increased by ·26 percent between 1982 and 1985. The hourly wages earned
by these workers _increased by 8 percent during 1982-85. When the increase in
productivity is taken into account, however, U.S. producers actually posted a
17-percent decrease in unit labor costs. Workers at 12 of the 19 reporting
firms, that accounted for 88 percent of domestic shipments in 1985 are represented by unions.
Table I-6.--Average number of production and related workers producing
standard pipes and tubes, hours paid, !I wages and total compensation ~/
paid to such employees, and labor produc ti vi ty, hourly compensation, and
unit labor production costs, 1982-85
Item

1982

Production and related workers:
Number-------------------------------:
3,142
Percentage change-----~--------------:
Hours worked by production and
related workers:
Number------------------1, 000 hours--·:
5, 792
Percentage change--------------------:
Wages paid to production and
related workers:
Value-----------------1,000 dollars--: 76,570
Percentage change--------------------:
Total compensation paid to production
and related workers:
Value-----------------1,000 dollars--: 110,049
Percentage change---------------------:
Labor productivity:
Quantity--------------tons per hour--:
0.140
Percentage change------~-------------:
Hourly compensation: 11
Value----------------------------------: $13. 22
Percentage change--·------------------:
Unit labor costs: !/
Value-----------------------per ton--:
$135
Percentage change--- -- -----------------:

1983

1984

3,104

2,911

2,874

-1

-6

-1

5,531

5,427

-5

-2

5,553
+2

69,296

72 ,400

-9

+4

101,886

100,003

-7

-2

0.162
+16

0.169
+4

0.177
+5

$12.53

$13.34
+6

$14.22
+7

$109

$112
+3

-5

$114
-16

-4

1985

78,969
+9
110,237
+10

!I Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
£1 Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
11 Based on wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
!I Based on total compensation paid.
Source: Compiled frnm data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Financial experience of U.S. producers
Usable income-and-loss data on operations producing standard pipes and
tubes were provided by 13 U.S. firms. During 1982-85, sales of standard pipes
and tubes ranged from 25 to 3 7 percent of these producers' sales of welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes, as reported in the introductory section of this
report.
Operations on standard pipes and tubes. --Thirteen producers, which accounted for 88 percent of domestic shipments of standard pipes and tubes in
1984, furnished usable income-and-loss data (table I-7). Net sales rose 14
percent from $435 .1 million in 1982 to $494. 8 million in 1985.
Operating
losses were reported in all periods. except 1985.
These losses increased
slightly from $18.5 million in 1982 to $19.5 million in 1983, then dropped to
$2.4 million in 1984. In 1985, the companies achieved an operating income of
$5.2 million. !I The operating losses, which were 4.2 percent and 4.4 percent
of net sales in 1982 and 1983, respectively, declined to 0.5 percent. in 1984.
The operating income margin was 1.1 percent in 1985. Three of the firms reported operating losses for the years 1982 and 1983, and one firm sustained an
operating loss in 1984 and four firms were unprofitable in 1985.
The integrated firms generally experienced operating losses during the
periods covered by this report. as shown in table I-8. The nonintegrated
firms reported aggregate operating incomes of $* * * in 1982, $* * * in 1983,
$* * * in 1984, and $* * * in 1985. The operating income margins for the nonintegrated standard pipe producers increased from 6.3 percent in 1982 to 8.2
percent in 1983 and then declined to 8.1 percent in 1984 and 1985.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Capital expenditures and research and development expenses.--Seven U.S.
producers supplied information on their capital expenditures for land, buildings, and machinery and equipment used in the production of standard pipes and
tubes. and two furnished data on their research and development expenses.
Capital expenditures for standard pipes and tubes increased from $3.2 million
in 1982 to $4.4 million in 1983, then fell to $2.7 million in 1984. Capital
expenditures increased sharply to $* * * in 1985. This increase was primarily
due to expenditures of $* * * by * * *· Research and development expenses for
standard pipes and tubes were $* * *, $* * *, $* * *, and $* * * in 1982,
1983, 1984, and 1985, respectively. All of these research and development expenses were incurred by * * *

!/ The financial information presented here, as calculated from responses to
the Commission's questionnaires in connection with these investigations,
differs from that presented in previous Conunission reports concerning standard
pipes and tubes. The differences can be attributed to more complete financial
information received during these investigations.
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Table I-7.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations
producing standard pipes and tubes, accounting years 1982-85 11
Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Net sales---~-----------1,000 dollars--: 435,110
441,328
491,433
494,814
Cost of goods sold---------------do----:--..4=15......._,7~4~1;......o__..4~1~8~,~64~8"--..__4~5~1-,~6~3~6---'-~4~4~5~,~3~4'-'"--6
Gross profit---------------------do----: 19,369
22,680
39,797
49,468
General, selling, and
administrative expenses--------do----:~~3~7~,8~3~2=-=---4~2~·~2~2~4~~~4=2~·=1~7~7_.;...~-4~4~·~2~3"-=3
Operating income or ( loss)-------do----: (18,463): (19 ,544): (2 ,380):
5 ;-2·35
Depreciation and amorti8,499
8,869
10,475
10,305
zation expense-----------------do----:
As a share of net sales:
90.0
95.5
94.9
91.9
Cost of goods sold----------percent--:
8.1
10.0
4.5
5.1
Gross prof it-------------------do----:
General. sel.l,ing • and
8.7
9.6
8.6
8.9
administrative expenses------do----:
(4.2):
(4.4):
(0.5):
1.1
Operating income or (loss)-----do----:
Number of firms reporting
3 :
3 :
1 :
4
operating losses---------------------:

11 11 firms provided information for accounting years 1982-85. 2 firms accounting for * * * percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments in 1985, provided information for accounting years 1982-84 and for the 9-month period
ended Sept. 30, 1985.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
Capital expenditures and research and development expenses for standard
pipes and tubes are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of
dollars):

1982----------1983----------1984----------1985----------

Capital
expenditures

Research and development
expenses

3,213
4,383
2,728

***
***
***
***

***
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Table I-8. --Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations
producing standard pipes and tubes, by nonintegrated producers and integrated producers, accounting years 1982-85
·
Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Value (l,000 dollars)

***
***
***

***
***
***

435,110

441,328

491,433

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

19,369

22,680

39,797

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

(18,463):

(19,544):

***
***
***

(2,380):

Percent of net sales
Gross profit or (loss):
Non integrated firms-------------:

16.5

18.7

17.8

18.3

***-----------------------------:
***-----------------------------:

***
***

***
***

***
***

4.5

5.1

8.1

***
***

Weighted average--------------:
Operating income or (loss):
Nonintegrated firms-------------:
***------------~----------------:

***-----------------------------:
Weighted average--------------:

10.0

6.3

8.2

8.1

8.1

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

(4.2):

(4.4):

(0.5):

1.1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Investment in productive facilities.--Seven U.S. producers supplied data
concerning their investment in productive facilities employed in the production of standard pipes and tubes. Their investment in such facilities, valued
at cost, rose from $52.7 million as of the end of 1982 to $64.6 million as of
the end of 1985. The book value of such assets was $24.0 million as of yearend 1985, as shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
Original cost
1982----------1983----------1984----------1985-----------

52,662
58,089
61,057
64,648

Book value
16,240
23,815
23,297
24,001
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The Question of the Threat of

K~terial.Injury

Consideration factors
In its examination of the question of the ·threat of material 1nJury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission considers, among other factors,
any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result in an increase in exports of the subject merchandise to the United States, any rapid increase in u.s~ market penetration and
the likelihood that the penetration will.increase to an injurious 'level, the
probability that the price of the' subject imported product will l:tave a depressing or suppressing effect on the domestic price of the merchandise, any
substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United States,
any other demonstrable trends that indicate that the importation (or sale for
importation) of the merchandise will be the cause of actual ·injury, and the
potential for product shifting.
Information on the market penetration of the subject· products is
presented in the section of· the report entitled "Consideration -of the Causal
Relationship Between· Alleged Material Injury or the Threat Thereof and the
LTFV Imports". · Available informa~ion on the depressing or suppressing effect
of the imported products on domestic prices is presented in the pricing section of this report.
Available information on the foreign producers' capacity, production, and exports, and the potential for product shifting was presented in the introductory part of the report.
U.S. importers' inventories

* * *, which accounted for * * * percent of the total LTFV imports from
India in 1985, held * * * standard pipes and tubes in inventory at yearend
1984 and * * * at yearen~ 1985. This inventory accounted for * * * percent of
the firms' imports of these products from India in 1985.
Yearend inventories of ., standard pipes and tubes from Turkey, as reported
by * * * firms accounting for 40 percent of such imports·. in 1985, were * * *
in 1984 and * * * tons in 1985.
One firm, * * *
It advised that it had

***
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Material
Injury or the Threat Thereof and the LTFV Imports
U.S. imports
'·

Total U.S. imports of standard pipes and tubes increased . from 844, 000
+-n.-.s in 1982 to 1.5 million tons in 1984, or by 83 percent (tablel-9).
These
imports decreased to 1.4 million tons in 1985, or 70 percent above the level
in 1982.
-.
Imports from India rose from 118 tons in 1982 to 1,985 tons in 1984 and
22, 306 tons in 1985. Total LTFV exports from India .increased from * * * in
1982, to * * * tons in 1983, * * * tons in 1984, and * * * tons in 1985.
There were no imports from Turkey in 1982; such imports increased from 505
tons in 1983 to 2,578 tons in 1984 and 36,277 tons in 1985.
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Table I-9.--standard pipes and tubes: u.s. imports for
consumption, !I by selected sources, 1982-85
Source

1982

1983

1984

1985

Quantity (tons)
India: £1
LTPV exports-------------------:
***
***
***
***
All other----------------------=-----*-*-*__,._______*_*_*__.._______*_*_*__..________*_*__
*
Total------------------------:
***
***
' ***
***
Turkey---------------------------:
O
505
2,578
36,277
Yugoslavia-----------------------:
3,607
0
13,553
11,517
Republic of Korea-------------~--: 356,084
575,008
499,036
561,361
Japan----------------------------: 135,904
69,212
123,688
172,951
Canada---------------------------: 74,336
88,660
165,057
140,707
Taiwan---------------------------: 95,626
141,199
31,306
59,056
Brazil---------------------------: 20,265
52,174
186,958
47,143
West Germany---------------------: 24,731
12,473
39,066
46,985
All other-------------~----------:-=13~3~·~2~4~8------2~4~1~·=8~64~·-:.__'--'4=8~0~,9~1~5:....,.:.___.__,3~3~5-·~2~2~7
Total------------------------:~84~3~·~9=1~9__.._1_.~1-8~1~·-6-52=--:--=l-·=5~4~4~,l-4~1......,__l-...,.4~3-3_.=5=3=0
Value (l,000 dollars)
India----------------------------:
52
194
629
7,834
Turkey---------------------------:
200
821
12,389
Yugoslavia-----------------------:
1,572
3,953
3,960
Republic of Korea----------------: 153,224
185,574
187,839
212,665
Japan----~-----------------------:
74,976
30,407
56,655
80,134
Canada---------------------------: 40,150
43,279
77,125
62,854
Taiwan---------------------------: 39,792
41,916
10,268
19,207
Brazil---------------------------:
9,654
15,291
61,109
15,884
West Germany---------------------: 13,399
5,383
15,755
16,464
All other------------------------:__.5_9~·~1-1~6--____,7~6-·-9~25__.__~1=60~,7~0~9--.:.____,1~2~0-·=3=9~3
Total------------------------:--39~1~·~9=3=5_.____3~9~9-·=16~9~.__-=5~74........,,8~6-3---.____5_5_1_.~1=84_
Unit value
India-------------------------:---:

$446

Turkey--~------------------------:

Yugoslavia-----------------------:
Republic of Korea----------------:
Japan----------------------------:
Canada---------------------------:
Taiwan---------------------------:
Brazil---------------------------:
West Germany-------------------:
All other----------~-------------:
Average----------------------:

436
430
552
540
416
476
542
444
464

$349
396

$317
318
292
376
458
467
328
327
403
334
372

323
439
488
297
293
432
318
338

$351
341
344
379
463
447
325
337
350
359
385

!I Includes imports under TSUSA items 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3234, 610.3241,
610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3244, 610.3247, 610.3252, 610.3254, 610.3256, 610.3258,
and 610.4925.
1:.1 These data are exports from India for fiscal years 1982-84 and calendar
year 1985, as reported by counsel for the EngineP.ring Export Promotion
Council. Total imports from India, as compiled from official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, are 118 tons in 1982, 556 tons in 1983, 1,985
tons in 1984, and 22,306 tons in 1985.
Source:
Compiled from official
Commerce, except as noted.

statistics

of

the

U.S.

Department

of
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Imports of standard pipes and tubes from India and Turkey,
months, are shown in table I-10.

in 1985, by

Table I-10.--Standard pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, !./
from India and Turkey, by months, 1985
In tons
Period

India

V

January------------:----------------:
February--------------------------:
Karch-----------------------------:
April-----------------------------:
Kay-------------------------------:
June------------------------------:
July------------------------------:
August----------------------------:
September---------- --- -- ·----------:

Turkey
419
1,030
1,114
429
411
1,899
2,493
5,1:72
2, 639
1,838
2, 822

October----------~----------------:

November---------------------.-----:

3, 12 7
718
2,700
513
362
2,732
1,615
5,437
7, 587
8,797
484

December--------------------------=~~~~~~~-2~0_3~9~~~~~~~~~~-2~2_0~4-

Total--------------------------:

22,306

36,277

!I. Includes imports un4er TSUSA items 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3234, 610.3241,
610.3243, 610.3244i 610.3247, 610.3252, 610.3254, 610.3256, 610.3258,
and 610.4925.
~./ Includes fair value as well as LTFV imports.
Total LTFV exports from
India were * * * tons in 1985.
610.32~2.

Source:
Conunerce.

Compiled

from

official

statistics

of

the

U.S.

Department

of

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

The petitioners did not provide any specific information . to the
Conunission regarding outstanding orders of the product from India or Turkey.
The staff also knows of no such outstanding orders.
Counsel for TISCO reported that this firm ceased taking orders for standard pipes and tubes after
Conunerce issued its preliminary LTFV determination on Decem~er 31, 1985.
Furthermore, * * *· In addition, * * *• which imported * * * tons of standard
pipes and tubes from Turkey in January-September 1985, or about * * * of the
total imports from Turkey, reported that it canceled orders amounting to * * *
tons on * * *• because of the uncertainty of the outcome of the pending unfair
import investigations.

Market penetration
LTFV imports from India increased from * * * percent of the U.S. market
in 1984 to*** percent in 1985·(table I-11). Imports from Turkey_ had a 0.1
percent share of the market in 1984. During 1985; this share.increased to 1.5
percent.
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Table I-11.--Standard pipes and tubes: Shares of U.S. consumption
supplied by India, Turkey, and all other countries, 1982-85
(In percent)
1982

Source

1983

1984

1985

!/---------------------------:

India
***
***
***
***
Turkey-----------------------------:
it
.1
1.5
All other--------------------------=~~~-*-*-*--~~~-*-*-*--~~~-*-*-*---~~~~*-*-*
Total--------------------------:
49.6
56.2
62.6
58.9
!I Ratio of LTFV exports to U.S. consumption.
Source:
noted.

it Less than 0.05 percent.

Based on data in tables I-3 and I-9 of this report, except where

Petitioners request that the Commission cumulate imports of standard
pipes and tubes from th~ subject countries with imports of similar products
from other countries subject to investigation. Market penetration by standard
pipes and tubes from countries currently or recently (since January 1984) subject to investigation by the Commission or the Department of Commerce is presented in table I-1.
The U.S. customs districts through which imports of standard pipes and
tubes from India and 1tJrkey entered the United States in 1985, as compiled
from offical statistics of. the U.S. Department of Commerce, are presented in
the following tabulation:

Item

Quantity
Short tons

Percent of total

India: !I
4,379
Savannah,GA--------:
19.6
Philadelphia, PA--·-:
4,014
18.0
3,700
16.6
Houston, TX---------:
2,336
New Orleans, LA----:
10.5
7.6
Bridgeport, CT-----:
1, 704
1,175
5.3
New York, NY-------:
1,052
4.7
Tampa, FL----------:
1,032
4.6
Baltimore, KD------:
Los Angeles, CA----:
3.2
721
2.2
Chicago, IL--------:
499
2.2
Seattle, WA--------:
483
Charleston, SC-----:
2.0
454
1.8
Boston, KA---------:
409
San Francisco, CA--:
1.0
212
0.6
136
Norfolk, VA--------:~~~~~~~~~~=="""----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......-..
22,306
100.0
Total------------:
Continued on next page
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Item

Quantity

Percent of total

Short tons
Turkey:
Houston, TX--------:
10,687
29.5
New Orleans, LA-----:
8,270
22.8
Tampa, FL----------:
7,379
20.3
Bridgeport, CT-----:
6,102
16.8
Philadelphia, PA---:
3,014
8.3
Baltimore, KD------=~~~~~~~~~~~8=2~6---'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=2~·~3
Total------------:
36,277
100.0

!I Includes fair value as well as LTFV imports.
India were

***

Total LTFV exports from

tons in 1985.

Note. --·Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Prices
The standard pipes and tubes included in these investigations are generally priced on a per-hundred-foot basis. Several U.S. producers publish confidential price lists, but list prices are often discounted to meet competitive offers.
u. s. -produced pipes and tubes are predominantly sold on an
f. o. b. mill basis.
The imported products under investigation are normally
sold on an ex-dock, duty-paid, or f.o.b. warehouse basis. Formal bidding is
not the usual means of price competition for standard pipes and tubes up to 16
inches in diameter.
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide price
and quantity data on their largest sale of each of five prod~ct specifications
to both a service center/distributor and an end-user customer during each
quarter during 1983-85. The prices requested were f.o.b. mill for U.S. producers and f.o.b. shipping point for importers. These products were reported
to be specifications currently imported from one or more of the countries subject to these investigations and manufactured by the U.S. producers. The five
standard pipe product specifications are as follows:
PRODUCT 1:
PRODUCT
PRODUCT
PRODUCT
PRODUCT

ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded, black,
plain end, 1.315-inch O.D. Cl-inch nominal), 0.133-inch
wall thickness.
2: ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded, black,
plain end, 1.050-inch O.D. (3/4-inch nominal), 0.113-inch
wall thickness.
3:
ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded,
galvanized, plain end, 1.660-inch O.D. (1 1/4-inch nominal), 0 .140-foch wall thickness.
4:
ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded,
galvanized, plain end, 2.375-inch O.D. ·c2-inch nominal),
0.154-inch wall thickness.
5:
ASTH A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded,
black, plain end, 1.900-inch O.D. (1 1/2-inch nominal),
0.145-inch wall thickness.
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Prices of domestic products.--Eight U.S. producers provided selling price
data for sales to service centers/distributors and four of these producers
also provided prices for sales to end users. In 1985, the eight firms accounted for 74 percent of reported shipments of standard pipes and tubes. The
weighted-average price data for the industry are presented in table 1-12.
Table 1-12. --Selected standard pipes and tubes:
U.S. producers' weighted
average prices to service centers/distributors and end users, by quarters,
1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

In sales to service centers/distributors, all five products showed increased prices in 1984 over the 1983 levels, but prices of products 1, 3, 4,
and 5 subsequently slid in 1985 to end the period of investigation about 2 to
6 percent below prices in January-March 1983. Product 2 ended the period
about 7 percent above the January-March 1985 level.
The reported selling prices for product 1 decreased from the JanuaryMarch 1983 level of $* * * to $* * * during October-December 1985. Prices for
product 3 declined from $* * * to $* * * over the same period.
Overall,
prices for product 4 fell off from January-March 1983 to October-December
1985, slipping from $* * * to $* * *
Over the same period, product 5 fell
from $* * * to $* * *
In sales to service centers/distributors, product 2 experienced a boost
in mid-1984 and.ended the period under investigation at$***• or 7 percent
above the beginning level of * * *· !/
Weighted-average prices for sales to end users followed a pattern similar
to distributor prices. Selling prices to end users for the standard pipe products generally rose from January-March 1983 to peak in 1984 at levels that
ranged from 8 to 32 percent above the January-March 1983 prices and then experienced declines.
October-December 1985 prices for products 1 through 4
were 5 to 6 percent below those of January-March 1983. The price of product 5
to end users in October-December 1985, however, was virtually the same as the
beginning level of $* * *
Prices of imports from lndia.--One importer of standard pipe from India
provided data for sales of the standard pipe products to service centers/
distributors. This importer, * * *• accounted for * * * percent of the LTFV
imports from India in 1985 and sold its product on an f.o.b. basis. * * * imports pipe and tube produced by TISCO, the only Indian firm assigned positive
dumping margins by Conunerce. This firm's prices for imports of standard pipe
from India are presented in table I-13.
In 1985, product 1 from India sold for $* * * in April-June, $* * * in
and $* * * in October-December. At these levels, margins of
underselling were 18, 13, and 4 percent, respectively.
July-Sept~mber,

!I

***
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Table I-13.--Selected standard pipes and tubes: l/ Weighted-average prices to
service centers/distributors, U.S. produced and imported from India, by
specified quarters, April 1984-December 1985
LTFV Indian product
Item

U.S.
product
price

Margin of
underselling

Price

Amount

Percent

-----------Per 100 feet----------Product 1:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--·-------:
Product 2:
January~March 1985-----------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985-· -------:
Product 3:
April-June 1984--------------:
July-September 1984----------:
October-December 1984--------;
January-March 1985-----------:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--------:
Product 4:
July-September 1984-----------:
October-December 1984--------:
January-March 1985-----------:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--·------:
Product.5:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--------:

11

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

18.1
13.4
3.6

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

19.2
20·.2
21.8

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***·
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
.***
***
***
***

19.2
24.3
20.4
19.3
14.8
12.4
11.9

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

23.9
19.9
24.4
16.0
12.6
12.2

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

17.0
12.6
16.8

See product list for specifications.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Prices in 1985 for product 2 from India were $* *

*

$* * * in July-September, and $* * * in October-December.

in January-March,
At these prices,

margins of underselling ranged from 19 to 22 percent.
Product 3 from India sold for $* * * in April-June 1984, $* * * in JulySeptember 1984, $* * * in October-December 1984 and January-March 1985, and
for $* * * in April-December 1985. Margins of underselling ranged from a high
of 24 percent to a low of 12 percent.
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Product 4 of Indian or1g1n sold for $* * * in July-September 1984, $* * *
in October-December 1984, $* * * in January-March 1985, and $* * * in AprilDecember 1985. Margins of underselling ranged from 24 to 12 percent.
In 1985, product 5 sold to service centers/distributors for $* * * in
April-June, $* * * in July-September, and $* * * in October-December.
At
these prices, margins of underselling were 17, 13, and 17 percent, respectively.
Prices of imports from Turkey.--Three importers of standard pipe and tube
from Turkey provided price data for products 1 through 4. These firms typically quote their prices on an ex-dock basis, and do not use price lists in
establishing transaction prices.
In 1985, these importers accounted for 40
percent of all imports of standard pipe from Turkey. Because price data on
each product are scant, no trends can be established.
Price data for sales of products 1 through 4 to service centers/
distributors and end users of both Turkish and domestic origin are compared in
table I-14. Sales prices to service centers/distributors of Turkish product 1
were $* * * in October-December 1984, $* * * in January-March 1985, $* * * in
April-June 1985, $* * * in July-September 1985, and $* * * in October-December
1985. The margins of underselling over this period ranged from a low of 17
percent in October-December 1985 to a high of 34 percent in October-December
1984. Turkish product 1 sold to end users in July-September 1985 for $* * *,
underselling the U.S. product by 10 percent.
Imports of Turkish product 2 sold to service centers/distributors for

$* * * in January-March 1985, $* * * in July-September 1985, and $* * * in
October-December 1985. The margins of underselling in these sales were 30,
25, and 26 percent, respectively.
In 1985, imports of product 3 from Turkey sold to service centers/
distributors for $* * * in January-March, $* * * in April-June, and $* * * in
July-September and undersold. the domestic product by between 18 and 21 percent.
Product 4 from Turkey was sold to service centers/distributors between
October-December 1984 and July-September 1985. Product 4 sold for $* * * in
October-December 1984, $* * * in January-March 1985, $* * * in April-June, and
$* * * in July-September 1985. Margins of underselling ranged from a low of
18 percent in July-September 1985 to a high of 26 percent in April-June 1985.
Imports of product 4 from Turkey sold to end users in July-September 1985 for
$* * *; at this price, the margin of underselling was 12 percent.
Imports of product 5 from Turkey sold in the United States in all of
The price to service centers/distributors was $* * * in January-Karch,
$* * * in April-June, $* * * in July-September, and $* * * in OctoberDecember. At these prices, the margins of underselling were 16, 15, 21, and
30 percent, respectively. In July-September 1985, product 5 from Turkey sold
to end users for $* * *, 26 percent below the U.S. price.

1985.

The Conunission requested purchasers to provide price data on two of the
standard pipe products for 1984 and 1985 both of which were reported to be
produced in the United States and imported from India and Turkey. Eleven of
the distributors reported purchases of 20, 761 tons of U.S. -produced standard
pipe in 1985. Five of these purchasers provided price data (table I-15).
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Table 1-14. --Selected standard pipes and tubes·: ll Weighted-average prices..... to
service centers/distributors and end users, U.S. produced and imported from
Turkey, by specified quarters, October 1984-December 1985.
Turkish product
Item

U.S.
product
price

Price

Margin of
underselling
Amount

Sales to service centers/
distributors of------------Per 100 feet----------Product 1:
October-December 1984------:
$***
$***
$***
January-March 1985---------:
***
***
***
.***
April-June 1985------------:
***
***
July-September 1985--·------:
***
***
***
October-December 1985------:
***
***
***
Product 2:
January-March 1985---------:
***
***
***
July-September 1985--------:
***
***
***
October-December 1985------:
***
***
***
Product 3:
January-March 1985---------: .
***
***
***
April-June 1985------------:
***
***
***
July-September 1985---..:.----:
***
***
***
Product 4:
October-December 1984------:
*** :
***
***
January-March 1985---------:
***
***
***
April-June 1985------------:
***
***
***
July-September 1985--------:
***
***
***
Product 5:
January-March 1985---------:
***
***
***
April-June 1985------------:
***
***
***
July-September 1985--------:
***
***
***
October-December 1985------:
***
***
***
Sales to end users of-Product 1:
July-September 1985--------:
***
***
***
Product 4:
July-September 1985--------: .
***
***
***
Product 5:
July-September 1985-.-------:
***
***
***

Percent

34.4
19.4
21.3
17.9
17.3
30.0
24.5
26.4
18.2
20.6
18.4
23.l
19.2
26.4
18.0
15.8
15.5
21.1
30.1
9.9
12.5
26.l

ll See product list for specifications.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
The prices reported generally followed the trends in producers' data.
Prices for purchases of product 1 from domestic sources fell by 5 percent,
from $* * * in January-March 1984 to $* * * in ·october-December 1985.
The
purchase price of U.S. -produced product 3 fell by 10 percent over the ·same
period, from $* * * to $* * *
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Table I-15. --Selected standard pipes and tubes:
Weighted-average purchase
prices paid by service centers/distributors for U.S. -produced merchandise,
by quarters, 1984-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Five purchasers responded with price data regarding their purchases of
standard pipe from Turkey. In 1985, the five firms purchased a total of 2,108
tons of Turkish standard pipe. Their prices are reported in table I-16.
Product 1 from Turkey sold for $* * * in January-Karch 1985 and for
in April-June 1985. The margins of underselling at these prices were
27 and 28 percent, respectively.
Product 3 from Turkey sold for $* * * in
October-December 1984 and $* * * in October-December 1985.
The margins of
underselling at these prices were 24 and 21 percent, respectiv~ly.

$*

**

One purchaser reported prices for Indian standard pipe. This firm bought
a total of * * * tens of standard pipe of Indian origin in 1985. Their prices
are also reported in table II-16.
Product 3 from India sold for $* * * in
January-March 1984, $* * * in October-December 1984, $* * * in January-March
1985, and $* * * in October-December 1985.
The margins of underselling for
these sales were 40, 16, 15, and 13 percent respectively.
Fifteen purchasers responded with some details concerning their firms'
purchasing decisions for standard pipe. The reporting firms are all distributors of pipes and tubes. Most indicated that they purchase standard pipe from
both domestic and foreign sources. Five stated that while foreign prices were
consistently lower than U.S. producer prices, the quality of the products are
equal. Four stated that foreign quality was inferior to U.S. produced pipes.
Purchasers who recently bought standard pipe from India or Turkey were
asked how much higher the last bid accepted for those imports would have had
to have been before they would have switched from an imported to a domestic
source. Three responded that the price would have to have been 6-10 percent
higher than the price accepted, and 2 said 10 percent or more.
Concerning transportation costs, most purchasers responded that their
firm, and not their suppliers, pay transportation costs for pipe purchases.
Nine listed inland shipping costs at less than 5 percent of the delivered
price, 4 put it at 5 to 10 percent, and 1 did not respond.
Transportation costs
Fourteen U.S. producers of standard pipe and tube responded with data detailing their firms' transportation costs. Of these producers, seven listed
their market area ·as nationwide; three as Midwestern; two as the Western
United States; and two as the Eastern United States.
The Commission requested U.S. producers to estimate the percentage of
shipments in which their firms absorb some transportation costs to effect a
sale.
Nine producers responded with such data. Two .indicated that they absorb some transportation costs in 95 percent of their shipments, . two in
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Table I-16. --Selected standard pipes and tubes: ·!/ Weighted-average purchase
prices paid by service centers/distributors for U.S. -produced merchandise
and merchandise imported from Turkey and India, by specified quart~rs,
1984-85
Imported product
Item

U.S.
product
price

Price

Margin of
· underselling
Amount

Purchases of imports
from Turkey------------Per 100 feet----------Product 1:
January-March 1985---------:
$***
$***
$***
April-June 1985------------:
***
***
***
Product 3:
October-December 1984------:
***
***
***
October-Decembsr 1985------:
***
***
*** :
Purchases of imports
from India-Product 3:
January-March 1984- -----·-----;
*** .
***·
***
October-December 1984---·---:
***
***
***
January-March 1985- -·-------:
***
***
***
October-December 1985--·----:
***
***
***

Percent

26.9
2.7. 6
23.8
20.5

40.2
15.9
15.0
13.4

!I See product list for specifications.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
about 80 percent, one in 40 percent, and four in 5 percent or less of their
shipments.
Other purchase decision factors
The Commission also asked U.S. producers to state their standard minimum
quantity requirements for a sale, as well as the average lead time between a
customer's order and shipment date. Ten producers listed 20 tons (one truck-·
load) as their minimum quantity requirement, one listed 4 tons, and one cited·
no minumum quantity requirement. Referring to lead time between receipt of a
customer's order and shipment date, five producers cited their firms' average
lead time as 4 days or less, four indicated 5 to 10 days, and three said more
than 10 days.
The imported products are normally sold on an ex dock or f. o. b. basis.
The transportation costs are usually paid by the purchaser. The lead time between a customer's order and shipment date typically ranges from 90 to 150
days for future orders, and 2 to 30 days for ex-warehouse sales.
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Lost sales
Four U.S. producers submitted general statements regarding lost sales
allegations.
Two provided specific allegations of sales lost to imports of
standard pipes subject to investigation.
One producer * * *• submitted a detailed statement concerning lost sales
and price suppression/depression. The firm noted that although it has ..unquestionably lost sales" to imports of standard and line ·pipe from countries
subject to these investigations, specific lost sales allegations are .. very
difficult to pinpoint." * * * pointed out that its sales information is kept
on the basis of orders, not quotes. Consequently, records of their rejected
quotes are not maintained and not followed up. In addition, * * * statement
continued, if they ascertain that a sale was lost to foreign pipe, determining
the country of origin is complicated due to the distribution process of importers who "rarely, if ever, specify a desired foreign producer." * * *
pointed out. that the only way they can determine the country of origin of
sales lost to imports is to check the import markings on the pipe in the
distributor's yard.
* * * concluded by noting that foreign pipe is
"routinely" priced at least 30 percent below domestic pipe and provided a comparison of their standard pipe prices with the Turkish product f.o.b. Houston.
!I
Three domestic producers submitted general statements. These producers
report that the nature of the marketplace does not permit specific examples of
lost sales. * * *
Another U.S. producer of standard pipes and tubes, * * *• submitted a
list of * * * firms to which it claims it lost sales to imports under investigation from India. The Commission's staff contacted five of the * * * firms.
The * * * allegations totaled * * * tons of * * * standard pipes and tubes.

* * * indicated that they "have not bought any Indian pipe that I know
of." He stated that price is the determining factor in their purchasing decisions and that on a per linear foot basis, U.S.-produced pipes and tubes run
* * * to * * * percent higher than imports. He noted that * * *·

* * * indicated that his firm purchased about * * * tons of standard pipe
from India last year. He stated that price is the most important consideration in his firm's purchasing decisions, and that they often purchase imports
because they "average about * * * percent less than the domestically produced"
product. * * * noted that when standard pipe is purchased domestically by his
firm, it is usually "bought because the customer specified it must be domestically produced" goods. * * *
!I The following prices (per 100 feet) for galvanized, threaded, and coupled
pipe were provided by * * *

*

*

All prices are f. o. b.
warehouse.

*

*
Houston,

with

***

*
price f. o. b.

*
from their Houston
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* * *, was cited in an allegation as purchasing * * * tons of standard
pipe from India in late 1984 and early 1985.
* * * stated that his finn ·
hasn't bought pipe of Indian origin. He stated that his firm buys pipe mostly
of Japanese and Korean origin, and from a few minor source countries such as
* * *
He stated that he stays away from new entrants to the· market such as
India for quality reasons.
The pipe he buys is used * * *, he pointed-- out,
and the quality of galvanizing is important enough to continue buying from
their major sources and not try pipe that may be of unce.rtain ·or unpredictable
quality.
* * * was cited in two allegations involving * * *.
* * * stated that
his firm buys a "negligible" amount of pipe ,of foreign origin, and that i t
considers price, delivery terms, and .quality as. important factors, in its purchasing decisions. He stated that his firm had purchased pipe of Indian origin in the past, but not recently. He described the Indian pipe as "not a bad
product" and said it was purchased at competitive prices.
* * * noted that
the purchases were probably about 3 or 4 years ago ..
* * * was listed as having purchased a total of * * * tons of standard
pipe of Indian origin in late 1984 and early 1985. ***of*·** stated' that
his firm purchases from both U.. S. and foreign· sources, with the ;majority of
their purchases coming from U.S. firms.
Concerning the specific allegation,
* * * then stated that he did not remember any purchases of pipe from India,
·but indicated that there may have been some such purchases in. the past. He
added that price is the main factor in their purchasing decisions, and that
they will buy foreign-produced pipe because· of its. lower· price even though
long delivery times may delay receipt of the orders. * * *·
Another producer, * *· *, provided a list of * * * · allegations ·of sales
lost to imports.
In * * * of these allegations, the producer was unable to
identify the country of origin of the competing imports. In * * * others, the
countries and products cited. * * *. were not subject to. •these investigations.
Of the remaining * * * allegations, all cited two or three countries
of origin as the alleged import competition. Standard pipe from Taiwan (which
is not subjec·t to investigation) was listed in all * * * along with either
Turkey and/or India.
The * * * allegations totaled * * * tons of standard
pipe. The Commission has contacted * * * of these purchasers.
* * * was cited as * * * pipe by * * * in a sale that went pipe from
* * *
* * * stated that, in 1985, his firm purchased pipe from both U.S. and
foreign sources--domestic pipe constituting about 20 percent and foreign pipe
about 80 percent. Most of the.foreign pipe his firm purchases is from Taiwan
or Japan, he stated. * * * said that his firm has not purchased any pipe of
Turkish origin that he was "aware of." He noted that price was "strictly" the
determining factor in their pipe purchasing decisions, with the U.S. product
price higher than the foreign.
In recent months, however, he stated that the
falling prices of the U.S. product to levels very close to that of imports "by
a few cents per hundred foot" justify switching purchases to include more domestic pipe.
He stated quality, the likelihood of receiving the product in
good condition, and customer preference of U.S.-produced pipes and tubes as
factors that would further justify this change.
* * *
all,"

* * * was listed as having purchased * * * tons of standard pipe from
* * * of * * * stated that his firm doesn't "deal in foreign steel at
and that they "strictly buy American" as a matter of their firm's
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policy. * * * listed * *
have never purchased from

* as their main U.S. suppliers.

***

He stated that they

* * * was cited in an allegation as purchasing * * * tons of * * *.
* * * of * * * indicated that his firm typically buys more than 90 percent of
its pipe from foreign sources, with Korea, Turkey, and Greece the main supplier countries.
He noted that they have not purchased standard pipe from
Taiwan recently. * * * stated that in the last quarter of 1985, his firm purchased * * * tons of pipe of Turkish origin. He cited price as the sole determinant of their purchasing decisions.

* * *• was cited in * * *· * * * of * * * stated that 95 percent of his
firm's purchases of imported· pipe comes from abroad. He identified Brazil,
Korea, and Venezuela as the major source countries of foreign pipe. * * *
pointed to quality, delivery terms, and especially price as the main determinants of their purchasing decisions.
Concerning the specific allegation,
* * * stated that his firm has never purchased standard pipe of Indian origin.

* * *

was listed as a purchaser of * * * tons of standard pipe * * *.
* stated that his firm largely purchases pipe of Korean origin,
with Brazil, Turkey, and Taiwan also providing some of their foreign produced
pipe.
He stated that * * * purchases up to * * * tons of standard pipe a
quarter and that about 70 percent of those purchases c9me from foreign
sources.
* * * added that his firm has not purchased any pipe of Indian
origin. He noted -that their most recent purchase of Turkish pipe took place
"about a year ago." * * * pointed out that he expects "at least a 15 percent
difference in price" between foreign and domestic before he considers buying
foreign pipe due to time delays and the possibilities of rece1v1ng the imported product damaged or having to put it in inventory upon arrival.

* * * of * *

* * * was identified in an allegation involving * * *. * * * of * * *
stated that the imported pipe purchases by his firm comes largely from Mexico
or Korea. He stated that he has "not even had an offer" of pipe from India or
Turkey.
* * * noted that his firm largely purchases ASTM A-120 pipe.
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PART II. LINE PIPES AND TUBES
Intt"oduction
This part of the report presents information relating specifically to the
final antidumping investigations concerning line pipes and tubes ft"om Taiwan
and Turkey.
The Products
Description and uses
The imported pipe and tube products that at"e the subject of these investigations are circular welded cat"bon steel pipes and tubes over 0.37S inch but
not over 16 inches in outside diameter that are known in the industt"y as. line
pipes and tubes. Line pipes and tubes are used for the transportation of gas,,
oil, or water, generally in pipeline or utility distribution systems. They
are most commonly produce~ to API specification SL.
-,
Part I of this report contains a general discussion of the· description
and uses of pipes and tubes and the method of manufacturing standard pipes and
tubes.
Standard and line pipe -can be produced- on the same equipment. The
manufacturing processes for the two products are nearly identical; the pr:'incipal differences between the two are that line pipe is made from a higher
grade steel and requires additional testing to ensure that it meets API specifications. 1/ Line pipe may have a higher content of carbon and manganese
than is permissible for standard pipe, whereas standard pipe may have·a-higher
content of phosphorus and sulfur than is permissible for line pipe. Require-ments concerning chemical and mechanical pr:'operties for API line pipe differ
for the various specifications and grades. There are at least 10 grades of
API SL line pipe. API SL line pipe is inspected and tested at various stages
in the production process to ensure strict conformity to AP! specifications.
Twenty-four U.S. producers completed the Commission's questionnaires concerning line and standard pipes and tubes. Thirteen firms, which accounted
for about one-half of the total U.S. producers' shipments of standard pipes
and tubes in 198S, produced only standard pipes and tubes. Six firms, whi~h
accounted for about one--half of U.S. producers' shipments of line pipes and
tubes, produced only line pipes and tubes. The remaining five firms produced
both products. In order to produce line pipes and tubes, a mill must first
obtain certification from the API. It takes a minimum of 6 months for the API
to process an application for certification. The certification process, however, may take considerably longer. It took a mill in Taiwan, for:' example,
about 2 years to obtain its API license. No special certification is required
to produce ASTM standard pipes and tubes. After a mill begins to produce a
new pipe product line, i t may incur additional expense and spend additional
time developing its market for the product.

ll Transcript of the public conference, investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and
212 (Preliminary), p. 17.
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U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of the line pipes and tubes covered by these investigations are
classified and reported for tariff and statistical purposes under TSUSA items
610.3208 and 610.3209, which cover welded pipes and tubes (and blanks therefor !I) of iron (except cast iron) or of nonalloy (carbon) steel, of circular
cross section, having a wall thickness of not thinner than 0.065 inch and an
outside diameter over 0.375 inch but not more than 16 inches.
The current column 1 rate of duty ll for line pipes and tubes, which is
1.9 percent ad valorem, was modified as a result of the Tokyo Round of the MTN
from the 0.3-cent-per-pound rate in effect prior to January 1, 1982; no further duty modifications are scheduled. Imports of line pipes and tubes from
Taiwan and Turkey are dutiable at the column 1 rate. The column 2 rate of
duty is 5.5 percent ~d valorem.
Imports of line pipes and tubes, if the products of designated beneficiary countries, are eligible for duty-free entry under the CBERA. Effective
September 1, 1985, imports of such articles from Israel are free of duty under
the United States-Israel Free Trade Area Agreement.
In addition to these import duties, countervailing duties are in effect
with respect to imports from Turkey and until recently were in effect with respect to imports from Korea and Yugoslavia. On October 29, 1985, subsequent
to Korea agreeing to a VRA, Conunerce published a notice in the Federal
Register, effective October 1, 1984, revoking these orders. In January 1986,
_the Governments of Yugoslavia and the United States signed a VRA concerning
steel pipes and tubes; the petition concerning line pipes and tubes was subsequently withdrawn on Karch 27, 1986, and the countervailing duty order concerning such imports is expected to be revoked shortly. The dumping margins
from current investigations, the outstanding countervailing duty order, and
recently terminated title VII cases are presented in table II-1.
U.S. Producers
Line pipe and tube producers may be divided into two types: large, fully
integrated producers that make raw steel and produce a variety of steel products, and smaller, nonintegrated or partially integrated producers. The integrated producers include LTV Steel Corp. and United States Steel Corp.
In 1985, there were 12 u.s~ producers of line pipes and tubes. One other
producer, Bethlehem, an integrated steel producer, permanently closed its line
pipe and tube operations located at Sparrows Point, KO, effective April 30,
1983. Umran, a Turkish producer, bought Bethlehem's plant and is in the process of setting it up in Turkey. In December 1984, LTV Steel announced the
closing of its two line pipe mills at Aliquippa, PA, and in October 1985, it
announced the closing of a line pipe mill at Youngstown, OH. U.S. production
of line pipes and tubes is concentrated in the Eastern United States and the
Great Lakes and Gulf coast regions. The U.S. producers of line pipe·s and
tubes and their shares of domestic shipments are shown in table II-2.
1/ Blanks are semifinished pipe or tube hollows that are purchased by producers and further processed.
ll See the U.S. tariff treatment section of part I of this report for an explanation of column 1, column 2, and the CBERA.
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Table II-1._._-Line pipes and tubes:
'!'itle VII investigations since January·,:1934~
most recent dumping and subsidy margins, and import_ to consumption_ ratip_s ~ by
countries, 1982-85
:Ratio of imports to _apparent
U.S. consumption

Weightedaverage
margin

Item

Date of bond
or order 1/

Antidumping investigations:
Pending antidumping
investigations:

1935

.·-

Taiwan--------------~-:

Turkey----------------:
Recently terminated
antiJumping
investigation:
Venezuela 3/----------:
Countervailing-duty investigations/ orders:
Outstanding countervailing duty order:

Dec. 30, 1985
Jan. 3, 1986 -

27. 93
2/ 40.23

-

0.1

:

- .

0.4

.·-

7.2

.3

Aug. 13, 1985

55.7

Jan. 10, 1986

Recently terminated
:.
countervailing duty investigations:
Hexico 5/-------------: 0.67-23.65
76_.oo
Venezuela 6/----------:
Yugoslavia-J._/---------:
74.50

Jan. 31, 1985
Nov. 13, 1985
Dec. 31, 1985

.

0.6

.

1.3

***

-·.

'!!_/ 17. 80

Turkey--------~-------:

lf

1934

. 1982 .. 1983

5.1

o.a

.

1.6
• 3 •.
.1

5.8

1.5 :

6.6
7. 2 •.

3.7
5.1

Date posting of bond required or date order issued.
21 This is the margin for Mannesmann and Erkboru. 'i'he margin for a third firm~
Borusan, 1,s de. minimis. The margin for all other firms is 14.81 per.cent.
l_/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Dec. _4, 1985., following_ withdrawal of
petition prior to a final determination by Commerce.. _
~:;
4/ In its final determination, Commerce found the subsidy to be -18.81 percent, but
the bonding, or cash deposit .-rate was adjusted to 17 .80_ percent to take into account
changes that occurred after the review period.
5/ Terminated by Commerce, effective Apr. 2, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
6/ Terminated by Commerce, effective Nov. 27, 1935, following withdrawal of petition. The Commission did not institute
final· investigation.
!_/ The petition was withdrawn on Har. 27, 1986. '.Lhe order is ~xpected to be revoked shortly. On Aug. 30, 1935, the Commission issued a negative preliminary antidumping determination with respect to line pipes and tubes--from Yugoslavia.

a

Source: Hargins and date of. bond or order, obtained from the U.S. Department of
Coilllilerce; ratio of iI.1ports to apparent consumption, compiled_ from official: statistics of the U.S. Departmeµt of Commerc_e and data published by the American irlron &
Steel Institute.
Note.--Data in this table are current through Apr. 9, 1986.
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Table II-2.--Line pipes and tubes: U.S. producers, l/ their shares
of domestic shipments, and plant locations, by finns, 1985
Share of
1985 domestic
shipments

Firm
CPTI member firms:
Cyclops Corp.:
Sawhill Tubular Division------:
Tex-Tube Division-------------:
Laclede Steel Co----------------:
Wheatland Tube Corp--------~----:
Non-CPTI firms:
American Cast Iron Pipe Co------:
Kaiser Pipe & Casing------------:
LTV Steel Corp--------~---------:

Plant location

Percent

.Lone Star Steel Co., Inc--------:
Newport Steel Corp--------------:
Stupp Corp-----------------------:
United States Steel Corp---------:

***
***
***
***

Sharon, PA.
Houston, TX.
Alton, IL.
Wheatland, PA.

***
***
***

Birmingham, AL.
Irwindale, CA.
Youngstown, OH.
Aliquippa, PA.
Counce, TN .
Lone Star, TX.
Newport, KY.
Baton Rouge, LA.
Fairless, PA.
Lorain,. OH.
Geneva, UT.
McKeesport, PA.

***
***
***
***

!I In addition, there is another producer that accounted for about 0.05 percent of U.S. producers total domestic shipments in 1985.
Source:
Share of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Comrnis.sion.

in

U.S. Importers
According to the net import files compiled by the U.S. Customs Service,
in 1985, there were 10 firms that imported line pipes and tubes from Taiwan
and 4 that imported the products from Turkey. During the course of these investigations, firms which accounted for 80 percent of the imports from Taiwan
and virtually all of the LTFV imports from Turkey completed the Commission's
questionnaires.
The U.S. Market
Channels of distribution
According to AISI data for 1985, 32 percent of all U.S. producers' domestic shipments of line pipes and tubes of all sizes were sold to service
centers/distributors. !I Almost 46 percent of domestic shipments were made
directly ·to the oil and gas industry. During 1984, 28 percent of shipments
were made to service centers/distributors and 52 percent were made to the oil
and gas industry.
!I Data include outside diameters of over 16 inches.
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Apparent U.S. consumption
Apparent U.S. consumption of line pipes and tubes decreased from 828,000
tons in 1982 to 756, 000 tons in 1983, or by 9 percent, and then rose by 46
percent to 1.1 million tons in 1984 (table II-3). U.S. consumption in 1985,
at 860,000 tons, was 22 percent below the level of consumption in 1984.
·Table II-3.--Line pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' domestic shipments,
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-85
U.S.
Apparent
producers'
Imports
consumpdomestic
tion
shipments
------------1,000 tons----------

Year

1982-----------------:
1983-----------------:
1984----------~------:

1985-----------------:

494
479
581
492

334
277
519
368

Ratio to
consumption of-Producers':
.
1mpor t s
shipments :
-------Percent-----'--40
37
47
43

60
63
53 .
57

828
756
1,100
860

Source: U.S. producers' shipments, compiled from data submitted in response
to questionnaries of the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports,
compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Consideration of Alleged Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
U.S. production of line pipes and tubes decreased from 444, 000 tons in
1982 to 410,000 tons in 1983, or by 8 percent, then rose by 29 percent to
528,000 tons in 1984 (table II-4). Production in 1985 was 14 percent less
than production in 1984.
Table II-4.--Line pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity, and
capacity utilization, 1982-85
Item
Production---------------1,000 tons--:
Capacity-----------------------do----:
Capacity utilization .!!------percent--:

1982
444
1,546
27

1983
410
1,313
30

1984
528
1,474
34

1985
454
1,731
26

!I Capacity utilization rates were calculated using data from firms that
provided information on both production and capacity.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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The U. s. capacity to produce line pipes and tubes decreased from 1. 5
million tons in 1982 to 1. 3 million tons in 1983 and then increased to 1.5
million tons in 1984 and 1. 7 million tons in 1985. Capacity utilization increased from 27 percent in 1982 to 30 percent in 1893 and 34 percent in 1984
before dropping to 26 percent in 1985. The increase in capacity in 1985 can
by attributed to * * *
This mill opened in late 1984 and achieved full
capacity in 1985.
U.S. producers' domestic shipments
Domestic shipments of line pipes and tubes dropped from 494,000 tons in
1982 to 479,000 tons in 1983, or by 3 percent (table II-5). They increased in
1984 to 581,000 tons, 21 percent above the level of shipments in 1983. Shipments during 1985 declined by 15 percent from the level of shipments during
1984.
Table II-5.--Line pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, 1982-85
Item

1982

1983

494
257
$605

Quantity------------------1,000 tons--:
Value-----------------million dollars-_::
Unit value !1----------------per ton--:

1984

479
185
$564

581
254
$602

1985
492
220
$585

!I Unit values were calculated using data from firms that provided information on both the quantity and value of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
U.S. exports
Exports of line pipes and tubes, all of which were shipped by * * *• accounted for less than O.1 percent of total u. S. producers' shipments during
1982-85. These exports are shown in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. producers' inventories
Yearend inventories of line pipes and tubes were 55,000 tons in 1982,
42,000 tons in 1983, 61,000 tons in 1984, and 56,000 tons in 1985. These inventories ranged from 8 to 12 percent of the producers' annual shipments, as
shown in the following tabulation:
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Inventories
(1,000 tons)

Ratio of
inventories to
shipments 1/
(percent)-

As of Dec. 31--

1982---------------1983---------------1984---------------1985----------------

55

42
61
56

10
8
12
12

!:_/ Ratios were calculated using data from firros that provided information
on both inventories and shipments.
Employment and wages
'l'he number of production workers employed in the production.of line pipes
and tubes decreased from 2,098 in 1982 to 1,585 in 1983, increased to 2,103 in
1984, and decreased again, to 1,444 in 1985, for a net decrease of 31 percent
(table II-6). Hours worked by such workers followed a similar trend.
Wages and total compensation paid by U.S. producers to workers producing
line pipes and tubes declined from 1982 to 1983, increased from 1983 to 1934,
and then fell in 1985. Unit labor costs fell by 15 percent in 1983, 5 percent
in 1984, and 5 percent in 1985, for a total decrease of 23 percent. Workers
at firms accounting for about 90 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments
of line pipes and tubes are represented by unions.
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Usable income-and-loss data on operations producing line pipes and tubes
were provided by six U.S. firms.
During 1982-85, sales of line pipes ancl
tubes ranged from 11 to 13 percent of of these producers' sales of welded carbon steel pipes and tubes, as reported in the introductory section of this report.
Operations on line pipes and tubes.--Six producers ~hat accounted for 68
percent of domestic shipments of line pipes and tubes in 1984, as reported in
the Commission's questionnaires, furnished usable income-and-loss data (table
II-7). 1/ Net sales fell 32 percent from $196.9 million in 1982 to $133.4
million -in 1983 and then rose by 56 percent to $207. 7 million in 1984. Net
sales for 1985 were $146.5 million, * * *· Operating losses were reported in
every period; these losses rose slightly from $38.0 million in 1982 to $38.5
million in 1983, then dropped to $31.0 million in 1984.
The operating loss
for 1985 was $7.l million. The operating loss margins, which increased from
19.3 percent in 1982 to 28.9 percent in 1983, declined to 14.9 p~rcent in 1984
and 4. 8 yercent in 1985~ Two of. the six firms reported operating losses for
1/ T~e financial information presented here, as calculated from responses to '
the Commission's questionnaires in connection with these investigations, <lif-'
fers from that presented in previous Commission reports .concerning line pipes
and tubes. The differences can be attributed to more complete financial information received during these investigation.
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Table II-6.--Average number of production and related workers producing line
pipes and tubes, hours paid, 1/ wages and total compensation 2/ paid to such
employees, and labor productiVity, hourly compensation, and unit labor production costs, 1982-85
Item
Production and related workers:
Number------------------------------:
Percentage change------------~------:
Hours worked by production and
related workers:
Number-----------------1,000 hours--:
Percentage change-----~-------------:
Wages paid to production and
related workers:
Value--~-------------1,000 dollars--:
Percentage change-------------------:
Total compensation paid to
production and related workers:
Value----------------1,000 dollars--:
Percentage change-------------------:
Labor productivity:
Quantity-------------tons per hour--:
Percentage change-------------------:
Hourly compensation: 3/
Value---------------=----------------:
Percentage change-------------------:
Unit labor costs: 4/
Value----------------------per ton--:
Percentage change-------------------:

1982

1983

1984

1,585
-24

2,103
+33

3,197

2,494
-22

3,447
+38

43,557

32,725
-25

49~158

+50

40,268
-18

67,050

51,543
-23

69,799
+35

57,636
-17

0.132

0.159
+20

0.145
-9

0.158
+9

$14.16

$13.66

-4

$14.58
+7

$14.72
+l

$156
-15

$148
-5

$141
-5

2,098

-

-

:

:

$184

1985

1~444

-31

1/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.

""21 Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
3/ Based on wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
4/ Based on total compensation paid.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

1982, three firms sustained operating losses in
1984 and 1985.

1983~

and two firms did so in

The integrated firms generally experienced operating losses during the
periods covered by this report.
The nonintegrated firllls reported aggregate
operating incomes of $* * * in 1982, $* * * in 1983, $* * * in 1984, and
$* * * in 1985, as shown in table II-8. The operating income margins for the
nonintegrated line pipe and tube producers increased from * * * percent in
1982 to * * * percent in 1983 and * * * percent in 1984; the margin was * * *
percent in 1985.
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Table II-7.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations~·
producing line pipes and tubes, accounting years 1982-85 ]:_/
.::. ·
1982

Item

1983

Net sales---------------1,000 dollars--: 196,927
Cost of goods sold---------------do----: 222,067
Gross profit (or loss)-----------do----: (25,140):
General, selling, and
administrative expenses--------do----: __,....,_
12,867
:
............
Operating income or (loss)-------do----: (38,007):
Depreciation and amorti5,461
zation expense-----------------do----:
As a share of net sales:
112.8
Cost of goods sold----------percent--:
(12.8):
Gross profit'(or loss)-~-------do----:
·General, selling, and ·
6.5 :
administrative expenses------do----:
(19.3):
Operating income or (loss)-----do----:
Number of firms reporting
2 :
operating losses---------------------:

1984

1985

133,427
207,656
161,386
226,583
(27,959): (18,927):

146~522

145,813
709

~~---...,._..,--___,_,,,--..,.-..,..,--__,--.,.~...,...,,,,..,._~~---~-

10,537 : 12,062 :
(38,496): (30,989):

7,795
(7,086)

..,..,,,,..,.____,....,...,.--..,.....,._,..,.___,~__,.,~-=----,---:~-=--=...,..

4,180

7~618

•

4,692

121.0
(21.0):

109.l
(9.1):

.99.5
0.5

7.9 :
(28.9):

5.8 :
(14.9):

3 :

2 :

1/ Five firms provided information for accounting ye_ars 1982-85.
firms are * * *
***

5.3.
(4.8)
2

The.se

_Source: . Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Capital expenditures and research and development expenses. --Only one
producer provided information concerning its capital expenditures incurred exclusively in the production of line pipes and tubes. These expenditures are
shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):· ·

*

*

*

*

No firm reported any research or development
products.

*
expens~s

*
in connection with these

The Question of the Threat of Material Injury
Consideration factors
'In its examination of the question of the threat of material injury to an
industry in the United States, the Commission ·consider_s, among .other factors,
any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result in an increase in exports of the subject merchan-:
dise to the United States, any rapid increas_e in U.'S. market p~netration an4' ~
the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injurious level, the'
probability that the price of the subject imported product will have a depressing or suppressing effe'ct on the domestic price of the merchandise, any
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Table II-8.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations
producing line pipes and tubes, by nonintegrated producers and integrated
producers, ·accounting years 1982-85
Item

1982

H83

1984

1985

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Nonintegrated firms-------,.------:

***-----------------------------:
***-----------------------------:
***-----------------------------:

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Total-------------------------:~~1~96--,9~2~7,________.,......=--------~------1-4~6-,~5~2~2

Gross profit or (loss):
Nonintegrated firms-------------:
**~-----------------------------:

***-----------------------------:
*·**-----------------------------:
Tot al - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~--------:
Op~rating income or (loss):
Nonintegrated firms-------------:

----,-:-:,---,,....,-,...,----..,.~-=-~.,----.,.,,.~~:-:-:---------=-=-

***----------------------~~-----:

***----------------------------·-:
***-----------------------------:

Total-------------------------:

70~

(25,140):

***
***
***
***

***

***

---,-_,......,....~,_..--_,...

(38,007)

***
__..,...,..______..,...,__..,,..,,...,..._______..,.=-,,....,,.....,..
***
(7,086)

Percent of net sales
Gross profit or (loss):
Nonintegrated firms~------------:
***--------------------------~--=

***-----------------~-----------:

***-----------------------------:

·Weighted average--------------:
Operating income or (loss):
Nonintegrated firms-------------:

***-----------------------------:
***-----------------------------:
***-----------------------------:
\/eighted

average------------~-:

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

(12.8):

(21.0):

(9.1):

0.5

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

(19.3):

(28.9):

(14.9):

(4.8)

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U!S. International Trade Commission.
substantial increase in inventories of the cerchandise in the United States,
any other demonstrabl~ trends that indicate that the importation (or sale for
importation) of t.he merchandise will be the cause of actual injury, an<l the
potential f~r product shifting.
Information on the market penetration of the subject products is presented in the section of the report entitled "Consideration of the Causal
~,.• 1··<-·:-., .. >":·
;,.•. ,_...... ,-, ."-.lll:.._~J ~·laterial Injury or the 'i'hreat 'i'hereof and the
LTFV Imports." Available information on the depressing or suppressing effect
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of the imported products on U.S. prices is presented in the pricing section of
this report. Available information on the foreign producers' capacity, production, and exports, and the potential for product shifting was presented in
the introductory part of the report.
U.S. importers' inventories

* * * firms, which accounted for 80 percent of total iraports of line
pipes and tubes from Taiwan in 1985, held * * * tons in inventory at yearen<l
1984 and * * * tons at yearend 1985. J.'his inventory accounted ior 16 percent
of their imports of such merchandise from '.laiwan in 1935.
One firm, accounting for * * * imports of line pipes and tubes from
Turkey in 1985, provided information concerning its yearend inventories. '.Chis
firm held * * * inventory at yearend 1984, and at yearend 1985, it held * * *
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Alleged Haterial
Injury or the Threat 'J.'hereof and the LTFV Imports
U.S. imports
U.S. imports of line pipes and tubes decreased from 334,362 tons in 1982
to 277 ,077 tons in 1983, and increased by 87 percent to ·519,308 tons in 1984
(table II-9). Imports of these products decreased to 368,200 tons in 1985, or
by 29 percent. Imports of line pipes and tubes from Taiwan dropped from 5,076
tons in 1982 to 862 tons in 1983 and then rose to 4,610 tons in 1984 and further increased to 11,511 tons in 1985, or more than double the level of such
imports in 1984. There were no imports of line pipes and . tubes from '1'urkey
during 1982-84; such imports in 19135 amounted to 7,111 tons.
LTFV imports
form Turkey, as compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaries of
the U.S. International Trade Commission, totaled * * * tons in 1935 •
.Honthly import data for 1935 on line pipes and tubes from Taiwan anq
Turkey are presented in table II-10. Information concerning projected imports.
of line pipes from Taiwan during January-June 1986 is presented in the intro·ductory portion of this report entitled "Foreign Producers."
Neither the
petitioners nor the respondents have supplied the Commission with any information concerning future sales of line pipes and tubes from !urkey.
Market penetration
The share of the U.S. market for line pipes and tubes supplied by imports
from Taiwan decreased from 0.6 percent in 1982 to 0.1 percent in 1983 and then
increased to 0.4 percent in 1984 and 1.3 percent in 1985 (table.II-!!). LTFV
imports of line pipes and tubes from Turkey accounted for * * * percent of the
U.S. market in 1985; there were no such imports from Turkey during 1982-84.•
Information concerning market penetration by imports from other countries currently or . recently subject to investigation by the Commission or the
Department of Commerce is shown in table II-1.
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Table II-9.-Line pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption,
by selected sources, 1932-85
Source

1982

1983

1984

!:./
1935

Quantity (tons)
Taiwan----------------:
Turkey:
LTFV imports ~/---------:
All o t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - :
Total----------·- - - - - :
Republic of Korea-----------:
Japan-------------------:
Venezuela----------------:
Mexico------------------:
Brazil----------------:
France----------~----:

West Germany--------------:
All o t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - :
Total------------------:

5,076

862

4,610

11,511

0
0
0
85,629
157,221
2,599
13,191
17,492
745
11,010
41,400
334,362

0
0
0
98,504
73,591
11,524
43,503
27,006
2,965
311
18,811
277 ,077

0
0
0
137,692
129,075
79,451
72,997
25,645

***
***

8~890

20,704
'40,245
519,308

3/ 7,111
-102,313
80,343
43,546
31,511
28,629
22,381
6,220
34,636
3/ 363,200

Value (1,000 dollars)
Taiwan-------------------:
Turkey----------·-----:
Republic of Korea----------:
Japan-----Venezuela----.--------:
Mexico
Brazil---------------:
-:
France
West Germany-----------:
All other
Total-------

2,135

-:

39,226
.]7 ,619

1,014
5,687
7,897
425
6,368
18,844
159,215

1,599

244

-

:

44,919
47,186
22,229
24,315

30,493
26,170
3,433
14,108
8,474
1,127
225
6,369
90,695

8~666

3,195
7,419
14,077
173,606

3,338
2,297
35,161
31,065
15,099
11,198
9,171
10,184
2,276
13,945
134,234

Unit value
Taiwan-----------------:
Turkey--Republic of Korea---------:
Japan
Venezuela--------------:
-:
MexicoBrazil-:.
France
West Germany
All other
Average---------:·

----------:

$421

458

494
390
431
451
571
578
455
476

:

.

$283

$347

310
356
302
324
314
380
724
339
327

326
366
280
333
338
359
358
350
334

-.

.

$333
3/ 323
- 344
387
347
355
320
455
366
403
365

1.l

1/ Includes imports under TSUSA items 610.3208 and 610.3209.
]./ Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaries of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
3/ Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International J.'rade Commission. J.'he
import quantity is understated by 1,910 tons· in the official statistics because of a keypunch error.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, except as noted.
Note.-Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table II-10.--Line pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, 1/
from Taiwan and Turkey, by months, 1985
(In tons)
Period

Taiwan

2/ Turkey

January---------------------------:
802
109
February--------------------------:
171
0
Ma re h----------------------------:
· 3 , 5 06
0
0
April-----------------------------:
474
Hay-------------------------------:
O
0
June------------------------------:
247
22
July------------------------------:
1,771
2,348
August----------------------------:
697
516
September-------------------------:
2,580
1~992
3/ 2,124
October---------------------------:
1,252
November--------------------------:
10
0
0
December--------------------------:
0
Total-------------------------: ---------------=-=--=:-=-=-----------------"'=""'...-:,--=:~
11,511
3/ 7 ,111
1/ Includes imports under TSUSA items 610.3208 and 610.3209.
'l'otal L1'FV iiaports from
Turkey, as compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, were * * * tons in 1935.
3/ Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 'l'he
import quantity is understated by 1, 910 tons in the official statistics because of a keypunch error.

21 Includes fair value as well as LTFV imports.

Source:
Compiled from official
Commerce, except where noted.

statistics

of

the

U.S.

Department

of

Table II-11.--Line pipes and tubes: Shares of U.S. consumption supplied by
Taiwan, Turkey, and all other countries, 1982-85
(In percent)
Source
Taiwan-----------------------------:
Turkey (LTFV imports)------------~-:
All other countries----------------:

1982

1984

1983

0.6

- .

39.8

0.1

-

36.6

1985"

0.4
:

-

46.8

1.3
:

***
***

Total----------------------------:------.,.4~0-.~4-------=-,,-,=---------:--=--~-------...,,_.,.42.8
36.7
47.2

Source:

Tables II-3 and II-9 of this report.

Nearly all imports of line pipes and tubes from Turkey in 1985 entered
through the Port of Houston, TX; 151 tons, or 2 percent of such imports, entered through New Orleans, LA. The U.S. custotls districts through which imports of line pipes and tubes from Taiwan entered the United States in 19~5,
as compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce~ .are
presented in the following tabulation:
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Customs distri.ct

Los Angeles, CA--------------:
Houston
Tampa, FL--------------------:
Savannah, GA-----------------:
New Orleans, LA--------------:
San Francisco, CA------------:
Charleston, SC---------------:

tX-------------------:

Quantity

Percent of total

Short tons

:Percent
6,649
3,271
535
392
384
225
55

57.3
28.4
4.6
3.4
3.3
2.0
0.5

Total--------------------:~~~~~~~~~11=--,5~1~1=--~~~~~~~~~1~0~0~._,,.o

Prices
Line pipes and tubes are generally priced on a per-100-feet uasis. Although several U.S. producers publish confidential price lists, list prices
are often discounted to meet competitive offers.
U.S.-produced pipes and
tubes are predominantly sold on an f.o.b. mill basis. The imported products
are normally sold on an ex-dock, duty-paid, or f.o.b. warehouse uasis. Formal
bidding is not the usual means of price competition for line pipes up to
16 inches in diameter, unlike the market for line pipes with diameters of over
16 inches.
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide price
and quantity data on their largest sale of each of five product specifications
to both a service center/distributor and an end-user customer during each
quarter between January 1983 and December 1985. The prices requested were
f.o.b. mill for U.S. producers and f.o.b. U.S. shipping point for importers.
These products were reported to be articles imported from Taiwan and ~urkey as
well as made by U.S. producers. The importers were to provide price data on
imports from Taiwan and Turkey. The five line pipe product specifications are
as follows:
PRODUCT 1:
PRODUCT 2:
PRODUCT 3:
PRODUCT 4:
PRODUCT 5:

API 5L
inch
API SL
inch
API 51
inch
API 5L
inch
API SL
inch

line pipe, carbon welded~
diameter, 0.188 inch wall
line pipe, carbon welded~
diameter, 0.280 inch wall
line pipe, carbon welded~
di.ameter, 0.188 inch wall
line pipe, carbon welded,
diameter, O. 250 inch wall
line pipe, carbon welded,
diameter, 0.365 inch wall

black, plain
thickness.
black, plain
thickness.
black~ plain
thickness.
black, plain
thickness.
black, plain
thickness.

end, 4 1/2end, 6 5/8end~

8 5/8-

end, 8 5/8end, 10 3/4-

Prices of domestic products.--Six U.S. producers reported some selling
price data for line pipe {products 1 through 5) and two also provided prices
for sales to end users~
In 198S, the six producers accounted for about 90
percent of line pipe shipments by responding U.S. producers. Weighted-average
selling prices for. U.S. producers to service centers/distributors and end
users of line pipe are shown in tablP II-12.
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'fable II-12.--Selected line pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' weighted average
prices to service centers/distributors and end users, by quarters, 1983-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

In sales to service centers/distributors, all products generally show increased prices in 1984 over the 1983 levels, although prices of products 1, 3,
and 4 then declined in 1985 to less than the January-Harch 1983 levels. !/
Over the entire period of investigation, prices for product l fell by 2
percent from $* * * to $* * *·
Between January-liarch 1983 and OctoberDecember 1985, prices for product 3 fell by 8 percent, from $* * * to $* * *,
and prices for product 4 fell by 3 percent, from $* * * to $* * *· Product 2
rose by 2 percent from $* * * to * * * between January-l1arch 1983 and OctoberDecember 1985.
Product 5 experienced a rise of 5 percent from $* * * to
$* * * over the period of investigation.
In 1984, prices for pr.oducts 2
through 5 experienced price boosts of between 6 and 27 percent, followed by
declines.
Overall price trends for sales to end users between January-Harch 1983
and October-December 1985 of the five line pipe products were mixed. Products
3 and 4 experienced overall price rises during the period, whereas products l~
2, and 5 underwent overall price declines.
\Jeighted-average prices for sales of product l to end users fell irregularly by 9 percent from $* * * in January-Harch 1983 to $* * * in OctoberDecember 1985.
Prices for product 2 declined erratically from $* * * in
April-June 1983 to $* * * in July-September 1985, or by 12 percent. The price
of product 5 slid by 19 percent from a high of $* * * in April-June 1983 to
$* * * in April-June 1985.
The price of product 3 rose by 1 percent from $* * * in October-December
1983 to $* * * in July-September 1985. The price of product 4 rose by 5 percent from·$*** in January-March 1983 to $* * * in January-Harch 1985.
Prices of imports from Taiwan. --Information concerning prices of line
pipes and tubes from Taiwan is presented in table II-13. Importers responding
to the Commission with price data accounted for about 80 percent of the imports of line pipe froc Taiwan in 1985.

!f One U.S. producer of line pipe, * * *, provided price data in the form
of total shipments per quarter, and cited a "* * *" for each of their prices.
In 1985, * * * made up about * * * percent of U.S. shipments of line pipe.
The prices provided by * * * to service centers/distributors were originally
provided on a tonnage basis. The prices, converted to a per-100-feet basis
are shown below. These prices were not used in calculating price trends in
this section.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table II-13.--Selecte<l line pipes and tubes: 1/ Weighted-average prices to service centers/distributors, U.S. produced and imported from Taiwan, by specified quarters, July 1984-December 1935
Taiwan product
Item

U.S.
product
price

Price

Margin of
underselling
Amount

Percent

-----------Per 100 feet-----------

..
Product 1:
July-September 1984-------..,.--:
July-September 1985----------:
Product 2:
July-September 1984----.... -----:
October-Dece@ber 1984--------:
January-Harch 1985-----------:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--------:
Product 3:
July-September 1985----------:
Product 4:
July-September 1984----------:
Product 5:
January-~Iarch 1985-----------:
April-June 1985--------------:
July-September 1985----------:
October-December 1985--------:

$***
***

$***
***

$***
***

1.7
13.l

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
*)"*
***

12.8
13.8
15.1
17 .3
13.4
14.0

***

***

***

14.0

***

***

***

13.U

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

10.6
18.4
11.7
-1.3

I/ See product list for specifications.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The import price of product 2 to service centers/distributors declined
from $* * * in July-September 1984 to $* * * in October-December 1985. During
this period, the margins of underselling ranged from 12 to 13 percent.
The prices of product 5 from Tai van were $* * * in January-Harch 1985,
$* * * in July-September 1985, and $* * * iu
October~December 1985.
The margins of underselling for these sales were 11,
!8, 12, and -1 percent, respectively.

$* * * in April-June 1985,

A limited selection of import prices were received for products 1, 3, and
4 from ~aiwan. Sale ~rices for product 1 to service centers/distributors in
July-September 1984 were reported at $* * *, underselling the U.S. l>roduct by
about 2 percent.
In July-September 1985, imports from 'i.'aiwan of product 1
sold for $*. * *, underselling the U.S. product by about 13 percent. Imports
of product 3 from 'i.'aiwan in January-Narch 1985 sold for $* * *, underselling
the domestic product by 14 percent. Product 4 imported. from Taiwan in JulySeptember 1984 was sold to service centers/distributors for S* * *
At this
price, the margin of underselling by the imports was 14 percent.
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Prices of imports from 'i'urkey.--Import prices for 'iurkish line pipe are
pr_esented in table II-14.
One importer, *
*, which accounted for * * * l..'i'FV
imports from Turkey in 1985, provided information on its prices.
This firm
reported that it sets its prices either on an ex-dock or f.o.b. warehouse
basis. ***
It provided selling price information to the Commission for products l and 2. l/

*

Table II-14.--Selected line pipes an<l tubes: 1/ Weighted-average prices to service centers/distributors, U.S. produced alld imported from '.1.'urkey, by specified quart~rs, July 1985-December 1935
LTFV Lurkish product
U.S.
product
price

Period

Price

Hargin of
underselling
.Amount

Percent

-----------Per 100 feet----------Sales to service centers/
distributors of-Product 1:
Oc tober-Decembe.r 1985------:
Product 2:
July-September 1985--------:
October-December 1985------:
~./

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

..
...
20.8
6.0
14.8

See product list for specifications.

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. Inter.national Trade Commission.
Product l from Turkey sold to a service center/distributor for $* * * in
October-December 1985. At this price, the margin of underselling was 21.percent. Product 2 was sold to service centers/distributors for $* * * in JulySeptember 1985, and for $*
* in October-December 1985, underselling the U.S.
producers' price by 6 and 15 percent, respectively.

*

'i'he Commission requested purchasers to provide price data on two of the
line pipe products for 1984 and 1985 both of which were reported to be produced in the United States and imported from 'i'aiwan and 'i'urkey.
'i'hree of the
distributors reported total purchases of l5,251 tons of U.S.-pro<luced line
pipe in 1985. Their price data is presented in 1'able II-15.

l

***
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Table II-15.--Selected line pipes and tubes:
Weighted-average purchase prices
paid by service centers/distributors for U.S.-produced merchandise, by quarters, 1984-85

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The prices reported generally followed the trends in producers' data.
Prices for U.S. -produced product 1 were $*
in January-March 1984, experienced a temporary boost later in 1984, but fell to nearly the JanuaryMarch 1984 level in October-December 1985. Product 2 fell by 9 percent, from
$*
* in January-March 1984 to $* * * in October-December 1985.

**

*

One purchaser provided prices for purchases of line pipe from Taiwan.
'rotal purchases of such line pipe by the firm in 1985 were * * * tons.
Purchase prices for product 1 were $* * * in January-March 1985, compared to
$* * * for the U.S. product. In July-September 1985~ product 1 from Taiwan
sold for $*
* compared to the U.S. price of $* * *. At these prices~ the
margins of underselling were 13 and 25 percent~ respectively.

*

Five purchasers responded with some details concerning each of their
firm's purchasing decisions for line pipe.
~he reporting firms.are all distributors of pipes and tubes.
Host indicated that they purchase line pipe
from both U.S. and foreign sources.
Three stated that while foreign prices
are consistently lower than U.S. producer prices, the quality of the products
is equal.
One stated that foreign quality was inferior to U.S.-produced
pipes.
One described the. price and quality of the product from '1'aiwan as
equal to the price and quality of the U.S.-produced merchandise.
Purchasers who recently bought line pipe from Taiwan or Turkey were asked
how much higher the last bid accepted for those imports would have had to have
been before they would have switched from an imported to a domestic source.
Three responded that the price would have to have been more than 10 percent
higher than the price accepted.
One firm stated that the price would have
had to have been 6 to 10 percent greater that the accepted price.
Concerning transportation costs, all four purchasers of. line pipe responded that they, not their suppliers, pay transportation costs for pipe purchases.
Three listed inland shipping costs as 5 to 10 percent of delivered
prices, and 1 put it at 5 percent.
Transportation costs
Six U.S. producers of line pipe provided data relating to transportation
costs faced by their firms.
Two line pipe producers indicated that they serve
a nationwide market, two others cited the Southwest as their main market area,
and two listed the Midwest and the Eastern United States as their major market
area.
The Commission also requested U.S. producers to estimate the percentage
of shipments in which their firms absorb transportation costs to effect a
sale.
Two firms indicated they do so in 80 percent of their shipments;
one in 50 percent; two not at all; and one did not respond.
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Other purchase decision factors
U.S. producers also provided their standard minimum quantity requirements
for a sale as well as the average lead time between a customer's order and
shipment date. Three cited ·their minimum quantity as 20 tons; one as 15 tons;
and one as less than a ton. Lead time between a customer's order and shipment
was given as 2 to 3 days by four producers; 5 to 7 days by one producer; and
25 days by another.
All imports of line pipe from Turkey during January-November 1985 entered
through Gulf ports. One importer of line pipe from Turkey provided information concerning transportation costs. '.t.'his importer cited the firm's minimum
quantity requirement for orders as 20 tons and reported average lead time for
ex-warehouse sales as 2 to 3 days, and lead time for future orders as 3 to S
months. The firm, with its main market area in the Southern United States,
stated that it absorbs transportation costs in 5 percent of its line pipe
shipments to effect a sale.
Lost sales
There were no allegations of sales of line pipes and tubes lost to
imports from Taiwan. One U.S. producer, * * *, provided one allegation of a
sale of line pipe lost to imports from Turkey. The allegation, amounting to
* * * tons on * * *, was investigated py the Commission. * * *

* * *, described price as the main purchase consideration of his firm in
recent months. He also cited other reasons such as familiarity with distributors, the necessity of mills to have API certification, and the ability of the
product to meet certain test specifications as important purchasing concerns
of his firm. He noted 'that * * * of imported products is a minor, but useful,
advantage of imported over U.S. products, because * * *· * * * noted that his
firm typically buys both foreign and U.S. pipe, with * * * being its Main
foreign sources. He indicated that his firm probably purchases * * * of its
pipe from U.S. producers and * * * from importers. He stated that * * * pipe
accounts for about * * * percent of the firm's purchases of imparted products,
while * * * pipe accounts for about * * * percent. When contacted in January
1986, ***pointed out that his fire had purcl~sed·about * * *·
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APPENDIX A
COMMERCE'S FINAL LTFV DETERMINATIONS

Federal R~ler
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Frid.:). t..LmJ: 14. 19bti / Noticc1

to be. oold in tlle UDHed Stalel .. Ina
thaa fail valua ~ tbal critical
clrcumatancea ex.ia&. and have notified
the U.S. lntemaUonal Trade
Com.miaaloa (ITC) of our detennmatioA.
We have abo directed the U.S. eu.toma
Service to COllWwe &o auapad &be
llquidatioa of all utriaa ol lille pipe

from Tawian Iha& are entered. or
withdrawn from warebouN. for
consumpaioD. oa or afJ.u the dale which
ii 90 daya befont December 30. 1'185, th•
dale of publk;atiGO of &be natlc.e ol lbe
prelimiaarr de&enniAatioa. and lo
require a c:ub depotit or bODd for each
entry in an amowit equal to the
eatimated dampq margi11 a1 dncribed
ill the ..SuapenllMm of Liquidalima"
section of this notice.
EfFICTlft DATE: Mada H. t98G.
FOR FURTHER INFORllATION CONTAC'r.

John J. Kankel or Qartet Wilaoa. Office
ol lllvettisatlolll. Import Adminblration.
lotemetiunal Trade Aclmini1tration. U.S.
Depemnmt of Commeree t4th Street
and Conatihttlon Aftnae NW..
Washington. DC 20:?30: telephone: (20:?)

acnoec Noti~
au1n1u11: We hew

~termined that
we ldlld c.arbola a.I AP! liw ptpe Oi•
pipeJ &a. Tannm b bei.os. or'- l&bly

with a wan thtchness of not le11 than
.065 inch, currently classificlble in the

produced to various AP! specific3tions
for line pipe. most notably APl-SL or
APl-SLX. The period of investigation is
February 1-July 31. 1985.

610.3208 and 610.3209. This product is

Fair Value CampariaoDa
To detennine whether sales of the
sub;ect merdumdlse in the United
States were made at less than fair value.
~ eompared the United States prtce.
based on the best infonnation anitwble.
wilh the foreign market value. al90
based cm ttae best informarton anilable.
We u9ed ~best lnfonnatton availabl~
Bl required hf sectton 178(b) of the Act
because the respondents did not submit
l't!'SpoMea.

On,...,

AOINCY: International Trad.
Adminl.atratian. Import Adminiatr•tioa.
Depal'tmeol of Commerca.

Scope ol lav.aiptioll
The ProdDCt covered under this
inveatigatiun It welded carbon steel line
pipe with an outstde diameter of G.31S
inch or more bot nol over t8 inches. and

Final DetenniutiaD
Wt hue detennined that line pipe
from Taiwan is being. or ia likely to be.
sold in the United States at len than fair
value. as provided in section 731 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. as amended (19
U.S.C. 1873) (the Act). The estimated
margius were based on the best
information available as explained
betmv in the ledion ol tbia notice which
dncribes our fair value comparisona.

Cue HUtory .

w...... c..-a... APtUnePlpe
o..,..,.._. ..
Sale• .au. n.. f* vasue

respondents notified us that they would
not be responding to our questionnaire.
On December 23. 1985. we made our
·preliminary determination. which was
based on the best infonnation available.

Tariff Schedules of the United States.
Annotated (TSUSA). under Items

We aleo fcMmd tJaat critical

Fram T-....: Anlll

1742. Aquet 1985).
On October 31. 1985. counsel for tbe

377-540t or (20:?) 377-5288.
IUPPL.EllDITARY INFORllAT10M:

c:ircwnstancea exist. 11le ID&tfliu found
for the c;ompentel inftltipted are Hsted
tn the -Suspension of Uquidation'"
section of this notice.

l ..........J

grounda apon wbic:h to Initiate an
entidwnpina investigation. We initiated
the iDweatiption on Aqu1t 5. 1985 (SO
Fa 32245). and notified the rrc ol our
action.
On August 11. 1985. questionnaim
were presented to counsel for the
respoDdenlL Oil AupM 30. 198&. the
ITC found that there ie a rea&0uable
indication that imports of line pipe from
Taiwan are threatening material injury·
to a U.S. induttrJ (U.S. n'C Pub. No.

11. . . . . . recetnd.
petition &.S ill prope form from lhe
Une Pipe 9ati
mittee or It.
Committee OD Pipe alllll Tube bnpana
and by uda ol tbe ... m.ber ~pani•
who produce liae pipe OD behalf ol the
U.S. ~ plOducills bat pipe. In
amapH-w-wSdt tbe ftlias reqaire81mt1
of I m..31 of . . Camm.ga bplation1
(19 Cl'll ~ ... petllian
ti.at
importa of . . 1Ubteci mercbandlte &om
TaiwaD . . a.ta& or are likelJ to be.
80ld in tbe Ullill9d Stat• at laa than fair
valae wtthm the meaniq ol aection 731
of tt. Act (18 U..S.C. 1673). nd It.at

au.w-

tbeae impar19 ne matenail)o ~. or
threa...... IDI mial illjury to.. • U.S. ·

induatry.
Ai• ~II the P9ttuoA. Mi
determined tlYt tt OODWned aalfiden1

Uai.Led S..._ Pace

We calculated tile purchue price of
welded carbon tteef API line pipe. 111
provided in secttan 772 of the Act. an
the basis of the HUage f.o.b. packed
val11n for the trix month period of
investigation n proTided in the 1Mt46
statteHca c:onqrited by tlle Bureaa of the
Censu1. We t1aed thew data aa the best
lnformattoa avallab!e intt~d of the
a\·erage FAS values for a 17 ntonth
period which are provided in the
petition.
Foreign Marke& \.'-1ue
ln accordance wilh section 773 oI tbe
Act. we calculaled foreign market value
usins t~ best mkmnetion availab~ in
the 11bsrnoe of e tt9p0nse te our
quernonna1re. The best infonnanon

hJer1o! R~i~ter
available for calculaWna foreign marlr.et
Y11lue was 1tatl1tica provided In the
petition. Theae 1lati1tica were publiahed
by the Taiwan Department of Statiatica
for the fourth quarter of 198t. Theee
1tati1tica encompa11 all pipe and blbe
production in Taiwan.

I

Vo! ·s1. N::i SO

I

Frida~. M~r~~ 14 1956

Sulpenlioa of LiquJdatiOD
Jn accordance wtth 1ection 733(d) of
the Acl. we are directtna the United
States Cuato1n1 Service to continue to
1utpend liquidation of all entries of line

are entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
c:onaumption on or after the date which
Affirmative Determl.utioa of CriticaJ
· ii 90 day1 before December SO. 1885, the
Circum1tance1
date or publication of the preliminary
The petitioners allesed thal importa or determination notice in the Federal
lirae pipe from Taiwan present "critic.al
a.pater. The United State• Cultoma
circumstisnces." Under aectioo 735(a){3)
Service 1ball continue to require a c:alh
of the Acl. critic.al circwutances exi1t if deposit or the po1tins of a bond equal to
we rmd that (1) there la. hilt°')' or
the eatimated wetshted-everase
dumping in the United State1 or
amount• by which the foreign market
elsewhere or the cha11 or kind of die
value of the merChandiae aubject to thia
merchandi1c which ii the 1ubject of the
lnveatisation exceed1 the United Statea
inve1tisation; or the penon by whom. or price aa 1hown in the table below. Thia
for whose account, the merchandise wa1 au1pen1ion of liquidation will remain ID
imported knew or 1hould have known
effect witil further notice.
that the exporter was 1elling the
Article VU of the General Apeement
merchandise which ia the 1ubject or the
on Tariff• and Trade providea that ..(n)o
investigation at le&& than its fair value;
product . . •· 1hall be subject to both
and (2) there have been maasive importl antidumpin(i and countervailina duties
of the class or kind of merchandise over
to compen&ate for the aame 1ituation of
a relatively 1hort period.
dumpina or export aubaicmation.'' Thia
In determinina whether the importer
provision I& implemented b)• 1ection
knew. or should have known, that the
772(d){l)(D) of the Act. which prohibit&
exporter was dumpina the mercbimdise.
a1ae1&ill8 dumping duliea on the portion
y.·e normdll)' consider ,m!Q!ina-e~
or the margin attributable to export
petce&or more to COJ!Stitute knowledge
1ub1idies. In the final countervailinj
~.l.RB· Smee ilie~"1ifdiia= duty determination on line pipe from
c~ exceed thi& level. we find that
Taiwan. we found that the export
knowledge of dumping can be imputed
1ubsidies were de minimis. Therefore.
to the imporlen;. Becauae we believe
the bondins rate will not be reduced by
that the importera knew or 1hould have
the amount of an)' export aublidies.
known that the exporter was dumpina
the merchandise. we do not bne to
determine whether there it a history or
dumping.
We generally consider the followins
concerning massi\'e imports: (1) Volume
17.•
F• E.at ~ ~ Liii .. ---· .... - ... --.....
and value of import& (2} seasonal trends. M
... '-IQ
o..a
- _•_s..
eoi;.
__
__
___
- . .. _
__
__
__
__
_
'7.•
and (3) the share of domestic
consumption accounted for b)· the
imporl&. In considering thi& question. we
ITC Notification
anal\'zed the factors listed above for
line pipe from Taiwan for equal periods
In accordance with section 73~(d} of
immedi&tdy preceding and following
the Act. we will notify the ITC or our
the filing of the petition. Based on thiti
determination. In addition. we are
anal)·si&. wt: find that imports of the
makins avaiiable to the
1111
subj£:ct mtrchar.dise from Taiwan
nonprivileged and nonconf1dential
during the period subsequent to receipt
infonnation relatins to thi&
of the petition have been maasi\ e
im•estigation. We will allow the ITC
Therefore. for the reuons described
acces& lo all privileged and confidential
above. we determine that "critical
infonnation in our files. provided !he
circumstances" exist with respecl to line
confirms that it will not disclose
pipe from Taiwan.
1uch information. either publicly or
under an administrative protective
Verification
order. without the wrilten consent of the
Since no response& were 1ubmit1ed.
Deputy Asaistant Secreter')· for import
there were no verificc.tions.
Administration. 1f the ITC determine6
that. material injur)' or threat of material
Comments
injury doe& not exi&t. this proceeding·
The Department .received no oral or
will be terminated and ali securities
written commentb rei<iti\·e to ti.ib
po&ted a6 a res.ult of the 1:.:epension of
in\'eti!igo t1on.
liquidation wii! bE refunded m
pipe from Taiwan that

..

,,

rrc

rrc
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cancelled.

u the rrc determine• that

aucb Injury doe• mat. we wlll laaue an
antldumplna duty order directing
Cuatoma officen to ...... an
antidumptng duty on line pipe from
Taiwan entered. or wttbdrawn &om
warebouae1, for couumption equal to
the amount by which the foreign market
value exceeds the United State• price.
Thia determination it being publi1hed
punuant to section '35(d) of the Act (18
U.S.C.1873d(d)).
Paul ..........
ibautant Secrel.ary for node Admini•trotion.
March 10. 19118.
IPR Doc. 111-8135 F'iled ~1:Hll: l:t5 am)
~ccm•.-..
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Cert.In Welded C8rtMln StMI -Min
Pipe MCI Tube From lndla; Flnlll
Determination of 5 - 8t Lea Than
FelrValue
AGINCY: International Trade

Administration. Import Admlniatration.
Commerce.
ACT10tC Notice.
IUlllllAllY: We have detennined that
certain welded carbon steel standard
pipe ctnd tube (1tandard pipe and tube}
from India are beina. or are likely to be,
sold.in the United Statea at le11 than fair
value and that critical cirt:um1tance1 do
not exiet. We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commi11ioa (ITC)
of out detennination. and we have
directed the U.S. Cu1tom1 Service to
su1pnd Uqul.dation of aU entriet of the
1ubject l!\BrchandiM. ucept tha'
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prodllced encl .xported .,, Zenfllt Sleel
Pi,.. ........... u.. (7.ellilla) end
Gujarat Steel Tuba Ltd. lCuiarat). aa
dnc:ribed in the ''Suapenlion of·
LiquJdatim"' ..ctin of tJb nollce.
WKI lid DA'ft!: Much 17, !9811.

'°"
fUlmllll
COllTAC'r.
Mary S. Clapp. Tam A. Feldman. or Jesa
~1'°"

M. Bratton. Office of lnwettfgationa.
Import Administration. lntematlonal
Trade Adminlltration. U.S. Department
of C.cnnmerce. tcth Street and
ConstitutioD Avenue. NW.• Washington.
DC 20Z30: telepbooe: (20Zl 317-1789,
,_, m~m. or emit 377-m&.
~AllY ~IMTIOIC

F"aul Detennloatbt
Based upoa our inveatifa.tioa. we have
detenoined tha! standard pipe and tube
from India are bein& or are likely to M.
1a1d iD 1111 UailC Stal.a at leaa tbaD fair
· value. u pl'OIVidad iD lledioa 731¥) (19
U.S.C.1873d(a)) allhe Tariff A.cl of'1930.

aa amendad (ti.a Acij.
Two of tb1t three companiea
investisated. Zenitb and Cui81'LL hue
been excluded from. thia rma&
affirmative determiaati.on aiiice we bave

!
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On September Jt.19115. we received
an amendment to th peti!fon
that critical c:ircumatancea exist with
respect to illlporb al lbmdard pipe and

•IJesins

tulle from India. .
0.. September a, 1986. a qaestionneire
WU presented le caamel for
respondenta On October Z1 and Z2.
1985. Tatll Iron a Steel Co.. Ltd. (TISCO}
and Zeriitb reeponded to oar
questionnaire. On November 13. 198&.
Gujarat presented a voluntary response
to our qaestiomrafre. BeC81lle the abovenamed. companies BCCOWlled for more
than BO percent of expom of the
merchandise to the United States during
the period of investigation. we limited
our Investigation to them. We
investigated virtually all sales of
standard pipe and hlbe bJ lhese
companiea for the period February 1.
1985. throUlb July 31, 1985.
On December St,
we made

mas.

an

affirmative prellmbWy determination
(SO Flt 533S8}. We verified the
questionnaJre responses in January. A
hearius wu held in February.

Sc:upa ol lafteli18tl•
The prodacts covered bJ this
found no aalee at lesa than fair value.
investigation are welded carbon steel
The weighted-average margin of all
pipe and tube with an outside diameter
TISCO sales iB 7.Qfi. The rnargina
of a.m inch or more but not over lB
ranged from OJml. to 57.96'K.. The
inches. of any wall thickness. currently
weighted-averap margin for each
classifiable in the Tariff Schedules of
company is shown in the "Suspension of the United States. Annotated (TSUSA}.
Liquidation" section of this notice.
under items 610.3231. 610.3234. 610.3241.
610.3?42.
810.32113. 810.3252. fJlD.3254.
Case HioaaolJ
610.3ZS8, 9?0.:JZ58 snd 810.492S. These
On July 16. 1985. we recei'ftd a
products 11"1 CUilWIOttly referTed to in
petition in proper form filed bythe
tM iDdllstry aa t'8Ddard pipe or tulle
Standard Pipe and T11be Subcomaiuee
produced to varioua ASTM
of the Committee on Pipe and Tube
specifications. most notably A-120. AImports (CP11). and by each of the
63 or A-135.
member companies who produce
fair Value C-0.,.pariaom
standard pipe and tube. In coapliance
·•
w:th the filing requirements of I 353.36
To determine whetlier sales in the
of the Cw
I e Repiafiom (11 a°a
United States of the subject
353.36). the petitioa allegrd diet imparta · merchandise were made at 1'11 thu fa~
of aDe lllbiacl a!rchaadiH frca lnd.W
value. we compared the United States
are being. or are likely to be. said ia dte
price with the foreitpi market value.
United States at less than.fair value
United Staw Price
within the meaning al Retion '31 of the
Act and thet fheee impom ~
As pPOYided in 9eetion m of the Act.
mat~!ially i.,juring. or threatenmg
we used the pmchaee price of the
material injury to. a United Stale•
subject merchandise •• the United
industry.
Statet pm becaue die merchandise
After reftnrinB dte peti tioft. we .
wee sold to aarehrted purchasers prior
determined ti.t It c:onhlined 9Ufficieftt
to ita hnportatta11 into the United States.
grounds apo11 whidt to tnitia1e an
We atlcuJated the purchase price based
antidmrlpins daly inW!9t18ation. We.
on the pecked F.O.B. or C&F prices to
notified th rrc ol om ectim 81Nf
unrelated cuetomers fn the United
initiated ad - ~tiof! Olt .
States. Whefe 11pproprim. we ma~
Augu919. 1115 f9F'R 32244). On AlllU9f
deductioM for fmeign Inland freight.
ao. 1985. ..._ rrc ~d that there ie oceen rm,tlt. fDYerrunent quality
a reason.t>le irldk:atka that imports m
coM"1I and inspee Hon cha~. and
standard pipe l!Md hlhe ~materially
cleariftg/f!>rwardins charges.~
in;.ring. or Ureatentng "'~ tnf'ar7
appropriete. we a190 ~additions rot
to. s U.S. men.tr, (50 PR 37068).
indirect ta" l'!'bates throug)i the cnh

compensatory 1uppurt (CCSJ ICh~e.
central exm. ct.a, (ID). tmpmt dalJ.
duty dr.wback. eepmate . . . tu
peymenll madll cm Uikalted CDil. chaty
exemptions C111 ilapca lltd aa.rotied coil
aad ziDc. ud Ile Sleet Denlopmmt
Fund (SDF) 1.nJ.

Fonlp Maibt Value
la ac:c:o:ni8m:a wit1t tedkJIJ 7739(•) of
the Act.,.. cWn.m.ted beip aarket
value hued oa h - ~et prices. We
used .,.dted car and f .o.a dftwered
prica to anrelall!d hozm nmket
purcbaaen to d , aiw die fareip
market wal•, We made dedactiam. .
where appropriate. re. freight cbargn
and diacoUDbL We made c:omparieona ol
such or similar men:bandbe based upoD
product aubpoapa aeleded bJ
Departinellt al Collllnerce iDdu.aCry
expartaaaL wime ~ ....

adjaetmeatslar diftwsmce• iR plaJ*al
charadllrlatica lt....t . - data
provimd bJ die compulea 8Dd

Department al Com"'"'Ce iochlsby
experts. We al8o made adjustJRnta far
differences iD pac:kini com. hi
accordance with I 3S3-lS of die
Commerce llegulatiana. we made
circumstance of sale adjustments for
diffenncet in acherti.Rns. the
International Price Reimbunement
Scheme (IPRS). c:oauniuions and credit
tenns iD the two market• for- aM
respondents.
We disalk7wed circmmtances of saJe
adjusbnents claimed .,, nsco for
differences ill technical eenices. legal
expenses and bad debt. We d'9allowed
these adjusbnents becauae they were
not directly related to sales under
COMideratlan •• t'eqtlired by§ 353.tSfa)
of the Commerce Reguhrtiom.
We made currency coaversions in
accordance with § 3S3.56{a}(l) ofthe
Commerce Regulations. using certified
exchange rates as fumisfled by the
F~eral Reserve Barut of New York.

F'mal Neplive Detehllia8'iaD el C.ritial
CiJoimn
The petitioners aneged that imports or
standard pipe and tube from India
present "critical circwnstancea. •Under
section 735{a}(3} of the Act critical
circumstances exist £!we determine that
(t} there is a history of dumping in the
United States or elaewhere of the cls81
or kind or the merchandiH which is the
subject of the Investigation or the person
by whom. or for whose accouoL the
merchandise was imported knew or
should have known that the exporter
was sel!ir.g the merd1andise wmcli ia
the subject of the investigation at less
than its fair\"&~. and (Zl there have
been massive imports of the class or

A-6
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kind of merchandiae that ii the sub;ect
of the investigation over a relatively
abort period.
In determining whether there ii 111
history of dumping of standard pipe and
tube from India in the United State. or
elsewhere. we reviewed put
antidumping findinp of the Department
of the Treasury aa well aa put
Department of Commeroe antidwnpins
duty orders. We also reviewed the
antidwnpin,g actiona of other countries.
We did not find that there wu a hi8tory
of dumping of standard pipe and tube in
the United States or-elsewhere.
Therefore, we considered whether
importers of this product knew or ahould
have known that it was being aold at
less than fair value. We found the
dumping margins too small to lead ua to
believe importers knew these
were
dumpina.
Since"we did not find a biatory of
dumpioa ill tbe United States or
elsewhere. nor that importers of this
product knew or should have known
that it was being sold at less than fair
value. we did not need to consider
whether there have been masaive
imports over a relatively short period.
Therefore, for the reasons described
above. we determine that aitical
circwnstancea do not exisL

I
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Secxmdlr.

the Qimmerce Replationa.
in
thia ca11e, tbe IPRS rebate ill direcdJ
related to. ad in &ic:t oont~t upon.
the expori aaki ol the men:hedin
under m:vntipUon.. Receipt al the IPRS
effectively enhanced the net mum to

TISCO on thoee ules. Therefore. we
believe this adjustment ta comparable to
other circl.llllllslanoe. of sale adi111tmenta.
Third. allbougb TISCO pays required
levies into fWd receives paymenta &om

the Engin.eerina Goods Exports
Assistance Fund (EGEAF), it does ao
according to the ratea established bJ the
Indian savemment. Moi:Uea for this
generalized fund come from
assesamenta included in the
govemment-aet price of steel. The
fonnula for rebates is tied to the
difference between domeaticallyproduced and internationally-acquired
steel prices. A.a such. the fact that tbia
rebate acta aa a re'll8Due enJMiDQPmept
for TlSCO does not constitute dwnpiq.
Commenl 2: Petitioners uaue that DO
one in India pays the import duty on
imports of hot-rolled coil (an input into
pipes and tubea}. even if the coil were to
be imported for domestic consumption.
Thus. the import duty ia not ..imposed"
within the meaning of section
772(d)(l)(B) and Zenith and Gujarat are
not entitled to an addition to United
States price for duty drawback or
Verification
exemption.
DOC Response: We verified that the
. As provided in section 176(a) of the
Indian
tariff schedule contains an entry
Act. we verified all information
establishing an import duty for botpro\ided by respondents by using
rolled coil. We found no evidence at
standard verification procedures,
verification that these duties would be
including on-site inspection of the
rebated or not collected if hot-rolled coil
manufacturers' operation and
were imported to be sold domestically.
examination of accountin& records and
Based on verified iaformation in the
randomly selected documenlL
record. it is clear that the import duties
Collll'Mlltl
set by the government of India were not
collected on imports of.coil because
Petitioners· Comments
Zenith and Gujarat held import licenses
Comment I: Petitioners argue that the
showing they would export the pipes
Department should not make a
and tubes produced with the imported
circumstances of sale adjustment to
coil. Therefore. we a!Jowed this
TISCO's home market sales price for the adjustment to United States Price, under
lntematiooal Price Reimbursement
section 772'{d}{l)(B} of the Tariff Act.
Scheme (IPRS) bec:amie (1) the program
Comment 3: Petitioners contend that
might be counternilable: or (2) the
the amount of uncollected dutiet and
program is not comparable to any
taxea for Zenith should not include the
situation in which ciraunstance ahale
four percent Central Salea Tax on hotadju1menl9 ordinarilJ are allowed; or
roUed ooO because these payments have
(3} the prowans ia merely an
not been coHected bJ reason of
institutionalized cover foz dumping
importation rather than exportation.
because TISCO both pays into and
DOC !Usponu: We disagree. Section
receives rebata from the program.
772(b)(l)(C) allows an adjustment for
DOC Response: We disagree. Firs1.
taxes on merchandise sold in the home
the countenailability of the IPRS should market which are not paid on the
be &ddreued in the context of a
product when exported to the United
countervailing duty investigation. Here.
States. We verified that Zenith paid the
we art' detenninins whether the IPRS
Central Saies Tax on the hot-rolled ooit
meets the requirements for a difference
input in its domestically sold pipe and
in circumstances of sale adjustment. u
tube Since it is included in the price of
provided {or in the law and t 353.15 of
the domestic fOOda end it is not

ruma
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colleded OD tba a;parted procilld. W9
have IDllCM an •PP"oprillte ~t.
Comment C: Petitloneft mp that the
Department ahou1d not enow am
adjustment for the Steel Dnelopment
Fund levy became dm lllBOWlt isl not
coDected bJ reHOl!l of importation of tM
1teel coil. rather than by reuon of ·
exportation of the pipel and tabes.
DOC Response: Our analysis of thla
comment is similar to that in Petitiooera
Comment %. Thia levy was included in
the price of domeaticaDJ IOld pipe and
tube but was not included iD the price of
the pipe and tube exported to the Unitecl
Statea. 11lerefore. we made an
adjustment u provided for iD section
772(b )(1)(C).
Comment 5: Petitioners BrlU8 that the
Department should not make an
addition to the United States price for
the CCS indirect tax rebate becauae ao
indirect taxes are adually "added to or
included in the price of suds or aimillll'
merchandiee when 10ld in the c:auntl')' of
exportation".
DOC Response: We dieqree. Under
section 772(b)(t)(C) we add to tbe
United States price indiNct taxes that
would be included ill the home market
pricea. For bot-rolled coil and zinc used
to produce pipe and tube for tbe home
market we verified that tbe companies
paid a Central$alee Tax. Therefore.
since this tax wu not mllected on the
material inputa used lo produce pipe
and tube exported to the United States.
we made an addition to the United
States price. u 1'8Quifed by tbe .tatute.
Comment a: Petitioams mpe that
Departmeet. couistmi with lit practice
in the recent antidumptna dutr
investigation m Cil'al1w Welded
Carbon Steel Standard Pipes ud Tuba
from Thailand {51 FR 336'). should ua
domestic aalee throucbou the entire six
month period of investigatioD to
compare to the aales ID dae United
States.
.
DOC llettponlla
asree. far NQOlll
stated ill DOC respame to reepondepts
comment I.
Comment 'I': Petitioners argue that the
Department sboakt req-aeet that the
Steel Authority of India. Umited (SAIL
the only known importer of bot-rolled
coil for domestic use. abmit
documentation of imports of bot-roHed
coil demonstretlns that duties were
actually paid on such importa when the
finished product wu eold domestical
The petitiont!!N have submitted
independent statemefttll in their
commenta that SAIL never pars import
duties on imported llteel, wtmht!T
imported for uee in producing domestic
or exported merchandiee. Absent lttdl

We
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documentation. an adjuatment for duty
exemption 1bould not be allowed.
DOC Response: We diaqree. The
information submitted by petitionera
aner verification is contradicted by
information submitted by respondent&
Absent further verification which la not
posaible becau.e ol the statutory
·
deadline for the final determination. we
are relylns on verified information in the
record for our final detenninstion. Based
on the verified information. ae indicated
· above in our response to comment t. we
~ allowm, this adjustment
Comment 8: Petitionen &rgue that the
Department should not use a 12'L export
financing rate when calculating imputed
credit on sales to the United States
because the program under which
exports are financed at this rate was
found to constitute a countervailable
subsidy in the countervailing duty
investigation.
.. DOC Respo118e: We disqree. We
verified that Zenith and Gujarat
received short-term financtns for U.S.
exports of pipe and tube at the t2'L
Interest rate and so used this actual
Interest rate for Zenith and Gujarat We
verified that TISCO did not use the t2'L
Interest rate to finance lta exports.
Therefore. we used the commercial rate
for this finn.
Comment 9: Petitioners argue that
adjusbnenta for certain advertising
expenses claimed by TISCO should not
be allowed because there ia not direct
relationabip between the advertisements
and the pipe and tube sales.
DOC Response: We disagree. We
verified that the advertisements for
which adjustments were claimed were
of nsco pipe and tube aimed directly
at the end UBel'll. and not simply
promotion of the.company name.
Accordingly, we made an appropriate
circumstances of sale adjustment for
these expenses.
.
Comment 10: Petitioners contend that
the Department should not allow a
circwnstances of sale adjustment for
technical services claimed by TISCO.
These charges encompass for more than
what is usually included in technical
services. and a direct relationship
between these expenditure& and specific
home market sales of pipe and tube has
not been established.
DOC Response: We agree. We
verified that the technical service
·expenses claimed by TISCO included
general service charges, such ae
salaries, branch office overhead
expenses. research and development.
and aalea taxes that do not qualify for a
circumstancea of sale adjustment.
Therefore. we did not make an
adjustment for technical .&ervicea.

I
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Comment 11: Petitioners argue that
thl! Department should find that critical
clrcu.matancea exist with respect to
these imports. U.S. Importers should
know that merchandise la beina told at
len t}ian fair value if it la imported at
prices that are similar to prices of
imports from other countries which '
recently have been found to be dumping.
Critical circumttancea also should be
found to exist becaUle recent import.a
have been mauive in comparison to
previous import levels from India. ·
DOC Rnponstt: We diaqree. The fact
that we have found companies from one
country to be dumping does not·
necessarily indicate that companies
from another country also are dumping.
Home market prices and the coats of
.
production may differ substantially from
country to country. Therefore. we are
maintaining our case by case analysis
for determining whether critical
circumstances are present. In this case•
the relatively small marginl do not
indicate that the importers knew or
should have known. that the exporta
from India were sold at leaa than fair
value. Thia. plus the fact that there is no
history of dumping of these products. led
U8 to determine that critical
circumstances are not present in this
case.
Comment 12: Petitioners argue that
letting two different "all others" rates,
one for companies using IPRS and
another for those that do not. is
administratively unfeasible. .
DOC Response: HavlnS allowed the
IPRS adjustment. thf! iaaue is no longer
relevant.

I
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solely to the Department'• treatment of·

the IPR8.
DOC Response: We have allowed the
IPRS adjustment and therefore lhi1 .
arsument ia mool In this final
.

determination TISCO'a margins a~ not
high enough to anwne that im~r.t.en
knew or should have known. thatmsco
was selling pipe and tube at leai]Jian
fair value. See our response to \.
petitionen' Comment 12.
r•
Comment 3: Respondents argue that
the Department should change ita.
current practice of conaiderins negative
maf8ina u zero. and instead calciilate
weighted-average margins by using both
positive and negative margins from each
sales transaction.
·
DOC Response: We disagree. Our
methodology in calculatins a weipted·
average margin for each individual·
company ensures that sales made at leu .
than fair value on a portion al a
company's product line to the United
Statn market are not negated by more
profitable aalea.
Comment 4: Respondents claim that
an adjustment for exemption from the
Steel Development Fund levy on export
sales by Zenith and Gujarat should be
made. Zenith and Gujarat pay the tax on
domestic steel but not on steel that they
are permitted to import to produce the
pipes which they export. Therefore.
under section 172(d)(l)(CJ. an addition
to U.S. price is required.
DOC Response: We agree. Although
Zenith and Gujarat do nofpay the SDF
levy directly. the tax is Included in price
which _they pay the domestic producer of
the coil Therefore the adjustment la
appropriate and has been made. ·. .
Respondents' Comments
Comment 5: Respondents argue that
the credit costs in both the U.S. and
Comment 1: Reapondenta argue that
. an adjustment should be made for the
home mark.eta for Zenith and Gujarat
were.incorrectly calculated. The
credit coat on the two 'ercent of
pa}'!Denta yet-to be received by TISC:O
imputed credit factor was multiplied by
on home market sales. Respondent& ·
the "net purchase price" rather than the
state that the Department should take
sroaa price which is the amoont on
. the number of days from the date or
which interest ia actwtlly paid.
shipment to the date of verification and
DOC Rl!sponae.: W• agree. For this
should apply this coat as an adjustment.
fiilal determination we have
to home market sales.
·
recalcUlated the interest coat
accordingly.
DOC ResponsB: We agree. The two
percent of the sales price still
Comment B: Gujarat and Zenith
demonatrated at verification that the
outstandins ia directly related to tl:ae
interest rate chal"fled in India for ·
sale of the merchandise in the home
market. Therefore. we have allowed thiJ financins their sales to the U.S. waa t a
adjustment aa a circumstances of sale
Therefore. the credit expenses on the
.
and have imputed credit coats on home
U.S. aalea should be corrected
•· ·
accordingly.
market sales on this baai1.
DOC Response: We agree. See also
Comment 2: Respondents argue that
our responses to petitioners' Comments
the Department should not find that
critical ci.rcwnatancea exist with respect
8 and 9.
Comment 7: R!!11pondent11 argue that in
to exports from TISCO. lmPorten could
adjusting for the difference in ·
not have known that the merchandise
was being dumped because the
merchandise. the Department
magnitude of TISC0'1 margins wu due
'Wlde1'tated the discount which both
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Zenith and Cuiarat offer oD plain ended
pipe by calculatina it OD the buia of
new ~ome market rather than grou wlit
price.
DOC !Wsponss: We agree. We
.
verified that the discount
applied to
invoice (grosa) price. Therefore. in thi1
final determination we made the
adjustment to gross price.
Comment B: Respondents contend that
the. Department inconectly adjusted for
the differences in plvanization in the
United States and home marketa for
Cuiarafs fence tubes. The price
difference should have been converted
from dollara to rupees and subtracted
from foreign market value. rather than
added to foreign market value.
.
DOC Response: We agree and have
changed our calculation for this final
determination accordingly.
Comment Q: Respondente argue that
Zenith's Olle U.S. Mle lbould be
compared to home market .un al that
same month. 'lbe one U.S. sale wu ·
made in February prior to the
announcement of an increase in the
domestic prices of the major input. steel.
Home market prices fixed after the end
of February reOect the increase in raw
material coats and are not
representative of home market prices at
the time the U.S. sale was made.
Further, citins the Department'• practice
of usins monthly foreign market valuea
when investigating prices which are
rapidly changing. respondent arsues that
this sudden price increase make1 poat·
February home market prices
unrepresentative.
DOC Response: We disagree. We U9e
month to month compariaona only under
exceptional circumatancea. such u
when examinin& pricea in a
hyperinflationary economy or where
pricea are rapidly changina. One price
increaae durins the •ix·montb period. ID
our opinion. does not constitute rapidlJ
changing prices. nor doea the inflation
rate iD India approach•
hyperinftattonary rata. Therefore. we do
not believe a deviation from our normal
practice i• warranted and we have
compared the sale to the U.S. durtns the
period of investigation to those of such
or similar merchandise in the home
market darina the same period. a
established tn the law.
Comm•nt 1fk Reapondenta arsue that
an adjustment should be made for the
yearly performance discoUnt Zenith
u:t~ded ln late November to it.
customen for &al• durint the pertod of
October throup November. .
DOC Responu: We dl.agrw. Stoce the
claim for tht. diKOUDt wu not made
prior to verifk:attoe the Department
followed it1 usual procedure and did not
verify thi1 late claim.

wu
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Continualion of SU1pension of
Liquidatioo·
In accordance with section 733(d)(2)
of the Act. we are directiDI the United
Statea,Cuatoms Service to continue to
suspend liquidation of ~II entries of
standard pipe and tube from India that
are entered. or wltbdraW!l from
warehouse. for conaumption. OD or after
the date on which the Department
published ita preliminary determination
in the Fedanl llesbtm (SO Fil 53358).
The retroactlTe suspenaion of
liquidation of entriea of the 1ubjec:t
'°erchandise from nsco ii herebJ
terminated.
· The Customs Service shall require a
cash deposit or bond equal to the
weighted/average amount by which the
foreign market value of the merchandise
subject to thi1 investigation exceeds the
United Statu prim •• 1bown in the
table below. 7Aldtla and Gujarat have
been exdaded frma this" detenninatlaa
since tbeJ haw made DD aale1 at leu
than fair value. The suspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice. The margina are as
follows:

TISCO ..·-··--·----···-------··--

z-··--·····

·--·-------

°""------------1
....

Guinl
..
NJ

..,._,,.._,~_

7QI

•o
•o
1.a

'&mdill

For all entrlea of pipe and tube from
Zenith and Gujarat and entries from
nsco made prior to December n. 1915.
the Custom. Service ii directed to
terminate the auapenaion ol liquidatiOD.
release any bond. refund
cub
depo1it and liquidate all entriea or
withdrawala from warebouae for
comumptlon.

any

rrc DemminettM
In accordance wt1h section 735( d) of
the Act. we will notify the rrc of our
determination. In addittan. we are
malcint available to the rrc au
nonprivilepd and nonconfldential
lnfonnation relattna to thia
inveati3atlon. We will allow the rTC
acceu to au privileged and confidential
information in our fUea. provided the
ITC conftnn1 that It wiJ not diaclou
such information. either pubticly or
under an admlnlatl'ative protective
order, without the conamt of the Deputy
AHlstant SecntU')' far lmpott
Adminiatratlan. 'nte rrc will de1ermine
whether theM lm?P"' materially injure,
or threaten material injury to, a U.S.

I

Notices

industry within 41 cla11 of the
publication of th1a nodce.
Uthe iTc determine• that materal
Injury or threat of material l.Djwy don
not exi•'- lhia proceedina will be
tennin'lted and all aec:miliu po1ted u a
result of the 1uapenaicm of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
if the rrc determine• thal 1ucb injUIJ
doea exial. we will iaaue an antidumpiJ\a
duty order directina Cuatcrna officers lo
asseu an antidumping duty on standard
pipe and tube from India entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption after the 1uapension of
liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceed•
the United Statea price.
Thia determination is publiahed
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (11

u.s.c.
...............
1873(d)).

AMUtoal~ /ol nad9AdminUllaliaa

Marda1Atla
(FR Doc. 1&-5'17 Fllld S-1+.a l:tl ....
~am•,...
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[A-41~&01)

Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipe and
1'ube Productl From Turkey: Flnal
De&ennlnauon of Salel at LeM Than
Fair Value
..
AGENCY! IDternational Trade

Adminlatration. Import Administration,
Departm,nt of Commerce,
:,, ACTION: Notice.
8UUMARY: We delermine that certain·

welded carbon 1teel pipe and tube '
pioducta from Tur~ey are being, or are
likely to be, 1old iD the United States at
le11 than fair value. We also determine
that cri1ica1 ciromnstancee do not exist
in &heae mvestiaations. We have notified
the US. Jntemational Trade
Commiasion (ITC) of our determination
and the ITC will determine, within 45
days of publication of thi1 notice,
whether a U.S. industry is materially
injured. or threatened with material
Injury, ht' imporll of thla merchandise.
We have directed the U.S. Customs
Se"lce to contillue k> 1uspend
liquidation on all entrie1 of the subject
merchandise a1 described in the
·
"Suspenel9n of .IJquidation• 1ection of
this aotlce and to require a cash deposit
or posting of a bond _for each 1uch entry
in amounts equal to the estimated
dilm.PiDB margins as described in th,.
"Suspension of Liquidation" sectio~ of
this notice. · · ·
·
:',
EFFICTIVI DATE: Aprft 11, 1988.
·.•
FOii AlllTMU ..FORMATION CONTAcT:

or

Paul Tambakii CbUles Wilson,
Offic~ of InVestigations, Import
Admini.ttration, International Trade
.\dMinistratic)n, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, N.W.• Washington, DC 20230;
lel~one: {302) 377-4136 or 377-5288.
8UPllLEllENTARY-INFORUATION:

Final DeteaninatlDD
Based upon our investigation, we
delermlne that certain welded carbon
1teel pipe and tube products &om
Turkey are being, or are likely to be,
1old In the United States at leH than.fair
value,•• provided in 1ection nS{a)~f
the Tariff Act of 1930, ae amended'(t9
U.S.C 1873d(a)) (the Act). We have'.'·
fonnd marsfns on aales of certain ·: ··
. welded carbon 1teel pipe and tube
producte from Turkey for all of the firms
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investigated. However, one produc~r•.
we found that the allegation was ,
March 3, 1986. petitioners and
Borusan, is excluded from this
sufficiently 11upported to give us .
respondents withdrew their requests f9r
dete~inaJion with respect to line pipe
reasonable grounds to believe or s~spect a public hearing in these Investigations.
because we found de minimis margins
that home market or third country. sales . Written comments on the issues arising
on its sales of this merchandise. The .
in these investigations were submitted
we.re at prices below·cost of production,
weighted-average margins for individual as required by section 773(b) of the .,_ct
. · . '. ' ·
in lieu of th; public hearing.
companies investigated ar!! listed in the
(19 U.S.C. 1677b). Conseq11.ently, on , ·
ProductS Under Investigation
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of ·
December 23, 1985, the Department
this notice.
requested that respondents submit
The produc~ covered by these ·
detailed
cost
of
production
infol'JDation
.
investigations
are:. (1) Welded carbon
Case History
rel41tive to.the merchandise u'nder
steel pipe and t;uJ>e products with an
On July 16, 1985, we received a·
inves~gation.: At that time, we also
outside diameter of 0.375 inch or more
petition filed in proper form frO~ the
requested any information that .
.
but not over i6 inches of any wall
Standard Pipe and Tube Subcommittee
respondents failed to provide to the ·
thicknesi, cuirently classified in the
and the Line Pipe Subcomm1ttee of the
Department in earlier submissions. We . Tariff. Schedules of the U!!ited States,
Committee on Pipe ttnd Tube linporti. In received supplemental·sµb1'i!fsions frolil : tlnnottit~d (TSUSA), under items . · : ·
compliance with the filing requireme~ts' Borusan· betwee~ January 24 a~d ~arch: 610.3231~~10.$~. 610,3241, 610.3~
of § 353.36 of the Commerce Regulations
3, 1986. Erkboril and Mannesinann faileil 610.3243, 610.3252, 810.3254, 610.3256,
(19 CFR 353.3~). the petition alleged that
to respond to the Department's
610.3258, and 61Q.4925.,The,e products,
imports of certain welded carbon steel
December 23, 1985 request for cost of .
commonly refe1"!d Jo in the industry as . ·
pipe and tube products froni Tiirkey ~
production data 'and other supplement~ standaid pip8' or tube, 8,f8 produced to
being, or are likely to be sold. mthe
information: :
·
. various ASTM specifications; '°oat: ·
United States at less than fair value .
On -December 23, 1985, we made an ·
notably A-120, A-53 or A-135; and. (2)
within the meaning of section 731 of the
affirmative preliminary d~termbu~tion:
welded earbon steel line P,ipe with an :
Act (19 U.S.C. i673) and that these·'
that certain welded' carbon steel pipe .
outside diameter of 0.375 inch or more'
imports artt materially Injuring; or
and tube products frOm Turkey were: ··
but not over l6 inches, and with awall ·
threatening material injwjr to, a United
being, or were likely to be, sold in the .
tliickness of not less than 0.085 inch. ·
1
States Industry. Tlie petitioners also
United States ~t'less than fair valµe (51
ciurrentl)' Claasified:in the TSUSA'under
alleged that"critical circuiJistances"
items 81Q.3208 and 810.3209. Th11se . .· ..
~ ~35). We also preliminarily.
exist with respect to import8 of this
de.ermined
that
critical
circumst'1ii::&s
products' IP'f.I pro4uced to various APl
merchandise from Turkey. · ·
·
do not eXist with regard to either
specifications for line pipe, mos~ notably
· After revieWing the petitiqn, ·we
. · standard pipe or line pipe; : .· ·.
APISL:or ~1-SLX/ . .
. '
determined that it contained sufficient·
On
JanWll'Y
15,
1986,
respondent,
;
.
grounds upon which to initial": '
Fair Value ~m~m
which accowits for a significlllit po~o'n: '
antidumping' duty investigations; Wf1 ·
; To ~d~~~ ~beth~ sales of the
of Jmports of the. merchandise covered .·
notified that ITC of our action and "':
bylthese investigations, requested that . subject merchandise in ·the Uilited .: . ·
Initiated such investigations on Auiust
Statei were made· at less than fair value,
w~ extend, th' petjod fol'. the ~al
5, teas (50 FR 32246). On September ~:
defenninat.fo~ until no 11tter tJip 96. day' we compared Uiliied States price with
1985, we presented questioruiaires to•··
after the date of publlcaUon ol the
th. foreigD i;n~ket value, based on h~~~
Mannesmann-SumerbankBoni '·
mi.rJcet priq!B Qr,·wbere appropriate,: ,. '
pre~.deterinfnatiori. ~ :~
Industrial (Marinesmann), Bonisan · ·"
accordance .with section: 135(a)(2)(A) of( coriflrqc~ed vab1e as explained J>elow.
Ithicat ve Dagitim (Borusan), lind
th" Act. On January 24, 1986,. we grllntftd uDii~ ·&iatas'Pilce·
Erkboru Profil Sanayi ve Ticaret
thi8 requeft and po"tponed our final .
(Erkboru); manufacturers who account
determination until not later than Apri,l
As provided in section 712(b) of Ute
for at·least 60 percent of the exports of
9, 1988 (51 FR 4206), . . .
.
Act, for sales by Borusan we used the
the subject merchandise to the United .
· We verified Borusan's qq.eilti~
puichase price of the subject ;
, .
States. On September 11, 1985, the ITC
responses in Turkey ~m F.;bru1try 11.,.
merchandise to '8present UDited States
determined that there is a;_reasonable
20, 1988. We conducted a partial . , . ,
price bei;ause the merchandise was .sold .
Indication that Imports of certain . .
verification.of Mapnesniann's United
to ~late4 purchasers prior lo Its: ..
welded carbon steel pipe and tube
St1ttee purchase pri~e ti-ansactioDJ ln .
importation Qito the Uilited States. W~
products from Turltey are materially
Turkey. on Feb.-uary 21, 1988.,No ,. : ·
calculated the purcltase price based ~n
Injuring a United States industry (50 FR
verification of individual ho~e market
the F.O.J;l. or C; l F. pa~ed pJ1ce to ·
37068). We received partial responses·
unrelated purcflasera in tbe United . .
from all three companies on October.21; sale11 or cost of prpduction was : :
conducted at Malinesmann sloce tha
State11. We deducted. where approptjate,·
1985. On November 5 and 6, 1985, we
company faUed to sut;>im,t tbi!' · i .
foreign inland freight. port expenses, . .
requesfed further Information from .the
1¢ormationto tqe Depa~eqt. ~t ~s
and oceiµi freight. We made no , ..
three companies in areas where:we
verific~tio~ Mannesmann stated that lti
adjustment for,~e ~ount o( val~e- .
considered their responses deficient.
no;longef ~anted to pllJ1icipate Jn these,. added tai imposed-on sales in Turkey ·
Supplemental responses were received
inyestigations.. Consequently, the
wbic~ was ~ot.collec~ed or,r~bated by
from these tlu'ee companies cJuring
COfDpany did not permit ·verification Of
November, 1985..
·reason.of the e;xportation of the ·
its.reported expQrters' sales price
c;>n November 26. 1985, the petiUoners
merchandise to ~e United States .
transactions. Erkboru also did not
· because the reported home market
alleged that home market and third
country sales of the respondents were at permit the Department to verify any
prices were already net of the value.
information it had submitted in these
pric~s below the cost of producing that
added tax. We also made an adjustment
·
·
investigations.
merchandise. Based on the information
to purchase price for the amount of
As required by the Act, we afforded
contained in the petiti9ners' allegation
import duties which have not been
collected by reason of the exportation of
of sales at less than cost. we instituted a Interested parties an opportunity to
cost of produr.tion investigation since
the merchandise to the United States, in
submit oral and written comments. On

a
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accordance with section 772(d)(l)(B) of
the Act.
'Since Mannesmann and Erkboru did
not permit verif1i;ation of all United ·
States sales data submitted to the·
Department, we calculated United
States price of standard pipe and tube
and line pipe as provided in sections
772(b).and 772(c) of the Act, on the basis
of average C.1.F. prices for all producers,
except Dorosan, of standard pipe and ··
line pipe from Turkey for exports to the
United Statea during the period of· ·
investigation. We gathered simple
average price iliformation from special
summary steel invoices (SSSQ 'statistics,
which was the best information
available."We made an adjusbnent to
these prices for ocean freight based on ·
Borusan's ocean freight expenses.
Foreign Market Value·
The petitioners alleged that sales in .
the home .market were at prices below
the cost of producing the merchandise.
For Bonil8n, we examined production
costs, which included all appropriate·.
coats for materials, fabrication and .
general expenses. For Mannesmann and
Erkboru. no such ·analysis was done . ,
aince these companies failed to respond .
to the Department's coat of production .
questionnaire. Therefore, as explained
below, we based foreign market value
for Mannesmann and Erkboru on
• construc~d value ustns the best
information available.

Price to Price Comi>arisons
In accordance with section 773(a) of
the Act. we c:alculated foreign market ·
value for Borusan's sales of standard
pipe based on ex-factory, packed home .
market price!! net of discounts and
value-added tax. to unrelated ·
purchasers since there were sufficient
sales in the home market at or above the
co~t of production to determine foreign
market value. We made adjustments,
where appropriate. for differences in
credit costs in accordance ~th f 353.15
of our Regulations (19 CFR 353.15). We
made no "djustment for packing since
differences in packing coats.for domesticand f~reign sales on a per ton.basis are
negligible.
·
Since Borusan's foreign market value
for standard pipe was based oil home
market prii:es, we made comparisons of
"such or similar" merchandise groups
based on grade, dimension and end
finish selected by Commerce ·
Deparbnent industry experts. Where our
comparisons were not of identical
me~andise, we made adjustments to
similar merchandise for physical
differences in the merchandise in
acordance With section 773(a)(4)(C) of
the Act. These adjustments were based

on differences in the cost of materials,
Petitioners' CommBJlt&
direct labor and directly related factory
Comment "i: Petitioners claim that the
ovetliead ..Pursuant to l.353.56 of our
· infc,nmation provided Jn Borusan's cQst
Regulati.cins, we made eurrency .
of production response did not
c0nv~rsions at the rates certified by the
adequately 11!flect the general expenses
Federal Reaerve Bank of .New York for·
for the constnicted value because' of the
the dates of the sale11 to the United
· anwuat 9-f P4lndik's (Boniaan's' d~inestic
States.
··
·
· · ·
seller) selling, general and
'!\. - ..
administrative expenses which were
C~natructed Value
included. · ' :
··
;In accordance wiUt sectioo'773(a)(2)
· DOC-Position: The Department
of the Act, we baaed foreign market
verified P~ndik's costs. The general,
value for Bonisan'a sales :or line pipe on
selling aqd administrative expenses
constructed value, because the . . . .
. . related lo Pendik'a costs. were
·
q~antities sold in the hom!! market we11t
appropriately yalued. ·
too small to form an adequate baals for . ;
·Comment 2: Petitioners urge the.
detei'mining forelgn-qiarket \ralu~. w~
. Department to ensure that ftidoe~ not
also had insuffici~nt tnfoimation on · ·
use cost of production of goods sold in .
third country 11ale8 to conai~ usirig
. the home market which ii! undenltated
1
them as the basis ·for foreign market ..
because such coats are not based on the
value. We c:alculated a constructed·
weighted-average coats of all plants, .
value for line pipe by totalltns the ~osts
including the Borusan Boru plant. · ·
of: Material11, fabricatjon, general ·, . .
DOC Po6ltioD: Tlie Department did
expenses, profi~ and packi.118. Where the . not include costs of the Borusan Boru
amount for general expenses was less .·, plant becauee that plant did not have
Utan ten peroeQt of the c;os~ 9f matefiaI, : the capabllity to manufactilre the
and fabrication. we used leri percent. ·
product under investigation; · ·
Where the amount for profit was Jeu
Cominent a: Petitioners contend that
than eight percent, we used eight .. .. .
Geml~ themanufa'ciuring enterpri11e :
percent. We .made an adjustment under , within the ~grusan GJ:Oup that produces
I 353.1&· of the Commerce Regulations · the standard and line pipes subject to
for differences in circumatances of sale
this investigation, may be receiving
between the two markets. Thia:..
.
goods and ·services from related
adjustment wa~ for differences in credit
companies for leas than tfleir ·actual
coats.: :
, ; ..
·
coat. If 10; petitioners ·urge the · · .
·We used "beat infprmation available''
Depat~ent to ensure !}lat the full price
to determine forei8n market value for
paid for .the&!! goods and services
Manneamann and Erkboru since they
actually covers all of its related·
failed to provide coat data relating to
suppliers' costs. Petitioners 8Iao urge the
home' market sales and differences in .
Department to check coil prices be~een
merchandise. ~dditionally, ·'
Borusan 41pd Eregli if these two·
:
Mannesmann failed to provide an
companies are related to ens~ that
iridividual listing of home market sales.
prjces ch~ed Jiav~. nqt J>een imp~operly
diaco1inted. ·
·
.
Therefore, we have uaed constructed.
value biformation provided in the
·.DOC Ppsition: The Department;'did ·
petition, updated by more recent data
not find any indication during the'·
submitted by both petitioner& and ·
verification that Gemlik was buying
r~spondents at the time the sales below
from related companies, other than the
cost.allegation was·made, its the beat
companies which were identified in the
information available; pursuant to
response. The Department examined
section 776{b) of the Act. i ·
these costs and found .them to
approximate the market value.
Verification
Comment 4: Petitioners request that
In accordance with section 778(a) of
the Department verify.Boruaan's
the Act. we verified all information used reported quarterly coil costs for one
In making tltja final determination with · theoretical ton of standard and line pipe,
including the weight savings rates used
respect to Borusan using standard · ·
to obtaiil coil coats. Petitioners argue
V4!rification procedures including on-site
that ifBoruaan's weight aavings claims
e"'amination of accounting records and
selected original source documentation · are accepted by the Department,· ~- ,
containing relevant information. Erkboru quarterly weight savings ratios sp.ould
be calculated to match the quarterly coi~
did not perinit the Department to verify
cost figures to yield accurate total)aw
any of its questionnaire responses.
material costs.
. :: ,
Mannesmann would not permit any
verification of its exporters' sales price
DOC Position: Submitted material
data nor would it permit a 1:omplete
costs were verified, and no exceptions
verification of its purchase price data.
were found. The weight savings rate

·, .
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was computed on the basis of common
industry practice.
Comment 5: Petitioners claim that
Borusan understated its cost per ton for
zinc and couplings by making an
inappropriate theoretical weight
adjustment to zinc and coupling costs.
DOC Position: Our verification
procedures indicated that the
. respondent's methodology properly
rllflected zinc and coupling costs.
· Comment 8: Petitioners urge the
Departm1mt to ensure that Borusan has
included in Gemlik's costs of production
the extra costs associated with
operating "stretch reducing" equipmenL
DOC Position: Our verification
procedures indicated that the costs of
·
the stretch reducing machine were
allocated to all pipe proceSBed through
this machinery.
Comment ?.-.Petitioners claim that
Borusan has failed to justify claimed
adjustments for differentes in
merchandise and that. without
calculatfons supporting the claimed
costs, the Department 11hould not accept
these claims.
DOC Position: The costs related to the
differences in merchandise were .
verified and, therefore, used for the final
determina lion.
·
Comment B: Petitioners contend that .
the interest expense for Borusan's sales
to the United States should be based on
the Turkish interest rate and not the U.S.
interest rate. Petitioners believe that the
interest rates on credit extended on
home market sales and U.S. sales should
be based only on Turkish interest rates
because Borusan's 1984 fmancial ·
statement indicates that all working
capital loans are in local-currency.
DOC Position: We disagree. we·
verified that U.S. sales were fmanced
with short-term dollar-denominated
· financing, and have used th.e we:ghtedaverage dollar interest rate for loans
outstanding during the period of
investigation.
Comment 9: In view of the lack of
cooperation by Ma~esmann and
Erkbor11 in this investigation, petitionera
urge the Department to use hon;ie market
sales information from the petition as
"best information available."
DOC Position: As described in the
l'.oreign Market Value section of this
notice, we agree that best information
·
available should be used for
Mannesmann and Erkboru. However,
we based this on constructed value and
did not consider home market prices
from the petition because the petitioners
were unable to obtain home market
sales prices for the Turkish pipe and
tube products coVP.red by this
investigatic>n.

Comment 10: Petitioners argue that
home market credit costs shuld be based
only on credit terms and should not
Include late payment costs. Pelilipners
argue that late payment costs are not a ·
circumstance of sale because late
payments have no effect on price since
price Is set according to credit terms
given at the time of sale.
DOC Position: We disagree. In
keeping with past Departmental practice
(see Certain Tapered Journal Roller
Bearings and Parts Thereof from Italy
(49 FR 2278)), in making a circumstance
of sale adjustment for differences iii
credit expenses, we considered the
actual difference in payment experience,
including late payment costs, in the two
markets and not merely the offered
terms of payment.
Comment 11: Petitioners argue that
U.S. credit costs should be calculated
from the date of sale to date of payment
to be consistent with the methodology
used in the home niarkeL ·
DOC Position: We disagree. Since
date of sale in the United States is the
purchiJse order date, which is normally
sever,.! months before shipment, lt
would be inappropriate to use the date
of U.S. sales as the start of the credit
period In the home market, however,
there is no lag between date of sale and
date of shipment. aorusan used date. of
sale as the beginning of the credit perioti
because it is also the invoice and
shipment date. . ,
Comment 12: Petitioners claim that, in
order to state correctly Borusan's foreign
market value at a timq when the .Turkish
lira is depreciating against the U.S.
dollar, the Department must calculate
foreign market value in U.S. dollars ·
using the exchange rate in effect at the
time of payment for the U.S. sale.
DOC Position: The Department .
disagrees. In keeping with established
practice and § 35~.56 of its regulations, ·
the Department has converted home
market prices to U.S. dollars as of the
date of the U.S. sales to which they are
belng!compared.
Comment 13: Peti~oners argue that.
even if most' of Borusan's sales are
above production costs, the Department
shoul~. pursuant to section 773(b)(2) of
the Act, nevertheless disregard home
market sales of ~ particular size of pipe
if the,e sales were generally below cost
consistently throughout the period
DOC Position: We disregarded all
below cost sales ~ calculat4ig foreign
market value because home market
sales overall for standard pipe were
made over an extended period of time
and in substantial quantities. and were
at prices not permitting the recovery of
all coats within a reasonable period in
the normal course of trade.

-13047

Commellt 14: Petitioners urge the
Department to ensure that the actual
and theoretical weights shown for
Borusan'a U.S. sales are correcL
DOC PositiOn: The Department
verified the reported weights through
examination of original source
documentaOori. The theoretical ,.veighls
were derived by applying a standard
method of calculation to the quantity of
feet' sh.own on each invoice. We used
theoretical weights in our final
calculations since home market
quantities are also based on theoretical
weights and the per metric ton charges
and adjustments for Borusan's U.S. sales
were also derived from theoretical
weights.·
Comment 15: Petitioners contend that
if the housing tax and the various duties
that Borusan used in its caJculation of
duties far its drawback adjustm~nt were
not rebated or collected upon
exportation of the pipe, then these
amounts cannot be included in duty . "
drawback.
·
DOC Position: The Department"
verified that all imported inputs covered
by an incentive export license are
exempt from payment of the various
duties referred to by petitioners upon
importation of the goods. We also
verified that imports of hot-rolled coil
covered by an export commitment are
also exempt from payment of the
housing tax at time of importation. The
various drawback adjustiµents claimed
by Borusan have been verified. and
were used in our final calculations.
Comment 18: Petitionen state.that the
cost of production verification should
have been based primarily on Boruaan's
actual records and documents kept in
the normal course of business, instead
of relying on worksheets prepared for
this investigation.
DOC Position: Respondent's
submission and worksheets were
verified by reference to actual records
prepared in the normal course of ·
business. The Department ia confident
that wor~sheets linking the
questionnaire response to audited
financial statements accurately
represent Borusan's actual costs when
tied to the company's accounting ·
records, as was the case in these
investigations.
Comment 17: Petitioners claim that the
method used by the Department's
accountant to verify Borusan's zinc
costs is flawed because the
methodology discueaed in the cost
verification report does not •ccount for
the difference between the cost of zinc
which becomea droSB and ash during the
production process and the sale price of
that dross and ash.
-
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Commeni 8: Borusan'argues that if·
DOC Position: See petitioners'
lnformaliQn other than that submitted by
constructed value is used as the basis of
comment 5. The respondent's
Borusan.
methodology properly ac~ounts for zinc
Comment a: Borusan contends that the foreign market value, Gemlik's and
Department may not disregard
loss due tudross and ash.
Pendik's general expenses should be
combined for purposes of the 10 percent
.Comment 18: Peititionel'!f arsue that
Boruaan'a home market sales which af41
Borusan should have reported scrap
at prices below.cost of production
test.
DOC Position: All of the expenses of
rates for different sizes of standard and
because the company recovered all of
Pendik ·Jre considered to be selling
its costs during the period of · ·
line pipe since scrap rates vary by size
of pipe.
investigation.
expenses ilnd, therefore, included in
·
general expenses.
·DOC Position: The major source of
DOC Position: The Department
Comment 9: Borusan argues that, if
steel scrap results from the sUtting
applied Ila usqal methodology for
constructed value is used in·this
process. The amount of scrap from the
determining if the amount of home
investigation. the Department must
slitting process is unrelated to the size of market sales were sufficient to be
·
1 d
·
considered a viable market.
make an ~djustment to constructed
.
th. e pipe. Additiona11y, norma
In ustry
Comment 3: Borusan clalma that
circilmstances
of
value
for
differences
in
practices do not identify the scrap rate.
foreign market value should be based on
sale.
with specific pipe sizes, ·
Commeni l9: Petitioners claim that
home .market prices for standard pipe, ·
DOC Position: We agree. See the
Pendik's general, selling and.
while for line pipe it may be appropriate Constructed Value iection of this notice.
to use constructed value because
Comment 10: Borusan claims that if a
administr~tive (GS&A) expenses are
Borusan had orily four sales of liiie pipe
final
affirmative antidumping duty ·
understated and should be rejected by
in the home market during the period of
determination Is issued, the dumping
the Department for the lack of
investisation..
Information substantiating these
!DOC Position: We agree. With respect margin should be reduced for deposit
purposes Dy the value of export
to standard pipe, the Pepartment used ·
expenses In Borusan's response.
subsidies found in the final
DOC Position: The Dep~rtment
· home market sales since they were
countervailing duty determination.
reviewed the respondent's method for
made over an extended pertod of time
DOC Position: We agree. See the
calculating GS&A and concluded that
and in substantlaied quantities at
Suspension of Uquldatlon section of this
the amount of this cost was not
prices which permitted recovery of all
·
notice.
understated.
costs withitJ a reasonable period of time.
Comment
11: Borusan claims that the
Comment 20: Petitioners claim that
For Qne pipe, we used constructed value
exclusion of Borusan Boru's costs from
Borusan fail_,d to provide profits for · .
because there were Insufficient sales in
its cost· of production response was
Pendlk, which are necessary to verify
the home market on which to base
reasonable
and correct because It does
foreign market value.
the aggregate profits sho\vn for ~milk
not manufacture the pipes which were
and Pendik.
·
·CQmment 4: Borusan UJ'8eS the
sold to the United States, nor does it
DOC Position: Ttie Depiµ1ment
Department to make statutory
adjustments to home market sale prices . produce pipes similar in characteristics
verified that GS!A reconciled tO the
or uses to those sold to the United
compaIJy's books and rec0rds. The int~ for trade discounts, differences in credit
States.
·
company profit was minimal and did not · c:Osta and phys~cal differences in
DOC Position: See the Department's
affect the allocation. . .
. merehandise.
. •DOC Position: We agree. See "Foreign response to1pelitioners' comment 2.
Respondents' Comments
Comment 12: Borusan argues that
Market Value" section of this notice.
petitioners'
claim that Gemlik may be .
:
Comment
5:
Boruaan
contends
that
Borusan ·
·receiving goods and services from '."
ciedlt costs should be computed &om
Comment 1: Borusan claims thatthe .
related companies for less than their.
time of shipment lQ time of payment, ..
Department's use of "best information
and should, therefore, include any costa , actual cost is false; With respect to,available" in the preliminary .
.
associated with home market customers freight services provided by a related
determination was arbitrary, ·capricious
company, Borusan claims that Gemlik
makUut late payments.·
and a patent abuse of discretion.
was charged the market rate or .higher
·DOC Position: We agree. See the
Borusan claims it was arbitrary and
for this service. Borusan also claims that
Department's response to petitioners'
capricious because there has been no
transfer prices were examined al
commentlt.
·
other case, to its knowledse. in which
verification and the fact thai costs are
· Comment B:. Boruaan UJ'8es the
c~operative respondent has been.
passed on lo Gemlik with r~spect to ·
. ·Department to grant an adjustment to
penalized in this fashion. Borusan .
both Imported raw materials and those
· purchase price for duty drawback
br.!ieves that it was an abuse of
which are purchased domestically.
earned on Borusan's exports to the
discretion to use "best information
Lastly, With respect lo petitioners' .
United States. ·
·
available" against a company that has
concern over the.relationship between
D()C Position: We agree. See United
manifested a willingness to cooperate in States Price' section of this notice.
Borusan and Eregli, respondent claims
this investigation.
that the percentage of ownership falls
Comment 7: Borusan claims that the
DOC Position: Section 776(b) requires; Department is required under section·
far short of the standard which the .
Department normally applies in·
the Department to use information·from
772(d)(t)(C) of the Act to make an ·
other sources if a party has refused or
determining that parties are "relate4"
adjustment for non:.payment of the
was unable to provide the relevant
for purposes of .antidumplng duty
value-added tax on U.S. sales.
infonnation as requested by the
proceedings.
· DOC Position: We agiee. In
Department in a timely manner and in
DOC Position: We agree. See the.~
accordance with past Departmental
proper fonn. Because of the numerous
Department's response lo petitioners'
policy, we made this adjustment to
deficiencies found in ltie respondent's
comment3.
foreign market value by using Borusan's
submissions, the Department did not
reported gro11s prices that already
Comment 13: Borusan feds that
violate, .but specifically complied with
exclude the tax paid on home market
petitioners' argument that it should bav1s
the requirement of this section by using· sales.
reported size-by-size scrap rates is

a
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unfounded because the methodology
Comment 19: Respondent disagrees·
used by Borusan to calculate'average
with petitioners' claim that Boruaan did
scrap rates has been accepted by the
not report Pendik'a profits in the ·cost :
Department in past investigations and
response. Furthermore;· Boruairri claims
because this claim haa been raised too
that profits were substantiated at · ,
late in the proceeding to be accepted
verification through company records.
and acted on by the DepartmenL :
DOC Position: See the Department's
Furthermore, respondent believes that. .. response to petitioners' ·comment 19. ···
Comment 20: BOruaan claims that the
even if these coats could be submitted in
interest expense OD sales to the United
time for-consideration by the
State8 should be hiaed on the U.:S. · ·
Department, it would be too late to ·
vei:ify them. Respondent also claima tbal interest rate and not the interest rate for
lQans in Turkish llnl, as suggested.by
petitioners' claim that scrap ~ates vary
Ly size is unsupported.
·
petitioners because Boruian used · ·
DOC Position: We agree. See the
substantial borrowings in U.S. dollilra
Department's response to petitioners'
during the period of investigation to ·
comment 18. ··
finance its working capital.
·
Comment 14: Boruaan argues that th~
DOC Position: We agree. See ·
Department must use the reported
resprinse to petitioners~ comment 8.
Comment 21: Respondent argues that ·
weighted-average savings rate for the
coat of production and constructed value there are no grounds for the Department
since the information on which this rate · to use "best information available" for
was calculated has been verified and la
Borusan in this investigaUon because
correct.
·
Boru$an has supplied a thorough and
DOC Position: We agree. See the
timely coat response qeing cost
Department's response to petitionera'
methodologies that the Department has
comment4.
approved in past investigatiom. Also,
Comment 15: Boruaan claima that
Boruaan clilime it permitted veriftc&tiOb
application of the theoretical weight . ·
of au submitted data.· ., .
adjustment to ·z1nc and coupling coats .
. DOC Position: We agree., See tha
was entirely appropriate and tha method Department'• response ta petitiouers'
commentl.
·
used to obtain coupling costs per ton of
pipe by size wa11 reasonable and ·
Col11111ent 22: Respondent iuggests
appropriate to GeJnlik's accouniina
that no adjustments should be made fm
system.
'.
,
..
differences in pat:king coats between
DOC Position: We agree. Sea 'the
U.S. and domestic sales because.the
Department'e response to petiijo~erJ'
cost differences on a metric ton basia
are niiniscule. · ,
·
.
comment&.·
Comment .18: Borusan disasreee with
DOC Position: We agree and hav~; ·
petitioners' claim that extra eoste : .
therefore, made no .-djustment for. •
asaoclated with operating "stretch ·
pacldng, as explained in the foreign , ·
reducing" equipment are not included in Mar~et Value S!!Ctio~ of this notice. '
Gemlik's costs of production. . · ' '"
Respondent claims that the full costs of . Final Negative DeteDnlnadon of Critic:al
Cin:umatences
these machinee were included in· ·
·The petitioner alleged that import8 of ·
Gemlik'e transformation costs. certain welded carbon steel pipe and·
DOC Position: We agree. ·See ~e .
tub products from Turkey preaen~.
·
Department'• response to peiitiopera'
comment 6. '
·
··
· · ..
"critical circumstances." Under section
733(e)(1) of the Act. critical ,
Comment 17: Borusan argues that~
Department must aceept ite claimed ·
cll:cumatances exist when. (1) there 18' a
adjustments for differences in
history of dumping in the United States,
or elsewhere, of the class or kind of the
merchandise because eaclt. of the
merchandise which is the subject to the
adjustments claimed baa DOW bet!D
verified. ·
·
,
investigation; or the person by ""1om. or
DOC PositionfWe agree. See the
for whose account; the merchandise was
Department's response to petitio~rs'
imported knew or should have known ··
comment7:
. ·
that the exporter wail aellina the
:
·comment 18: Bonisan argues that
merchandise, which is the subject of the
even if p6titio0 ers' sussested
.
investigation. at leas than its fair value; ;
adjustments are made to J>endilc'e GS&A and (2) there have been maaaive imports
expenses, Its effect on Borusan's overall of the class or kind of merchandise that
costs would be negligible. Responden&
is the subject of the investlgatiop over a
argues that the reported GS&A has been relatively short period. ... : . .
verified and should be used ·in thie final
We considered line pipe al'ld·standard
determination.
pipe separately. In determining whether
DOC Position: We agree. See the
there ls a history of dumping standard
Department'• response to petitioners'
pipe from Turkey in the United States or
comment 19.
· '
elsewhere, we reviewed past
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antidumping fin!iinga qf th!! Department
of Treasury as_ well as pa!Jt Departme~t
-of Commerce antidumping duty orders.
We also revie\yed the antidumping ··
actions of other r.DWitries. and found no
past antidumping determinations on .
standard pipe from Turkey.
·
· We then considered whether the
person by whom, or for whose account;
standard pipe was imported knew or
showd have k?iown that the expcirter
was selling this product "t leas than fair
value. It is the Department's position
that this tea~ is met where margins
calculated are suffu:iently larg~ that the.
importer knew or should have known ·
ihat prices for .sales to the United Sta tea
(as adjusted according to the
antidumping law) were significantly
below home market sales price9. In this
case, th!! margins calculated on
standard pipe for companies are not
at a level that the importer kne~ or
should have known that tbe,
merchandise was being sold in tae
United Sta~a at less than-fair value.
.
Therefore,
det~ th~ this teat h1
not met for imporl!' of $Pdard pipe ..
from Turltey.; . .
We, therefore, 41!1 not need to
consider whether there have been
massive illlports of standard pipe over a
relatively short period. Wa have
determined, for the reasons described
above, that ..cridcal circumstances" do .
not exist with respect to s~dard pipe
from Turkey; · · ·
··· ·
In determining whether there have
been masalve imports of line pipe, we
considered the following factors: (1) The
volume and value of the imports: (2)
seasonal trends; and (3) the share of ,
domestic cODSWDption iµ:counled for hr
the import..
·
'
·
We analvzed yearly trade data
between 1982 and 1985 and recent trade
statistics f~ the periods immedia~ly. ·
preceding and follo'wing the filing of the
pe..tion. There were no imP.orts of line
pipe froni Turkey betweeil 1982 and ·
1984. A surge ID fmPorts can be seen
. from the· P!!iiod r,ninedia~ly prior to the
filing of the petition to the period· ·
following the filing: However, ~e share
of domestic con8umpti0Jl ·acc0unted for
by these imports ·decreased over ~a .
sams period: Considering the absolute
quanlitlea import.ed and the share of
domestic consumption accounted for by
these imports. we do not consider them
to be massive ~po~ta OV8l' a relatively
short period. ·
··
·We, therefore, did not need to
consider whether there is a history of
dumping line pipe or whether the person
by whom, e>r for whose account. this
product was imported knew or should
have known that the expqrtet was

au
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selling this product at leas than fair
value. For the reasons described above,
we have determined that "critical
circumstances" do.not exist with respect
to line pipe from Turkey. ·
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ITC Notification
In accordance with section 73S(d) of
·the Act, we will notify the ITC of our
deterinlnation. In addition. we are
~akin8 available to the ITC all non-

privileged and non-confidential ·
lnformatlon relating to·thls
lnvestigation. We will allo)Y the ITC .
acce88 to all privileged amJ confidential
lnformation in our files, provided the
ITC confirm8 iha t it will not disclose ·
iluch information, either publicly'or
wider an administrative protective
order, without the written consent of the
Dep1.hy Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration. The ITC wUl deterinine
whether these imports materially injure.
or threaten material injury to. a
industry within 45 days of the · ·
publication of this notice. the rrc
determines that material injury or the
threat of material injury does not exist,
this proceeding will be tenoinated and
au aecuritie1 poated as a result of the .
suspension of liquidation will be
refunded or cancelled. U, however, the
ITC determines that such injury does
exist, we will issue lm antldumping duty
order, directing Customs officers to
auess antidumping duties on the
subject products entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse. for consumption on or
after the dale of suspension of
liquidation. equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value of the
W~lllltgil
merchandise exceeds the United States
8llndlfd
·Unlplpa
price.
·
~~
This notice It published pursuant to
'section 735(d) of the Acl
0.48
1..28
Ide "**rill Paul Freedtmbers,
2312
. 40.23
Assistant SecretQry for Trade Administration.
113.12
40.23
'. .

Suspenaloa of Uquldatioa
In accordance with section 733[d) or
the Act, we are directing the United
States Customs Service to continue to
auspend liquidation or all entries of
certain welded carbon steel pipe and·
tube products from Turkey that are
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, ·
for consumption, on or after January 3,
1986. The Customs Service shall require
a '"8sh deposit or the posting of a bond ·
equal to the estimated final weighted- .
average amounts by which the foreign
market value of the merchandise aubject
to this investigation exceeds the United
Stales price aa shown in the table ·
below. Imports of line pipe aold by
Boruaan are excluded from this ·
1uapenaion of liquidation. alnce the
weighted-average margin ahown below
la de minimis. The security amounts
e11tablished In our preliminary
·
determination published in the F~eral
Register on January 3, 1986 will no ·
longer be in effect. Thia suspension .of
liquidation will remain in effect-until
further notice.

~/~/9JllQIW

Thursday, April 17, 1986

u.s. .

u

ei:111

llorWM.-·-----Mant-..m.

Elllllanl.--·---....
NI . _

~pruduc-

ett/apolW9

14.74

14.11

Article Vl.S of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade provides that ·~[n)o
product . . . ahall be subject to both . ·
antidumplng and countervailing duties
to compensate for the same situation of
dumping or export subsidization.". This
provision ls implemented by section
772[d}(l}[D) of the Act. Since dumping
duties cannot be asseHed on the portion
of the margin attributable to export
aubsldies, there is no reason to require a
cash ~epoalt or bond for th~t amount. ·
Accordingly, the portion of estimated
countervailing duties attri~utable to ibe
level of export subsidies found on ·
certain welded carbon steel pipe and
tube products from Turkey (as
determined ln the January 3, 1986. final ·
affirmative countervailing duty
determination (51 FR 1268-127•)) will be
aubtracted from the dumping margins for
deposit or bonding purposes on imports
of certain welded ce,rbon steel pipe and
tube products. ·

April 9, 1988.
[FR Doc. 116-8549 Filed f-16-88; 8:45 am]
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Line pipn and tuba• &om T•lwan (In•. No..
731-TA-m (Final)~
Standard ud llM ptpn and tubn &om
TurkeJ (iat'. No. 731-TA-273 (Flnal)I: and
Standard plpn ud tuba from Yuaoalavia
(Inv. No. 731-TA...z74 ~al)).

Unleu the inveatiptlon1 are ·
extended. Commerce will make Its ftnal
LTFV determinations on or before
March tQ. ·19811, and the CtJmmiNlon will
make its final injW'J determinations by
April 29, 1988. [or the lnveatigatlcm
concemina pipes and tubes &om
Taiwan: April 30.
[or the
investigation1 c:oncernlna pipes and
tubes from India and Yugo1lavla: and
May 5. 1986. for the lnvestljatlon
concemiq lhe products from Turke1
(see sections 735(a) and 735(b) of the act
(19 US.C. 1873d(a) and 1873d(b))).
For further information concernlns the
conduct of these invntigatlona. hean111
procedure-. a~d ruin of seneral
application. conault the Commll_aion'•
rules of practice and procedure. part 'Jll'I.
subparts A and C (19 CFR part 207). and
part 2Dt. subparts A throuah E (t9 CFR
part 201).
DnCTIH DATU: lbe effective date for
the investigation concemin& pipe. and
tubes from Taiwan t. Decembel' 30. 1985.
The effective date• [or the lnve1tigations
c:Oncemina pipes and tubes &om India
and Yugoslavia t. December 31, 1985.
and the effective date [or the
investigation c:oncernins the producta
[rom Turkey ia January 3, 1988.

1-.

(inv..tlptlOI• NoL 73t-TA-27t through
274 (FJnll)I

Import lmfftlgatlon; Certain Welded
carHn StMI Pipes and Tubel From
lndla, Tliwaft. Turtley, and Y.ugoslavla
AGENCY: United State• International

Trade Commission.
ACTIOIC lmtituUon of1inal antidwnpina,

invntigatiom aod schedulina o[ a
hearina to be held in connection with
the inveatiptiona.
9UlllURY: The Commission hereby gi\·es

notice of the institution of final .
antidumpins investigations Nos. 731TA-271through274 (Finat) under
section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. t87Jd(bl) to determine
whether an industry in the United States
i1 materially injured. or i1 threatened
with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry in the
United States.ii materially retarded. by
reason of imports of the following
welded carbon 1teel pipes and tubes.
which have been found by the
Departmenl of Commerce. ia
prelimin.arp detenninationa. to be sold in
the United States at lee1 than fair value
(LTFV):

Standard pipes and lubee' from India (inv.
No. r.n-TA-Z71 (flnal)):
1

fot pw'POM8 of rhtte inwnt'll•liona. lhe ten11
-itandard P•P" and tubn- c:ovef'9 walded carboll
· ''"' pipes and tubfti ol e1rcvlu C108I MCllOft. o.m

FOR flUllTMlll llO'OlllllATIOll CONTACT:
Abisail Eltzroth (~).Office

of Investigations. U.S. lntemational
Trade Commission. 701 B Street NW ..
Washinaton. DC 20t3& Hearinaimpaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained bJ contacting the
Commission's TDD termirial-on 202-7Z40002. lnfonnation
also be obtained
via electronic mail by accesains the
Office of lnvestigationa' remote bulletin
board system for perso_nal computers at

mar

202-523--0103.
SWllUllENTAllY IWOllllAnGN:

Background.-lbeae investigations
are being instituted a• a reaull or
affinnative preliminary detenninations
by the Department or Commerce that
indl Cl but not 19 lad!• In oubide
diameter. P""'idld ti. bl U-. 110.mt, ftcuz:M.
8tcu:41. 110.:SZU. etD.lUS. 110.3251. 9to..n=K.
1110.J:S 91G.l:51. and 910.tm of the Tariff

Schedulee al Ille United Stalea Aimatarlid (TSUSAI.
1 Por purpoeea al thew 111Ynt111t1ou. the ' - '
"line pipee and lubn" co-. welded c:atban .....
pipes •nd tubn ol c:il'a&lu c:rvaa aectioa. widl walla
not thinner than O.GlllS Inch. Cl.375 Inch 1110N bur
not over tS inchea i11 outalde diameter. eoaformlna
to AP! opecineauona
liM pip.. prowtded
in
1tema 810.3:119 and 9tG.l2llt ol the TSUSA.

°'

'°'

'°'
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iDlports of certain welded carbon lteel
pipee and tubet from bulia. Taiwan.
Turkey. and Yusaalavia are being sold
lit th!! United State. at Je11 than fail
value within the me4Jiini of ledion 731
of the act (18 U.S.C. 1873). The
lnve1tlgationa were reque1ted in
petitiona filed on July 18. 1985 by
counael for the Committee of Pipe and
Tube Imports. In response to the
petitiona the CommiHion conducted
preliminary antidllmping in.e1tigation1
and. on the ba1l1 of Information
developed during thtt coune of those
investlgatlona, determined that there
was a reasonable Indication that an
industry in the United Statet wa1
materially ~jured by realon of importa
of the subject merchandise (50 FR 37068.
September n. 1985).

I

Friday, January 24, 1986

beart111 and make oral presentatfom
lhould file prebearlna brief• and atrend
a prehearing conference to be held at
8".30 a.m. OD March 8.. 1988;10 l'OOlll 117
of the u.s. International Trade
deadline for
Commiaalon Building.
filing preheari111 brlefa 11 March 10.

The

1986.

.

Testimony at the jlublic hearins la
suvemed by I 207.33 of the ·
Commisaion's rulea (19 CFR 207.23). This
rule requires that teatimony be limited to
a nonconfidentiaJ summary and analyais
of material contained iD preheliriDfr
briefa and to information not available
al the lime the prebearing brief wa1
submilted.·Any written materials.
submitted at the hearing mu1t be. filed ln
accordance with the procedmea
described below and any confidential
l'Drticipation in the inveatigations.materiall mual be 1ubmitted at least
Peraona wishing to participate I.a the
three (3) working day1 prior to the
lnvestigationa 81 partiet must rue an
hearing (aee I 20l.6(b)(Z) of the
entry of appearance with the Secretary
Commiasion'1 rulec (19 CFR 20l.6(b)l2))).
to the Commiuion. as provided in •
Written submissions.-All legal
I 201.11 of the Commission's rulea (19
arsuments. economic analyses. and
CFR ZOt.tt}. not later than twenty-one
(21) days after the publication of this . factual material• relevant to the public
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry hearing ahould be included in prebearing
briefs in accordance with I 'lJJ7 .22 of the
of appearance filed after thia date will
be referred to the Chairwoman, who will Commiasion's rules (19 CFR 'lJJ'J .22).
Posthearing brit!fa must conform with
determine whether to accpet the late
the provi1hm1 of I 207.24 (19 CFR
entry for good cause 1hown by the
ZS1'/ .24) and muat be submitted not rater
person desiring to file the' entry.
Service list-Pursuant to I 201.tt(d) · than the close of bu1ineq on March 20.
1986. In addition. any person who haa
of the Commission'• rule• (19 CFR
not entered an appearance aa a party to
201.tt(d)J. the Secretary will prepare a
the investig11tiona may submit a. written
aervice list containing the namea and
1tatement of infonnation pertinent to the
aJdreue1 of all persona, or their
subject of the inveatigations on or before
representatives. who are partiesJ.o the
March 2D. 1988..
inveatigation upon the expiration of the
period for filing entries of appearance.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
In accordance with II 201.l&(cJ and
copies of each submission must be filed
207.3 of the rulea (19 m 20l.16(c) and
with the Secretary to the Commisalon In
207.3). each document filed by a party to accordance with f 201.8 of the
the inveatigationa muat be served on all
Commiasion'a rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
other parties to the inve1tigation1 (u
written submission• except for
Identified by the service liat). and a
confidential bu•iness data will be
certificate of service muat accompany
ava.ilable for public inspection during
the docwnenL The Secretary will not
regular businet11 houn (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
accept a document for filing without a
p.m.) In the Office of the Secretary to the
certificate of service.
Commission.
Staff fY>port.-A public version of the
Any businesa lnlonnation for which
prehearing staff report in these
confidential treatment is desired must
investigatione will be pl~ced ln the
be submitted separate!~·. The envelope
public record on March 3. 1986. purauant and all page• of auch 1ubmislion1 muat
to I 207.21 of the Commission'• rulea (19 be clearly labeled "Confidential
CTR 207.21).
.
Buain~sa Information.·~ Confidential
Hearing.-The Commisaion will hold
submi1&ion1 and reqllesta for
a hearing in coMection with these
confidential treatment muat confonn
investigation• beginning at 10:00 a.m. on
with the requirements of I 201.8 of the
March 13. 1988. at the U.S. International
Commission'• rulea (19 CFR 201.6).
Trade Comml11ion Building. 70t E Street
A»llMlrtty: TheM lnvestig11iona are belna
NW .• Washtnston. DC. Requeats to
conducted under 1uthortty of the Tertfl Act of
appear at the heartr13 should be nled In
1930, title VII. Thl1 notice 11 publi1hed
writing with the Secretary to the
pur1u1nt to I Z/11.1/J of the Cornmi11ion'1
Commi11ion not later than the clOll8 or
rules (19 CFR W .210).
husine11 (5:1S p.m.) on March 3, 1988.
All persona dealrtna to appear at the
l11ued: January 17. 1988.

I

Nolires

3:?73

By order el tba Commialoo.
KeDlletJt .. Mnaa,
Secretary.

(FR Doc. 88-14911 filed 1-z3.-19; 8:45 amJ
a.&.11111 com l"Qa.4l.ll
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE COMMISSION'S HEARING
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Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Conmission's hearing:
Subject

Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes
and Tubes from India, Taiwan, Turkey,
and Yugoslavia

Inv. Nos.

731-TA-271 through 274 (Final)

Date and time: March 13, 1986 - 10:00 a.m.
Sessions were held in connection witn the investigation in the
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Conrnission, 701
E Street, N.W., in Washington.
In support of the imposition of
antidumping duties:
Schagrin Associates~-Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Standard Pipe Subconrnittee and the line pipe
subcommittee of The Conmittee on Pipe and Tube
Imports and the individual producer merrt>ers of
these subco11111ittees
Malcolm Hamblen, Vice President of Marketing
and Sales, Sawhill Division of Cyclops
Corpora ti on
Edwin J. Hopkinson, Vice President of sales,
Standard Pipe Division, Wheatiand Tube
Corporation
Roger 8. Schagrin) OF COUNSEL
Paul W. Jameson )--

- more -
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In opposition to the imposition of
antidumping duties:
Ablondi &Foster. P.C.--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Far East Machinery Co., Ltd. ("FEMCO") and the
Kao Hsing Chaig Iron and Steel Corporation
11
(
KHC 11 ) . FEMCO and KHC are the only producers
of Hne pipe in the Republic of China on
Taiwan
Peter Weil, J. Gerber Co., Inc.
Sturgis M. Sobin--OF COUNSEL
Kaplan, Russin &Vecchi--Counsel
Wash.ington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Engineering Export Promotion Council of India
(EEPC}, Gujarat Steel Tubes.Ltd., Zenith Steel
Pipes and Industries Ltd. and Tata Iron and
Steel Co.
Dennis James , Jr.
}
.
Kathleen F. Patterson)--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX D
COMBINED STANDARD AND LINE PIPE AND TUBE OPERATIONS
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Table D-1.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: Title VII investigations since January 1984, most recent
dumping and subsidy margins, and import-to-consumption ratios, by sources, 1982-85

WeightedItem

average
margin

Ratio of imports to apparent
U.S. consumption
Date of bond
or order ];J

1982

1984

1983

1985

Antidumping investiga~ions/orders:
PP.nding antidumping investigations:

India (instant investigation} (standard}-----:
Taiwan (instant investigation} (line}--------:
Turkey (instant investigation}:
(standard}---------------------------------:
(line}-------------------------------------:
The People's Republic of China (standard}----:
The Philippines (standard}-------------------:
Singapore (standard}-------------------------:
Outstanding antidumping order:
Taiwan (standard to 4.5" OD}-----------------:
Thailand (standard)--------------------------:
Rec~ntly

1/

7.08
27.98

4/
1F4o .23
6/

***

Dec. 31, 1985
Dec. 30, 1985

-:
-:

6/

6/

61

FJ
9.7

Hay 7, 1984
Jan. 27, 1986

2.6

Hay 7, 1984

8.9
0.5

-

revoked antidumping order:

Korea (standard to 4.5" OD) 8/---------------:

0.9

***

1/

***
.3

.1

1/

Jan. 3. 1986

"'§.!
]_/ 15.67

***

0.2

***

.l

-

-:
- :

:

ll

•l
.2

1./
.2

.6
1.0

11.8

10. '.

13.2

l.O
.4
.4
.5

4.0
1.6
2.2
1.3
.4

1.1
.4
1.3

3.3

-:

:

ll

Recently terminated antidumpin"S
investigations:

Brazil (standard to 4.5" OD} 9/--------------:
Spain (standard to 4.5" OD) 10/--------------:
Venezuela (linP.} 11/---------==---------------:
Venezuela (standard} 12/---------------------:
Yugoslavia (standard)-Y-3/--------------------:
Countervailing duty investigations/orders:

3.23
40. 75
55. 7
26.19
33.26

Dec. 31, 1984
Dec. 31, 1984
Aug. 13. 1985
June 3. 1985
Dec. 31, 1985

y

•l
•l
.1

-:

Outstanding countervailing orders:

Thailand (standard}--------------------------:
Turkey (line)--------------------------------:
Turkey (standard)----------------------------:
Yugoslavia (standard) 15/--------------------:

l.79
14/ 17.80
14/ 17.80
74.50

Aug.
Jan.
Jan.
Oct.

1985
1986
1986
1985

.1

Jan. 31, 1985
Jan. 31, 1985

.5
.9

14.
10.
10.
16,

3/

-

:

'}_/
•l
•l
.4

I!

.7
.3

1.0
.2
1.3
.3

Recently terminated count';rvailing duty
investigations:

Mexico (line) 16/----------------------------: 0.67-23.65
Mexico (standard) 16/------------------------: 0.67-23.65
Spain (standard to"°4.5" OD} 10/--------------:
l .14
VenP.zuela (line} 17/--------==---------------:
76.00
Venezuela (standard) 18/------------------~-:
Kecently terminated countervailing duty
order:

Yugoslavia (line)

_!2./------------------------:

74.50

y

Oct. 10. 1984
Nov. 13. 1985

.1
.1

2.0
2.7
1.6
2.2
1.3

1.5
3.4
.4
.4
.5

1.0
1.3
.4
1.3
•7

:

Dec. 31 , 1985

'}_/

-

:

1/ Date posting of bond required or date order issued.
I.I This is the margin for TISCO which accounted for virtually all of the LTFV imports from India.
3/ Less than 0.05 percent.
'£.! Commerce detP.rmined final margins as follows: Borusan (1.26 percent ad valorem}, Hannesmann and Erkboru (23.12
percent ad valorem), and all other companies (14.74 percP.nt ad valorem).
5/ This is the margin for Hannesmann and Erkboru. The margin for a third firm, Borusan, was dP. minimis. The margin
fo~ all other firms is 14.81 percent.
·
6/ The Commission has issued a preliminary affirmative determination. To date, there is no dP.termination of sales
at-LTFV by Commerce nor a requirement for the posting of bond.
71 Commerce determined final margins as follows: Saha Thai (15.69 percent ad valorem), Thai Steel (15.60) percent,
and ali other companies (15.67 percent).
8/ Order revoked effective Oct. 1, 1984, thP. effective date of thP. import restraint agreement reached with Korea.
Th; ratios of imports to apparent consumption are overstated to the extent that import data include exports by Union
Steel Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Dougjin Steel Co., Ltd., which were excluded from CommP.rce's affirmative
determination.

9/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Har. 20, 1985, following withdrawal of petition, prior to a final
determination by Commerce.
10/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Feb. 4, 1985, following withdrawal of petition, prior to a final
d;lermination by Commerce.
11/ Terminated by the Commission, effective Dec. 4, 1985, following withdrawal of the petition prior to a final
de'termination.
_!!/ Terminated by Commerce prior to making its final determination, effective Oct. 23, 1985, following withdrawal of
petition.
13/ Terminated by the Commission on Apr. 4, 1986, ·following withdrawal of the petition.
14/ In its final determination, Commerce found the margin to be 18.81 percent but the bounding of cash deposit rate
was adjusted to 17.80 percent to take into account changes that occurred after the review order.
15/ The petition was withdrawn on March 27, 1986. The order is expected to be revoked shortly.
16/ Terminated by Commerce, effective Apr. 2, 1985, following withdrawal of petition.
Tl! Terminated by Commerce, effective Nov. 27, 1985, following withdrawal of petition. The Commission did not
ii1'Stitute a final investigation.
18/ Terminated by Commerce prior to making its preliminary determination, effective Nov. 13, 19g5, following
withdrawal of petition.
19/ The petition was withdrawn on March 27, 1986. The order is expected to be revoked shortly. On Aug. 30, 1985,
tb; Commission issued a negative preliminary antidumping determination with respect to line pipes and tubes from
Yugoslavia.
Source: Margins and date of bond or order obtained from U.S. Department of Commerce; ratio of imports to apparent
consumption, compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce and data submitted in response to
questionnaires of thP. U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.-~Data

in this table are current through Apr. 9, 1986.
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Table D-2.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: U.S. produce~~, Lt LU~LL
shares of domestic shipments, and plant locations, by firms,-1985
are o
1985 domestic
shipments
Percent

Firm
CPTI member firms:
Allied Tube & Conduit-----------:
American Tube Co----------------:
Bernard Epps & Co---------------:
Bull Hoose Tube Co--------------:

..

***
***
***
***

Plant locations

***

llarvey, IL.
Phoenix, AZ.
Los Angeles, CA.
Gerald, MO.
Chicago Heights, IL •
Trenton, GA.
Pine Bluff, AR.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Sharon, PA.
Houston, TX.
Al.ton, IL.
Santa Fe Springs, CA.
Fairbury~ IL.
Sharon, PA.
Long Beach~ CA.
Wheatland, PA.

.

Century Tube Corp---------------:
Cyclops Corp. :
Sawhill Tubular Division------:
Tex-Tube Division-------------:
Laclede Steel Co----------------:
Maruichi American Corp----------:
Pittsburgh Tube Co--------------:
Sharon Tube Co------------------:
Western Tube & Conduit----------:
Wheatland Tube Corp-------------:
Non-CPTI firms:
American Cast Iron Pipe Co------:
Berger Industries, Inc----------:
Harris Tube---------------------:
. J.M. Tull Industries, Inc-------:

***
***
***
·***

Kaiser Pipe & Casing------------:
Lock Joint Tube Co., Inc--------:
Lone Star Steel Co., Inc--------:
LTV Steel Corp------------------:

***
***
***
***

Newport Steel Co.~ Inc----------:
Stupp Corp----------------------:
United States Steel Corp--------:

***
***
***

United Tube Corp----------------:

***

... Birmingham,

AL.
Edison, NJ.
Los Angeles, CA.
Gardena~ CA.
Norcross, GA.
Irwindale~ CA.
South Bend, IN.
Lone Star, TX.
Youngstown, O:t.:i.
Aliquippa~ PA.
Counce, TN.
Newport~ KY.
Baton Rouge, LA.
Fairless Hills, PA.
Lorain, OH.
Geneva, UT.
McKeesport, PA.
11edina, OH.

l/ In addition, there are 4 other known producers that together accounted
for an estimated less than 1 percent of U.S. producers' total domestic
shipments.
l:_/ Firm did not respond to the Commission's questionnaire.
Source: Share of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted in
response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 0-3.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' domestic
shipments, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1982-85

Year

1982-----------------:
1983-----------------:
1984-----------------:
1985-----------------:

U.S.
Ratio to
Apparent
producers'
consumption
of-Imports
consumpdomestic
:Producers':
I
tion
.
mpor t s
shipments
: s h 1pments:
------------1,000 tons----------------Percent-----1,352
1,399
1,504
1,491

1,178
1,459
2,063
1,802

2,530
2,858
3,567
3,293

53
49
42
45

47
51
58
55

Source: U.S. producers' shipments, compiled from questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission; imports, compiled from official statistics of
the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table D-4.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: U.S. production,
capacity, and capacity utilization, 1982785
Item
Production---------------1,000 tons--:
Capacity-----------------------do----:
Capacity utilization 11-----percent--:

1982
1,269
3,305
36

1983

1984

1,318
3,044
42

1985

1,461
3,244
44

1,457
3,555
41

1/ Capacity utilization rates were calculated using data from firms that
provided information on both production and capacity.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table D-5.--Standard and line pipes and tubes:
domestic shipments, 1982-85
Item
Quantity----------------1,000 tons--:
Value---------------1,000 dollars--:
Unit value 11-------~-----per ton--:

1982
1,352
748
$597

U.S. producers'

1983
1,399
688
$533

1984
1,504
809
$575

1985
1,491
805
$532

1/ Unit values were calculated using data from firms that provided
information on both the quantity and value of shipments.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Information concerning· exports of standard and line pipes and tubes is
presented in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Information concerning U.S. producers' inventories of standard and line
pipes and tubes is presented in the following tabulation:

Inventories
(1,000 tons)

Ratio of inventories
to shipments !I
(percent)

As of Dec. 31-1982---------------1983---------------1984------~---------

1985----------------

208

174
191
185

15
12
13
13

l/ Ratios were calculated using data from firms that provided information on
both inventories and shipments.
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Table 0-6.--Average number of production and related workers producing
standard and line pipes and tubes. hours paid. !I wages and total
compensation Al paid to such employees. and labor productivity. hourly
compensation. and unit labor production costs. 1982-85
Item

1982

Production and related workers:
5.240
Number-------------------------------:
Percentage change--------------------:
Hours worked by production and
related workers:
Number------------------1.000 hours--:
8.989
Percentage change--------------------:
Wages paid to production and
related workers:
Value-----------------1.000 dollars--: 120.127
Percentage change--------------------:
Total compensation paid to production
and related workers:
Value-----------------1.000 dollars--: 177.099
Percentage change--------------------:
Labor productivity:
Quantity--------------tons per hour--:
0.138
Percentage change--------------------:
Hourly compensation: 11
Value--------------------------------: $13.55
Percentage change-----~--------------:
Unit labor costs: !/
Value----------~------------per ton--:
$143
Percentage change--------------------:

!I Includes
Al Includes
benefits.
11 Based on
!I Based on

1983

1984

4.689
-11

5.014

1985

4.318
-14

+7

...

8.025
-11

8.874
+11

-6

102.021
-15

121.558
+19

119.237

153.429
-13

169.802

167 .873

+11

-1

0.161
+17

$119
-17

0.160 ":

8.366

-2

0.171

-1

+7

$13.82
+7

$14.39
+4

$120
+l

$121
+l

hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
total compensation paid.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table D-7.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations
producing standard and line pipes and tubes, accounting years 1982-85 ··
Item

1982

1983

1984

1985

Net sales-------1,000 dollars--:
632,037
574,755
699,089
641,336
Cost of goods sold-------do----: ___6~3~7~·~8~0~8~--~5~8~0~·~0~3~4:__:__-=-6~78~,2~1~9'--''--......:5~9=1L,1~5~9~
Gross profit or (loss)---do----:
(5, 771):
(5 ,279):
20,870
50,177
General, selling, and ad54,239
50,699 :
52,761 :
52,028.
ministrative expenses--do----:
(58,040):
(33,369):
(1,851)
(56,470):
Operating (loss)---------do----:
Depreciation and amorti18,093
14,997
13,960
13,049
zation expense---------do----:
As a share of net s~les:
92.2
100.9
97.0
100.9
Cost of goods sold--percent--:
Gross profit or
.(0. 9):
(0.9):
7.8
3.0
· Iloss)---------------do----:
Gerieral, selling, and
administrative
7.8
8.1
8.0
9.2
expenses-------------do----:
(10.1):
(4.8):
(0.3)
(8.9):
Operating (loss)-------do----:
Number of firms reporting
4
2 :
3
3
operating losses-------------:
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table D-8.--Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations
producing standard and line pipes and tubes, by nonintegrated producers and
integrated producers, accounting years 1982-85
Item

1982

1983

1984.

1985

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Honintegrated firms-----:

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***---------------------:~~~~~~--':........~~~~~--=-~~~~~~....:....~~~~-*-*~*

***---------------------:
***---------------------:

632,037

574,755

699,089

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
.***

(5,771):

(5,279):

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

(56,470):

(58,040):

641,336

20,870

***
***
***
***

(33,369):

Percent of net sales
Gross prof it or (loss):
Honintegrated firms-----:

***---------------------:
***---------------------:
***---------------------:

Weighted average------:
Operating income
or (loss):
Honintegrated firms-----:

***---------------------:
***---------------------:
***---------------------:
Weighted average------:

***
***
***
***

(0.9):

***
***
***
***

(0.9):

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

(8.9):

:

(10.1):

3.0

(4.8):

7 .8

(0.3)

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Selected financial information for U.S. producers' operations on standard
and line pipes and tubes are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands
of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table D-9.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for
consumption, ];./ by selected sources, 1982-85
Source

1982

B84

1983
~uantity

LTFV imports:
India (standard) 2/-----:
Taiwan (line)---=----:
Turkey (standard
and line)--------:
Yugoslavia-----:
Republic of Korea-----:
Japan--------------:
All other-------:------:

1985

(tons)

***

***
862

4,610

0
4,225
441,713
293,125
434,024

505
0
673,512
142,803
640,491

2,578
13,553
636,729
252,762
l,151,232

5,076

***

***

11,511
3/

***

11,517
663,674
253,293
796,041
Total-------------:--~l-,~1~7~8~,2~8~1=---=1~,~4~5~8~,~7~29"'"""""~2~,~0~6~3~,~4~4~9----,...,......,....~~="""""
4/ l,801,730
Value (l,000 dollars)

Total imports:
India (standard)-----:
Taiwan (line)------:
Turkey (standard
and line)---------:
Yugoslavia------------:
Republic of Korea-------:
Japan--------------:
All other-----------:
Total-------------:

194
244

629
1,599

7,834
3,838

200

216,067
56,577
216,582
489,363
Unit

821
3,953
232,759
103,842
404,868
748,469
value

14,686
3,960
247,326
lll,199
296,675
686,018

$349
283

$317
347

$351
333

396

318
292
366
410
352
363

338
344
373
439
370
331

52
2,135

-:

l,792
192,450
152,595
202,346
551,150

Total imports:
India (standard)----:
--:
Taiwan (line)
Turkey (standard
and line)--------:
Yugoslavia------------:
Republic of Korea------:
-:
Japan
All other----------:
Average---------:

$446
421

-

:

424
436
520
465
468

-:

-:

321
396
338
336

1/ Includes imports of standard pipes under TSUSA items 610.3231, 610.3232,
610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3244, 610.3247, 610.3252,
610.3254, 610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925 and imports of line pipes under
TSUSA items 610.3208 and 610.3209.
l:_/ These data are exports from India for fiscal years 1982-84 and calendar
year 1985, as reported by counsel for Engineering Export Promotion Council.
Total imports from India, as compiled from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, were 118 tons in 1982, 556 tons in 1983, 1,985 tons in
1984, and 22,306 tons in 1985.
2./ Data for LTFV imports of line pipes and tubes from Turkey are compiled
from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission. Total imports of standard and line pipes and tubes from
Turkey, as compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, were 43,388 tons in 1985.
!!_/ Estimated by _the staff of the U.S. Internatioual Trade Commission. '.1.'he
import quantity is understated by l,910 tons in the official statistics
because of a keypunch error.
Source: Compiled from official
Commerce, except as noted.

~t.atistics

of the U.S. Department of
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Table 0-10.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: Shares of U.S. consumption
supplied by LTFV imports from India, Taiwan, and Turkey, and imports from
all other countries, 1982-85
Cin percent)
Source

1982

1983

1984

1985

India (standard) !/----------------:
***
***
***
***
0.2
.1
.3
Taiwan Cline)----------------------:
'l:/
Turkey (standard and line)---------:
.1
***·
'l:/
***
***
***
All other--------------------------:~~~-*-*-*--~~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~
51.0
57.8
54.7
Total-------------------------~:
46.6
!I Ratio of LTFV'exports to U.S. consumption.
.Source:
noted.

~/

Less than 0.05 percent .

Based on data in tables 0-3 and 0-9 of this report, except where

Hote.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals. shown.

.··.
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Inf orrnation concerning the customs districts through which the LTFV
imports of standard and line pipes and tubes entered the United States in 1985
is presented in the following tabulation:·

Item

Quantity
Short tons

Percent of total

India: (standard) !I
4,379
19.6
Savannah.GA--------:
4,014
Philadelphia, PA--~:
18.0
3,700
16.6
Houston. TX--------:
2,336
10.5
New Orleans, LA----:
1,704
7.6
Bridgeport, 'CT-----~
1,175
5.3
New York. NY-------:
4.7
11052
Tampa, FL----------:
1,032
4.6
Baltimore. MD------:
3.2
Los Angeles, CA----:
721
499
2.2
Chicago, IL--------:
483
2.2
Seattle, WA--------:
454
2.0
Charleston, SC-----:
409
Boston, MA---------:
1.8
212
San Francisco, CA--:
1.0
136
0.6
Norfolk, VA--------:~~~~~~~~~~=.;;.=--.:.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
22,306
100.0
Total------------:
Taiwan: Cline)
6,649
57 .8
Los Angeles, CA----:
3,271
28.4
Houston, TX--------:
535
4.6
Tampa, FL----------:
392
3.4
Savannah, GA-------:
384
New Orleans, LA----:
3.3
225
2.0
San Francisco, CA--:
55
0.5
Charleston, SC-----:~~~~~~~~~~-==-.:.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.;:;....;..=..
11,511
100.0
Total------------:
Turkey: (standard
and line) £/
17,647
40.7
Houston, TX--------:
8,421
19.4
New Orleans, LA----:
17 .o
7,379
Tampa, FL----------:
14.1
6,102
Bridgeport, CT-----:
3 ,014
6.9
Philadelphia, PA---:
826
1.9
Baltimore. MD------=~~~~~~~~~~=-==-.:.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
43,388
100.0
Total------------:

!/ Includes fair value as well as LTFV imports. Total LTFV exports from
India were * * * tons in 1985.
£1 Includes fair value as well as LTFV imports of line pipes and tubes.
Total LTFV imports of standard and line pipes and tubes were * * * tons in
1985.
II Estimated by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Cormnission. The
import quantity is understated by 1,910 in the official statistics because of
a keypunch error.
-'

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Conunerce, except as noted.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.

